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Union fights pulp mill sale plan 
By JEFF NAGEL wage rollback in exchange for earning a rollback, he said, adding no subsequent Sandrelli says he will be back in 
THE UNION representing Skeena Cellu- 
lose pulp mill workers has blocked the 
possible sale of the company to a Texas- 
based buyer. 
The Pulp, Paper and Woodworkers of 
Canada local 4 won a 14-day court in- 
junction Thursday that prevents the 
province from selling any shares or as- 
sets of Skeena Cellulose to a subsidiary 
of Enron Corp, 
The PPWC is refusing the B.C. gov- 
ernment's request hat it turn over SCI 
shares the employees have earned so the 
province can sell 100 per cent of SC! to 
Enron. 
Under the 1998 restructuring of SCI, 
pulp mill workers took a 10 per cent 
20 per cent stake in SCI over seven 
years. 
Enron doesn't want the employee ow- 
nership to continue if it completes the 
purchase, and has indicated it wants to 
buy SCI whole frona the province. 
off er has been tabled. 
"The position of Local 4 of the union 
is they would be available to entertain 
any offer that the government wants to 
make," Sandrelli said. 
Lawyers for the province will appear 
Employees have been told the 10 per in court this week in an attempt to over- 
cent wage rollback will be lifted if they turn the injunction, said government 
agree to give up their shares, which the spokesman Don Zadravec. 
government says are presently worthless. "This isn't helpful," Zadravec said. 
"The employees would like their "At the same time we're not going to 
shares o they can decide for themselves publicly debate this with the union." 
how to go forward." said John Sandrelli, He said the province believes the mill 
the Vancouver lawyer representing the employees have so far earned about a bit 
PPWC. over five per cent of SCI through the 
The union voted 96 per cent to reject nearly two years of wage concessions to
the Sept. 13 offer to rescind the wage date. 
court to oppose the province and will 
ask the judge to continue the injunction 
and at the same time order the province 
to hand over shares employees are due. 
The workers' shares haven't been 
transferred to them because of a continu- 
ing court dispute over how to divide 
them up between different categories of 
employees. 
"We shouldn't be in this position to 
begin with;" Sandrelli said. "The work- 
ers should already have the shares." 
He said the wage concessions have so 
far cost workers more than $4 million. 
The union also maintains the entire 
20 per cent o fSC I  - not just what 
they've arned over two years - was to 
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P-E. tty in pink 
IT'S A WEEKLY RITUAL for Barbarah Kisschowsky (left) - buying 
flowers af the Farmers' Market from vendors like Maria Coutinho. 
Barbarah says she often buys as many as six bundles of the 
, •i i • '~ : " 
brightly coloured blooms to bring back and brighten her home. 
Maria sells the dazzling dahlias that her mother grows in her spec- 
tacular garden on Pear St. 
Eleven in city council race 
Multiplex to be a big issue 
immediately go into a trust fund for the 
employees that would be controlled by 
the employees. 
"The employees would just like what 
was promised to them two years ago - 
the delivery of 20 per cent equity in the 
company," Sandrelli said. 
Zadravee said the province is continu- 
ing its efforts to persuade the union to 
change its mind. 
The government has argued the sale is 
the best shot at ensuring the long-term 
job security of the workers. 
"Everything the province has done in 
the last few years has been with the best 
long-term economic interest of the peo- 
ple of the northwest in mind," Zadravec 
said. "No one can deny that." 
Talstra won't 
rule out a run 
for Liberal nod 
TERRACE VOTERS will choose from 11 $7.6 million to build the facility. Decisions uch as whether the city can afford 
names forcitycouncil'ssixseats-including Fraser also said he recognizes the value of the the multiplex, headded, dependheav i lyonTer - " ' ream'  polities 
six new challengers - when they vote Nov. 20. farmers' market and would fight to allow the race's current debt load. 
Rich McDaniel, Val George, Olga Power, market to remain in its current location. "I'm asking council to release to us an over- 
Ron Vanderlee and David Hull are all seeking re, LynneChristiansen, 43, an active volunteer, view of present capitalrepaymentprograms," Id be active 
election. Joining them are Darrell Norton, James says she would fight to make council more re- Hamilton said. "When is the library paid off? C O  U 
Fraser, Lynne Christiansen, Frank Hamilton, sponsive, She became prominent over the last When is the police station paid off? I'd like to 
Joely Viveiros and George Vogel. two years as president of the Skeena Valley see that information before making apersonal de- 
Norton, a 37-year-old engineer at McElhanney Farmers' Market at a time wherr the market bat- cision on the multiplex." 
and Associates, moved here from Powell River in. tied with city council and city officials to remain Joely Viveiros, the 29'year-old audiologist and 
April and was the first new challenger to file last in its present location. ~ owner of the TerraCe Hearing Clinic, says she's 
week. He s also the first candidate to oppose con- Although that issue is likely to be put to rest interested in serving her town and would bring a 
struction of the proposed $7.6 million multiplex, with the signing of a five-year lease, she said she younger person's perspective, 
"I can't stand behind the multiplex -just from will look out for the interests of the market on "I think I have a different peer group and a rill- 
what I know of it," Norton said, adding there are council, ferent perspective than most of the people who 
• parking problems, geotechnical problems and Her approach to the ' ' ' mulhplex issue Is to let have been on council," said Viveiros. 
cost problems, the people decide, although she's personally cau- She supports council's direction so far on the 
James Fraser, a 32-year.old Safeway era- tious about it, multiplex issue, but says she needs more infer, 
ployee, is making his third run for council after Frank Hamilton, who brings 22 years of man- marion on the city's finances before deciding 
?.unsuccessful attempts in the 1993 election and a agement experience as superintendent of the whether she 11 personally vote in favour. 
:1998 byelection, school district, says he's been retired for a year George Vogel, manager of the Hillside Lodge 
He says he's been encouraged by many sup- and wants to serve, on Little Ave., barely made the nomination dead- 
porters to run again, and says he feels he's more "I've got energy and time, i'm prepared to do line, A longtime city resident with a real estate 
experienced than in 1993, when he garnered close my homework and I'm used to working with background, Vogel says he's thought about run- 
to 1,200 votes - about 200 short. , hoards and with a fairly large corporation,', Ha' ning for for many years, team along with councillors Val George and Rich Me- 
Fraser said some councdlors Seem to stick to milton said, I m used to communicating with "I've been in town for such a long time, I Daniel. "Unofficially, somewhat quietly, it has 
%ld-style pohtlcs and said the multiplex is an pohtlclans, mlmsters, and deputy ministers- the thought it was about time to contribute a little happened,,'.Huli said. 
example of where some councillors wanted to de' whole gang down in Vict0ria." The multiplex is an issue that will be up to ing voters around town that the mayor and certain coun- lay a ref rendum td n xt year tn an attempt to Th  63-year-old says he llbe required to quit bit," he said. . : It's usually i volved a word-of-mouth camp ign tell- 
i*, l 
. curry winning circumstances. ~ htscurrent voiunteer p0st as president of the Ter, tbepeoplelodecidei h added, i ell candidates are the right team to get the job done, 
He wouldn't elaborate yet on whether he sup'  race"Kltlmat Airport Society if he's elected to . "Terrace needs it," he satd, The question is a Hull said. 
ports or opposes the proposal to borrow up to council, matter of~,tlme and whether we can aff0rd:it.'! eonrd  on Page A12 
MAYOR JACK Talstra doesn't rule out a run for provin- 
cial politics - even if he's re-elected and doing so would 
force a byeleetion for the mayor's chair. 
"1 can't tell you in all honesty whether I would run 
provincially or not," he said Friday, adding he expects 
the NDP government to wait until the very end of its 
term - summer 2001 - to call an election. 
Talstra was responding to accusations a week earlier 
from mayoral challenger Linda Hawes that he has his 
eyes on the B.C. Liberal nomination in Skecna. Hawes 
promised that if elected mayor, she won't leave in mid- 
term to run for another level of polities. 
"If 1 were to say I 'm not running ! don't think people 
would necessarily believe me," Talstra said. "And if 
Linda has said that I don't think you should believe her 
either." 
Talstra added that he presently doesn't see any need 
to unseat NDP MLA Helmut Giesbreeht. 
"1 think our present MLA in the last while has paid 
more attention to our community and has tried to chum. 
pion our causes in Victoria somewhat belter than per- 
haps he did when he first was elected," Talslra said. 
"As long as there is good representation from our MLA 
and from our IP ,  i would have no bone to pick with 
them," he said. "The minute they were to fall down on 
the job - and I'm not suggesting that's the case right 
now - or if something is done that is detrimental to Ter- 
race, I'm going to do something about it." 
He said his first allegiance has always been and al- 
ways will be to Terrace and area. 
Asked if he's losing enthusiasm and energy for tile job 
of mayor - another claim levelled by Hawes -Talstra 
dismissed the criticism as a personal comment. 
"I've been guilty in the past of making personal com. 
meats about other people and I've usually instantly re- 
gretted it the moment the words left my mouth," Talstra 
said. "I've sort of resolved I wouldn't enter that arena so 
I'm not going to enter that arena now," 
He did say he's gone through a period of personal re- 
flection about whether to run again, and has talked to 
city councillors, community members and most import- 
antly, his family. Talstra said he feels fit for the job and 
has the support of his family and others. 
"1 think l can contribute on both of those issues," 
BY JEFF NAGEL 
MAYORALTY candidates Jack Talstra and Linda 
Hawes are trying to recruit other council candidates into 
"teams", claims one city councillor. 
David Hull said he'd been approached by both Talstra 
and Hawcs to join informal "teams" or "slates". 
"At one point she was talking about candidates with 
matching signage and colours and so on," Hull said of 
Hawes. 
Hull said he lurned down both offers, ~'l'm just going 
to run as a pure independent," he said. 
Hawes denies approaching Hull, although she conce- 
ded the two councillors did discuss the idea - something 
she says Hull initiated. 
"Councillor Hull approached me," Hawes said, add- 
ing his idea was for something called "Team Terrace." 
Both Hawes and Hull say Talstra usually runs on a 
, L/ .~ 
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Muted trustee race 
THE ONLY school board race this year is 
in Terrace, since trustee seats elsewhere 
have been won by acclamation. 
The four Terrace residents entering the 
race are current trustee Marj Brown, 
Diana Penner, Harold Stedham and Rain- 
er Giannelia. 
Winning by acclamation are Thornhill 
trustee Oary Turner, Hazelton trustee 
Charlie Willson, Stewart trustee Les 
Deacon Rogers, and Kitimat trustees 
Linda Campbell, Peter King, and Barry 
Pankhurst. 
Linda Campbell, who is also school 
board chair, said she's surprised no-one 
else is willing to run for office, especially 
with all the outspoken people who have 
been eriticising the board's decisions for 
the past three years. 
"What that tells me is that either 
people are so disillusioned by the eduea. 
tion system [that they don't want to run,] 
or they're giving the school board a vote 
of confidence," she said. 
Wayne Jones, a vocal school board 
critic who helped create MAGIC, a music 
advocacy group, said not many people 
are willing to put up with the pressure in- 
volved in being a trustee. 
"If you want to get beat up once a 
month, join the school board," he said. 
Terrace trustees Stewart Christensen 
and Roger Leclerc aren't running again 
and neither are Anthony Yao from Kiti- 
mat and Angela Brand from Stewart. 
Longtime trustee Leclerc, agreed it's 
time to give someone lse a try at run- 
ning the school district. 
"It's been ten years," Leclerc said , 
"and that's long enough." 
Newly elected trustees will have a 
number of issues to deal with over the 
next three years. Number one, and most 
importantly to deal with is the budget. 
The board has to balance the budget 
by the end June, 2000. But it will remain 
a struggle to keep the budget balanced, 
said Campbell. 
"I don't believe we're finished [with 
cuts yet]," she said. 
Campbell said the board can't get into 
a deficit position again, and the only way 
to avoid that will be spending only as 
much money as what's generated. 
Another issue to deal with for new 
trustees will be hiring new administrators. 
Four key positions need to filled includ- 
ing superintendent, secretary treasurer, 
director of instruction, and maintenance 
and busing superintendent. 
Another challenge for trustees will be 
dealing with declining student enroiment 
numbers. An education ministry audit 
conducted last year concluded that in lhe 
next five years the district's student en- 
rolment numbers are expected to de- 
crease by 250 to 300 students. 
That means under the district's current 
fiscal formula, it will lose $2.5 million in 
operating dollars, creating the need for 
eliminating staff and perhaps closing 
schools. 
Designing the new replacement for 
Skeena school will be another task for 
new trustees. The board will also will be 
deciding whether or not to expand Thorn- 
hill Junior Secondary to offer Grades 8 
through 12. 
Veteran names return 
THORNHILL REGIONAL district director 
Les Watmough faces a challenge from 
two newcomers to district politics, Mi- 
chael Moore and Ted Wyatt. 
Moore lives and works in Thornhill at 
Blue Ridge Ventures, a graphic design 
shop he co-owns. 
Moore, 27, says he feels dedicated to 
the growing commianity of Thornhill and 
its people and "would like the voices of 
Thornhill to be heard, not assumed." 
The third contender up to the plate is 
Northwest Community College profes- 
sional driving instructor, Ted Wyatt. 
Wyatt, 46, is a longtime legion mem- 
ber and Terrace Little Theatre member. 
He says he decided to run for director 
because it is an opportunity to see change 
in Thornhill. 
Area C 
, The seat left empty by retiring director 
Gordon Robinson leaves two veterans of 
local politics vying to replace him in Ter- 
r/toe's outlying areas. 
Peggy Julseth wants to return after a 
three-year absence. She represented 
Thornhill at the regional district board 
from 1993 to 1996. 
Julseth now works as the regional 
housing coordinator of Terrace Anti-pov- 
erty, sits on the multiplex committee, and 
is a Lakelse Lake property owner, 
She intends to focus on land use, zon- 
ing, and increasing utilities in unserviced 
areas. 
Julseth's opponent is fellow Lakelse 
Lake property owner Bob Cooper. 
Cooper's experience in local politics 
ranges from city councillor to regional 
distdct chair in 1992. 
Since then, Cooper and his wife Edna 
(school district head in the early '90s) 
have been active in the Lakelse Lake re- 
sidents association. 
Cooper says that's what gave him the 
motivation to run for local politics again. 
"I'd like to improve the roads, sewer 
and water supply," Cooper said. 
He added, as the representative for area 
C, he'd l ike to put an end to bureaucratic 
red tape around issues such as land use 
issues, Beam Station Road, the place- 
ment of septic tanks in rural areas,and 
preserving fish streams. 
ROYAL BANK 
Customer 
Appreciation 
Day 
Fr iday,  Oct. 22/1999 
11 am-  2pm 
Royal Bank would like to 
thank their customers for 
their business throughout 
the past year. We invite you 
, to join us for cake and 
~.~ refreshments. 
~ .~1~r)  Of Canada 
4640 Lakelse Ave 
r, 
J~  
, , ~ 
Invite Your Family 
and Friends 
Home for 
2000! 
Homecoming 2000 is a rnade-in-B.C 
tourism promotion and a chance for 
all of us to return to our home towr 
during 2000. 
After all, there's no place like home and during 2000, there's never been 
a better time to visit family and friends throughout our province. 
It's all part of Homecoming 2000, one of several province-wide celebrations 
marking the millennium. Just tell BC 2000, British Columbia's millennium 
office, who you want to invite home and we'll send them a personal BC 2000 
Homecoming invitation. 
Homecoming 2000 postage-paid invitation cards are available at your local 
Autoplan broker, ICBC claim centres, Driver Service Centres and ca.r. shops, 
ICBC's network of accredited auto repair shops. 
For more information call (250) 356-2000, or check out the BC 2000 web 
site, www.bc2OOO.gov.b¢.ca. 
Mark the Millennium by inviting family and friends home for 2000! 
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Cabin honours friends 
A NEW log cabin under 
construction in Jaekpine 
Flats is the first of its kind 
fo r  baekcountry skiers and 
hikers here. 
The cabin's probable lo- 
cation, in Mount Remo's 
west bowl, was first con- 
ceived by A! Evanehick 
and A1 Munroe, who later 
died during an avalanche 
near Bell 11 Jan. 7. 
The highways ministry 
avalanche teehs were 
members of the Mount 
Remo Backeountry Socie- 
ty until their tragic deaths. 
The club has since deci- 
ded to dedicate the cabin 
to "The Als" with a mem- 
orial plaque at the site. 
"They were close 
friends," said Steve Brush- 
ey who helps coordinate 
ti~e cabin's construction. 
"We all used to white 
water kayak, climb and ski 
together." 
i After a busy summer of 
constructing the cabin's 
basic frame and raising 
money to buy everything 
from stain, gas for the 
power saws and helicopter 
t~me, the club says the 
p~'ojeet is right on target. 
;"We wanted to finish by 
Oct. 1,'" said Brushey. "It 
took a lot of work but we 
finished by Oct. 2." 
:The 12-by-16 foot cabin 
features one main room 
a~d a loft that comfortably 
sleeps six people. 
"The western red cedar 
walls should be kept cozy 
by the heat of a wood- 
b.uming stove and a series 
of five windows to gaze at  
Mount Remo's sub-alpine: 
landscape. 
• i Brushey said the cabin 
.will also house some res- 
cue equipment, but mem- 
bers hope skiers will pack 
in their own safety equip- 
ment. 
: "There's  a concern the 
Cabin will attract the type 
~f person who may not be 
I~repared," Brushey said. 
"But I guess that's a risk 
you take." 
The cabin will be taken 
apart at the construction 
site and transported to a 
remote area in the Mount 
P~emoa rea. 
A LABOUR OF LOVE: Steve Brushey from the 
Mount Remo Backcountry Society stands beside 
the AIs' memorial cabin in Jackpine Flats. It'll be 
moved to the Mount Remo area when finished next 
summer. The cabin is named after AI Munro and AI 
Evenchick, two avalanche technicians killed in an 
avalanche north on Hwy37 earlier this year. They 
were avid backcountry enthusiasts. 
Access will require a fi- foundation fo r the cabin, baekcountry skiers curr- snow and if the weather 
ve-hour trek even from the take  the structure apart ently make trips to terrain turns sour, we can dry out 
Shames parking Iotl And, and truck the beams to  a that is dangerouS, but want tmre and ski back out," 
even though their applica= Staging area. : to devel0p a recreation :And while the club says 
tion has been approved by  From there :the beams area closer t0 home, they'll t ryto  coordinate a
the ministry of forests, the will be helicoptered out to  !!This will rea l ly  en, cabin schedule f tlie cabin 
cabin's final resting site t0 i t ' s  final location; where hance baekcountty skiing gets  ~ popular, they want 
depends on access to  a roof, wind0ws, a. door in ihe Shames areai said the  Community to know 
water ,and appropriate and other detailing takes  BruShey, addingthe cabin the cabin is for everyone, 
foundatmn conditions. ' over. The project deadline, will lure sk iers . '  ~ whether  thcyre a society 
That decision will be fi- said Brushey; is late Au, ,qn the winter th s wil l  member or not. 
nalized by March 2000, gust 2000, depending on really open up a wh0/e "It 's for anyone who 
and when the snow clears snowfall next spring, area for us "we won t wants  to  use  it," said 
next summer, tens o f  vo- Brushey says a lot of have to pack tents or build Brushey. 
lunteers will establish a 
Pryce makes three in mayor's race 
A THREE-WAY race for the he's thought about running for some for tile city. and tile job could be bet- 
mayor's chair is on. time but made up his niind ]asl Week tci' done by someone ()tiler than those 
Garry Pryce filed papers Friday when he became convinced 'lhlstra Iwo." he added. 
before the close of nominations, and HaweS are more interested in pro, Pryce cited tlie logging industry as 
And incumbent mayo r Jack Talstra vincial politics than tlie city,s future2 an  are a he's particu ar y concerned 
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News In Brief 
They'll run again 
TERRACE isn't the only area going through munici- 
pal elections. It's also election time in several outly- 
ing communities around Terrace. 
That affects us because many of those mayors and 
council members it on the Kitimat-Stikine Regional 
District board and make decisions for local voters. 
Running for mayor again are Andy Burton in Stewart 
and Alice Maitland in Hazelton while Jeanne Mo- 
naghan is running for a council spot in Kitimat. 
They have to first be re-elected and then be chosen by 
their councils before they return to the regional district 
board. = . . . . . . .  
PNG donates park 
PACIFIC Northern Gas has donated .7 acres of land at 
the base of Thornhill Creek to be used as green space 
by the regional district. 
The land, used to haul rock during last spring's flood- 
ing. was once the site of a PNG natural gas regulating 
station which has since been decommissioned. 
The land borders the Skeena River, Oueensway Drive 
and includes both sides of the Thornhill Creek. 
.:' PNG official John de Rooy said the company hadn't 
even considered selling the land to adjacent property 
owners because of the small size of the lot. 
"We wouldn't have any other use for it and apparently, 
it makes a pretty good fishing hole," said de Rooy. 
Land transfer should be complete by year's end and the 
district will pay legal costs of transferring the land. It 
has no immediate plans to develop the site. 
Helmut on board 
SKEENA MLA Helmut Giesbrecht has been named to 
the B.C. Transportation Financing Authority's board of 
directors. 
The BCTFA controls spending on large-scale high- 
ways projects in B.C., including the $41 million, 7- 
year project o improve the Nisga'a Highway. 
Also on the board are highways minister Harry Lali, 
municipal affairs minister Jim Doyle, women's equali- 
ty minister Jenny Kwan and Kootenay MLA Erda 
Walsh. 
Airport chief hired 
THE TERRACE-KITIMAT Airport Society expects to 
have its new airport manager in place the beginning of 
November. 
Richard Reed was hired to replace long-time manager 
Darryl Laurent who has moved to a similar position at 
the Penticton airport. 
Reed is currently the manager of the men's fashion 
section at Eaton's in downtown "Vancouver, but comes 
with an extensive background in airport operations, 
says airport society president Frank Hamilton. 
[ He has been an airport marketing specialist with the 
. , federa government, manager of airnorts in Pitt Mead- _ 
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S1000 in Interest! 
 3OO 
You Get 
¢AT H, 
:For Genuine AR~rK'CA/" 
• Parts And Accessories. 
7 ..... . . . .  i;: .... " . i 
TIC 
~i, o~,  What Snowmobiling} All About7 
I)I NTIJRI  NI ItTS 
FROM 
ECKLAND'S DENTURE CLINIC 
635-1288 
i:i:~ql : '% ' :  . ~!'! 
Gerald H. Eckland, 
D.D., F.C.A.D. 
How 
Comfortable 
Are 
Dentures? 
Rudi Peters, 
B.R.S., D.D., R.D. 
• Would you use an adhesive to make sure your shoes would fit you? 
• Would you continue to use a pair of boots which allowed gravel to 
come in and aggravate Four feet? 
• Would you continue to use your  boots if you had put on 4 or 5 
layers of socks just to get a snug fit? 
• If your  shoes constantly gave you blisters, would you continue to 
use them? 
• If the soles of your  shoes were completely worn away would you 
continue to use them? 
It is painfully clear that no one would put up with this. But, people are 
willing to put up with this in their dentures. People will use adhesives, 
l iners and  various other  strange and harmful things to keep their 
dentures in place, Why not just get dentures which fit properly. Some 
people believe that their denture discomfort is just the way dentures are. 
This is not True! You should NOT be consciously aware of your dentures. If
your dentures give you sores, THERE IS SOMETHING WRONG. Dentures are 
not real teeth, they are a replacement, but, that is no reason why you 
should be in pain, discomfort, or be unable to go through your  day 
without constantly thinking a~bout them, They should become a part  of 
you; although it is still advisable to visit a denture clinic for a checkup 
every 2 years, Your Denturist will exam your gums, tongue, oral tissues 
and jaw joint, This will ensure you of continuing good oral health and 
properly fitting dentures, This consultation is normally cost freer : i 
i i  
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Not again 
AFTER YEARS of raising taxes and cutting 
spending, Prime Minister Jean Chretien now 
wants to play the good guy. He's pronounced 
the deficit to be dead, he's paying down a very 
small portion of the debt and there's money in 
the bank. 
That money in the bank is now the focus of 
the federal agenda and the blueprint of what 
to do with it took shape with last week's 
throne speech. There'll be money for children 
and for families in what the Prime Minister 
hopes is a new wave of federal Liberal policy 
designed to help as many Canadians as pos- 
sible. So far so good as who can deny anything 
that will increase the standard of living for 
every Canadian. 
But the essential problem remains that gov- 
ernments like to tell people what is good for 
them. And often that takes the form of pro- 
grams which first require an extensive bureau- 
cracy to make them come about. The result? 
We simply put more people on the government 
payroll to administer a complex system of 
grants and programs to the point where they 
are designed to support a bureaucracy instead 
of the people those programs and grants were 
designed to help in the first place. 
We've already been through this in the 
1960s and the 1970s with massive expansions 
in the public sector. In the end, nothing much 
was solved. We instead created a dependency 
on government  programs. 
It'll be some time yet before the extent of 
the Liberal plan takes shape in the form of le- 
gislation to be  introduced into Parliament. 
The :cl~allenge 'for us all is to ensure tliatwhat 
the Liberals have in mind is not a return to 
what once was. 
The emphasis should be to return as much 
money as possible to Canadians in the form of 
tax cuts and removing the more poorer of Ca- 
nadians from tax rolls. It is better by far to in- 
crease the spending power of Canadians in- 
stead of merely cranking up the government 
bureaucratic machine. 
:ROM THE CAPITA l  
Good wishes 
RECENT NEWS that B.C. has a pediatrician 
shortage means we should all give our best 
wishes to the plan to boost that specialty ser- 
vice in the northwest. 
There are already two in Terrace and one in 
Smithers and the search is on for a fourth to 
be based here. With four pediatricians, the 
thinking is that they will be able to support 
each other when it comes to matters such as 
time off and vacations as well as to offer the 
best service possible. 
It's a simple equation. The better the quality ", 
of life is for a specialist, the better the quality 
of life there will be for the rest of us. 
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Prisons (: re not the answer 
VICTORIA - "He who opens 
a school door, closes a prison.". 
Ujjal D0sanjh, British Col- 
umbia's attorney general, could 
do worse than familiarizing 
himself with tile 19th century 
novelist, poet and dramatist 
Victor liugo who penned the 
above quote. 
For a short refresher course. I 
would refer him to Les Misera- 
bles, Hugo's definitive work on 
the agonies Of poverty and its 
effect on society's disadvantaged. 
Dosanjh, whose performance 
as the province's chief law en- 
forcement officer has been 
marked by a pronounced prefer- 
ence for harshness, might then 
realize that the ultimate tools in 
society's arsenal of weapons 
against crime is not stiffer sen- 
tences and more prisons, but ed- 
ueatiou, education and educa- 
tion. "" ~ '
He would also be well advised 
to take a look at the statistics Of 
who is beiug incarcerated for 
what crimes: 
For the law-and-order aficio- 
nados, let me make it clear that 
this column is not meaut to 
I tUBERT BEYER 
count ['or a large segment of 
prison inmates in the United 
States and, to a lesser degree in 
Canada. 
The Llnited Stales has 7119 
prisoners for every 100,000 
people, an incarceration rate that 
system in the U.S. has been pri- tences for minor offences. 
vatized. Big companies are 
building big prisons. 
New state-of-the-art prisons 
on the drawing board now will 
be large enough to house 20,000 
inmates. Two prisoners will 
It's not quite as bad in Canada,; 
but bad enough if you lo0k at 
the incarceration statistics. The, 
war on Drugs, an abysmal failure ~ 
continues to be waged with unre-" 
lenting fury in the United States 
share each nine-square-tnetre and a little less enthusiastically 
cell, equipped with two bunk 
beds, a toiletl sink and shower. 
They will be allowed an 
hour's exercise aday on a small 
balcony adjoining the cell. but 
there will beno commtmication 
from cell to cell. 
Food will be passed through 
door windows. Guards will be 
in Canada. And Dosanjh is ave- 
col member of the chorus line 
that advocates stiffer sentences 
for all offences. 
Dosanjh was attorney general 
when his boss, then premier 
Glen Clark, cut the welfare al- 
lowance for single unemploye d 
people by $50. Didn't he tell the" 
able to shackle prisoners else- premier that poverty is one of  
tronically before they e,ter the the major causes of crime? 
cell. New technology and tighler The decrinfimdization f marl. 
restrictions on movement will juana alone would take a heav~ 
allow a ratio {if 19 guards tot load off our judicial system and. 
every 200 prisoners, keep a lot of people out of jail.. 
has been rising thamatically An investment like that must. If we keep throwing people in: 
'~ined:1978, and;i.q~70 p'ei::ce'n't of Course, be~i~r~i~e~eLli::,~'st6~id~ ' ::>,[,qilfor potzretated charges, we- 
"higher"than it wasinl~J45. + : suppl}, of ininates'must be t~ts ~ might just as well I0ck up aft. 
Caiiada has  nearly 40,000 sured.Thus the. prison lobby has .... ),one who drinks beer, wi,e or' 
people in jail. or 129 imnates become one of Ihe most power- spirits which, if taken in excess: 
per 100,000. ful in the U.S. constitute a ranch greater danger 
Compare that with 60 in Fin- And the state complies. I.aws to a person's health and society's-; 
land, 65 in Denmark aud 85 in such as three-strikes-and-v0u're- well being than marijuana. 
Germany. India has the lowest out, regardless of whether the And with fewer prisons, we 
give comfort to the likes of  incarceration rate - 24 per crime committed was possession may end up having more money 
Paul Bernardo r Clifford Olson. 100,00t) population. Why does of a joint or theft of a pack of for schools. : '  
They are where they belong and North America lock upsomany cigarettes, provide the:clientele : Beyer',,, call be, reached at -Z  
should never again see the out- more people than European for what is being referred to as Tel: (250) 381-6900;  e-maii:',,~ 
side of a prison, conntries? the prison-industrial complex, huber t@coo lcom.com;  Fax :  ~:?~ 
1 am talking mostly about Let's first look at the Land of So does mandatory sentencing, (978)  477-5656 webc~: 
drug-related offences which ac- the Free. Much of the prison which results in HI-year sen- ht tp : / /www.huber tbeyer .coml  ~", 
Illegal kind of ,green thumb i 
CR IIVlE PREVENTION 
goes beyond locking your 
parked car, keeping cam- 
eras ottt of sight in the 
trunk, and rolling windows 
all the way up in slow traf- 
fic. 
if we are to rid our neigh- 
bourhoods of drug traffick- 
ers and the harm that they 
do, we must learn to identi- 
fy their bases of operation 
and report hem to police. 
Ridge-Meadows RCMP 
have produced an eight- 
page booklet to help citi- 
zens recognize a suspected 
marijuana grow operatiou. 
The booklet offers blank 
pages to record everything 
from an accurate street ad- 
dress to the l icence 
numbers, makes, and mod- 
els o1' suspicious vehicles 
frequenting a house. 
One clue to a marijuana 
grow house is a bare roof 
when surrounding roofs are 
white with snow or frost• 
But that indicator works 
only in winter. 
Year round tipoffs are 
HROUGH B IFOCALS 
CLAUDETI'E SANDECKI  
yard quantities of growing 
equipnaent and supplies 
such as fertilizer though the 
property displays no flowers 
or garden. These supplies 
may also be purchased ur- 
ing the winter. Also look for 
pots, soils, hoses, and nutri- 
ents scattered around the 
property. 
A strange odour may sur- 
round the house, and you 
may hear hunnning noises 
such as that of a fan. 
Residents nmy keep to 
themselves. They may also 
appear uot to regularly at- 
tend jobs or leave for Work, 
yet drive expensive vehicles. 
dark coverings over some Several persons or vehi- 
of the windows; lights on cles ill and out throughout 
all the time; heavy conden- the day or evening may be a 
sation on the windows; extra hint of trafficking. So are 
security such as fencing, visitors who park down the 
guard dogs, or alarm sys- street and walkto the house. 
terns; unusual or tnodified 
electrical wiring on the out- 
side of the house; hoses 
runuing f rom doors or 
windows on the exterior of 
the house. 
You may see in the back- 
As cultivation of marijua- 
na has become more profit- 
able and more common, 
more neighbourhoods find 
their peace and quiet dis- 
rupted by the constant noise 
and traffic that goes along 
oF FLot,JHRS ! J  AWAR~- O~ TH~S ~ I 
• im 
with drug trafficking. Resi-_- 
dents usually complainto_" 
police when the disruption_" 
becomes unbearable. _" 
Maple Ridge RCMP have r" 
upped their seizures of grow 
operations from 18 in 1993 
to 91 in 1998. With the help, 
of alert citizens, their set-: 
zures may improve even:  
more. 
And traffickers do exist in 
our neighbourhoods. Ill Au-.  
gust, ! sat on a handy bould-~ 
er while my grandchildren" 
skipped stones in a puddle. 
At my feet was a mound of.. 
smoked marijuana butts. 
Marijuana operations are,,, 
cont inuously  linked to 
property crimes and crimes- 
of violence, Ridge-Meadows 
RCMP note. Thieves break "' 
row"' into homes with known g 
operations to make off with'" 
the lucrative crop. 
Knowing the signs of a"" 
grow operation and accu-,, 
rately reporting suspicions 
will help police zero in. A,,, 
heavy frost or snowfall,,, 
won't hurt either. 
ExPL~c~flO~g. 'YDu ! ! 
) • 
"'.;{:~" TRAPH,OmAL K~J(}LUL6P6E ! 
.. ,. ISC'S NoT  THE vdORPS , , , , , 
; d 
Sleeping Beauty Lodge 
future subject of meeting 
'MEMBERS OF the Elks 
!and Order of the Royal 
;Purple go into a meeting 
~today with local health 
'.care officials uncertain 
~about the t'uture of a hos- 
'.tel they've been running 
:on the grounds of Mills 
~Memorial Hospital. 
i Sleeping Beauty Lodge 
:is a renovated former 
"nurses' residence and is 
'meant as a low-cost 
place for people who may 
need medical treatment 
but who don't require 
hospitalization. 
Opened five years ago, 
~the lodge was also the 
~temporary home for 
:people from out of town 
~who have relatives in the 
:hospital and for pregnant 
:women from out of town 
;waiting to deliver. 
: But continuing cuts in 
',the numbers of beds at 
'.Mills reduced the number 
of people at the lodge 
and it closed Sept. 30, 
said Jean Baker, a mem- 
ber of the Order of the 
Royal Purple involved 
with the lodge since its 
inception. 
"We just don't have the 
people to keep it open," 
said Baker of the facility 
which was self-support- 
ing. 
The two service clubs 
used a $184,000 grant 
from the provincial men- 
JOHN WIEBE AND Mary Kenney could very well be 
the last caretakers at Sleeping Beauty Lodge. 
They've been at the medical hostel for just over two 
years but it stopped taking in clients when business 
dropped because of bed cuts at Mills Memorial 
Hospital. A crucial meeting is being held today. 
tal health branch to reno- 
vate and furnish the facil- 
ity. 
Caretakers stay there at 
no charge in return for 
managing the facility. 
It has 11 single rooms, 
three double rooms, a 
caretakers' suite and a 
common area. 
At the beginning, resi- 
dents could eat at the 
hospital cafeteria and 
could then buy meal tick- 
ets for regular hospital 
food when the cafeteria 
closed. 
The cost was $25 for a 
single room and $30 for a 
double. 
Similar facilities in lar- 
Gordon Campbell 
ger cities have proved 
popular and cost effective 
for people from out of 
town. 
Baker said members of 
the Elks and Order of the 
Royal Purple are disap- 
pointed at what's happen- 
ing. 
"A lot of people put a 
lot of work into it. There 
was good support from 
merchants," she added. 
Olga Power, the chair of 
the health body which 
preceded the current Ter- 
race Area Health Coun- 
cil, said the lodge serves 
a purpose. 
"It's close to the hospi- 
tal and locums [doctors 
on temporary assignment 
here] stayed there," she 
said. 
Current caretakers John 
Wiebe and Mary Kenney 
have been there just over 
two years and will miss 
the people who stay 
there. 
"I'11 miss the camm:a- 
derie," said Wiebe. "I 
learned a lot from the el- 
ders. Nobody was a stran- 
ger here." 
He said the lodge is a 
particular benefit to 
people who don't drive 
because it is on the hos- 
pital grounds. 
The lodge has also had 
its share of interesting 
experiences, including 
the birth of a baby. 
"She had it right in 
there - in the bathroom," 
said Wiebe during a re- 
cent tour of the facility. 
On that tour was Liberal 
opposition leader Gordon 
Campbell who used the 
lodge as a backdrop for a 
criticism of NDP health 
care. 
"There's been an ero- 
sion of health care 
everywhere," said Camp- 
bell. 
"Here we have an ex- 
ample of a non-profit 
agency doing something 
and it's under attack." 
"This is a community 
service and it's cost ef- 
fective. It should be part 
of a northern delivery 
system." 
"We should be able to 
say come here and have 
day surgery and there's a 
place for you." 
"This is the kind of in- 
novative and cost effec- 
tive measures we want." 
Although closed, the 
caretakers will remain at 
the lodge for insurance 
purposes. 
The management con- 
tract the Elks and Royal 
Purple have with the 
health council runs out 
next year. 
Liberals would change things 
THE CURRENT way of governing health care should be 
scrapped because community health councils and the 
like have no real power, says Liberal leader Gordon 
Campbell. 
"Stop pretending they're making decisions, because 
they're not," said Campbell of the system brought in by 
the provincial government in the mid-1990s. 
Instead, decisions are made in Victoria and health 
councils are used as a shield from the provincial govern- 
ment, he added. 
"What we have is centralization, ot local decision 
making. Without accountability, we don't have a good 
health system," Campbell said. 
What the Liberals want to put in place is a province- 
wide standard for health care which could then be adjus- 
ted to reflect regional or local realities. 
And that would be accompanied by strong lines of 
communication between the health minister and the re- 
glens so there's no mistaking where the accountability 
rests. 
"The way to meet goals would be difference in differ- 
ent parts of the province. We have lo empower people 
who would be part of the solution," Campbell said. 
Tile Liberal leader said he wasn't opposed to regiona- 
lizing health care, somelhing which hasn't happened yet 
in the north, but noted that a system can't simply be im- 
posed on an area. 
"One size doesn't fit all," said Campbell. 
Instead of health councils, the Liberal leader's ug- 
gesting there be community advisory groups made up of 
civilians and medical professionals. 
"It only makes ense to have nurses, doctors and ad- 
ministrators involved," said Campbell. 
He's less sure about having such groups elected, say- 
ing it simply electing people isn't always the answer to 
problems. 
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Food shift 
phased in 
MEMBERS OF the public are invited early next 
year to taste test and give their opinions on the 
food that will be cooked at Mills Memorial Hospi- 
tal for Terraceview Lodge residents. 
People will also be able to take home recipes, 
try them out, and offer suggestions before Terrace- 
view's food services are amalgamated with the 
hospital, says Paul Manhas of the Terrace Area 
Health Council which operates both facilities. 
"We will be taking everything you say into con- 
sideration before implementing the new system," 
Manhas told about 50 people at a meeting Oct. 13. 
The general feeling from those attending was 
not to change the way things are. 
"It's got nothing to do with improving services 
of the elderly, who built this country," said one 
person, whose morn is staying at Terraceview. "It's 
the old people that are paying for this." 
Other locals were concerned their parents 
wouldn't be satisfied with what they called 
"hospital food." 
"We're the only voice our parents have," said 
one woman. "Some of them can't speak for 
themselves." 
Manhas assured all those present hat the object 
is not to destroy the lifestyle of Terraeeview's 76 
residents. 
The hospital has been using a cook and chill 
food preparation method for 18 months, meaning 
food is cooked and immediately blast chilled 
using specialized thermal equipment. 
Chilling the food quickly prevents the toed 
from having a reheated taste once it's brought lbaek 
up to temperature, said Linda MeMynn, food sup- 
port services manager for Terraeeview Lodge. 
"We should be able to get the same taste [as 
cooking from scratch]," she said. 
Blast chilling also ensures no bacteria can grow. 
New equipment will be bought for Terraceview 
and the estimate is the $104,000 cost will be re- 
paid in two years from savings on wages. 
"The food will be on a plate exactly the same 
way as it's always been," MeMynn said. 
That way Terraceview Lodge staff can indivi- 
dualize the service to residents, offering them 
more of what they like and less of what don't like. 
She added all baking and desert making will 
continue to be done at Terraceview Lodge. 
Some ilems like eggs, grilled cheeses and toast 
which ean'l be cooked, chilled, reheated while 
still tasting fresh, will also be cooked at the se- 
nior's residence. 
"Terraceview Lodge will continue to operate 
and have a kitchen," Man[aas aid. 
He said the health council could have saved 
considerably more money by going to a complete 
tray service at Terraceview Lodge and centralizing 
all food preparation, delivery and cleanup. 
"But that would have decreased the quality of 
life of residents too much," Manhas said. 
Cooking entrees at the hospital in lieu of the 
, kitchen at Terraceview Lodge will save the health 
council about $70,000 annually in staff costs. 
The health council has already invested about 
$250,000 in the new system at Mills, Manhas said. 
An additional $12,000 will be spent every 
month on a courier service to deliver the food cold 
from the hospital to Terraceview, where it will be 
reheated. Terraceview Lodge won't be on the new 
system until April 3, 2000. 
Recipe selection will take place in November 
and December followed by two months to test and 
taste the meals. 
McMynn explained the hospital menu will go 
from a seven day menu to a 28 day menu, vchich 
is offered at Terraceview Lodge. 
She said a cook from Terraeeview Lodge will 
be hired to oversee cooking at the hospital to en- 
sure the food suits Terraceview residents. 
Gizella Botz, cook supervisor at Terraceview 
for 27 years, said the new system won't be much 
different from what occurs now. 
"The taste is going to be the same," she said. 
"It's not TV dinner." 
Plus she said Terraceview Lodge cooks will still 
be doing all the baking. 
Liberal leader pledges 
a number of tax cuts 
LIBERAL LEADER Gordon Campbell told about 100 
guests at a Terrace and District Chamber of 
Commerce dinner that when he becomes premier, his 
number one job will be rebuilding B.C.'s economy. 
"I want our kids to know they can build a future 
here," Campbell said at the Oct. 12 dinner. 
He criticised the NDP government for ruining the 
economy and causing B.C. businesses and residents to 
move out of province for work - including his son who 
found work in Toronto after graduating from school. 
He said more than 200 B.C. companies have left the 
province in the past 12 months to seek sunnier econo- 
mic skies in Alberta. Last year alone, more than 20,500 
Be. workers headed to the Rockies, Campbell added. 
"We need to bring in a free enterprise government," 
he said. "We can ao longer afford a socialist government 
in Victoria." 
To restore B,C.'s economy, Campbell promised local 
residents that within his first 90 days in office, a Liberal 
government will lower income tax rates. 
"We're going to make sure you will be paying the 
lowest base income tax than anywhere in Canada - 
~riod." 
• The theory behind lowering taxes, is that it will leave 
more money m people's pockets, which they will spend, 
giving the economy a boost, said Campbell. 
He added that when money goes into the economy, it
generates business because companies tart hiring more 
employees, who will pay taxes. 
"More people paying lower taxes makes more reve- 
nue," he said, adding that this was the ease in Alberta 
when Ralph Kleln's Tory government reduced taxes, 
~ersonal income lax revenues increased and capital in- 
vestment increased. 
Currently in B.C,, the unemployment rate is the high- 
est west of Quebec, said Campbell. l-le quoted figures 
indicating private sector investment in B.C. has dropped 
over the past two years 11.4 per cent compared to a 9.6 
per cent jump in Ontario. 
To restore public trust in government, Campbell said 
within the first 90 days in office, the liberal government 
will also pass a number of new measures including: 
l, Truth in budget legislation, stating exactly how far 
in the red the budget actually is. 
l, Balance the budget legislation, slating the govern- 
ment won't spend more money than it generates. 
1, Merit employment legislation that will ensure pub- 
lie services are non partisan. 
Campbell said his government will also keep recall 
legislation in place, and will also let people decide how 
they want to elect their MLA, whether it be by the cur- 
rent system or by proportional representation. That latter 
melhod would involve parties being assigned legislative 
seats by the size of the popular vote, not by how many 
votes a candidate gets in each riding as is the case now. 
"Those are big changes," Campbell said. 
He added that his goals also include eliminating the 
corporate capital tax and the machine and equipment 
tax. 
l-le said he within three years, his governmenl will 
reduce the number of regulations in forestry, mining, re- 
tail and tourism industries by 33 per cent. 
"We have to get rid of useless and inexpensive regu- 
lations," he said to a thunderous applause. 
"Our goal at the end of the day is to unleash free en- 
terprise." 
CAMERA OPERATOR and sound technician for- 
med part of Liberal leader Gordon Campbell's en- 
tourage here last week. He was also accompanied 
by three public relations people, a sign that the Lib- 
erals are fine-tuning their election machine in pre- 
paration for a vote which could come next year, 
Campbell said a provincial election could possibly This photo was taken at Bleeping Beauty Lodge, 
take place next spring, which made for a photogenic backdrop to a crltl- 
He expects to be back in Terrace nextFcbruary, clsm of health policy under tha NDP government, 
Tuning up 
for election 
THE PROVINCIAL ELEC- 
TION may be some time 
off yet, but the provincial 
Liberals are tuning up their 
vole-getting machine. 
It was evident when Lib- 
eral leader Gordon Camp- 
bell paid a visit to Terrace 
and Kilimat last week. 
In the past he's made the 
trip with one or t~ro key 
aides. This time it was 
lights, camera and action 
because a video team con. 
sisting of a camera opera. 
tor and sound technician 
were along. 
The footage could sur- 
face in campaign ads dur. 
ing the election campaign, 
Also in attendance were 
three party public relations 
officials and two MLAs, 
health critic Colin Hlansen 
and justice critic Geoff 
Plant. 
One of those public rela- 
tions officials, Kelly Glee. 
son, who is based in Kam- 
loops, said the Terrace 
stop is part of a provincial 
tour. 
"We're going through to 
Prince George next and up 
to the northeast," he said. 
In the northwest, the 
group was travelling in two 
vehicles, both with elec- 
tion campaign-styh mag. 
netized signs on the sides. 
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• CORRESPONDENCE FOR THE TERRACE STANDARD 
The Mail Bag VOTE OL~ 
Can't .,let them do this 
Dear Sir: 
l attended the business ummit in Ter- 
race B.C. on Sept. 17, 1999. 
After having read their report, I was 
totally shocked and angered. I can't be- 
lieve their recommendations are being 
proposed under the guise of being benefi- 
cial to this community and B.C.'s future. 
Their corporate bias only ensures that 
business interests are being met, not 
those of our community or any other in 
this province. 
When you consider some of the sum- 
mit report recommendations, I hope you 
also question how they can help the 
workers, their families and communities. 
They propose to: 
Lower minimum wages for youth - 
whose lot is already at a historically low. 
level and bordering on hopelessness; 
End the tuition freeze which will sig- 
nify that conditions prevalent to our en- 
tering the 20th century shall be the status 
quo at the close of this millennium - edu- 
cation for the privileged only; 
Allow employers to use scabs during 
labour disputes, putting to rest collective 
bargaining and all the basic rights earned 
for people with only their backs and 
brains to use as bargaining tools in order 
to provide basic necessities guaranteed 
under the Universal Declaration of 
Human Rights of December 10, 1948; 
Eliminate mandatory workplace health 
and safety committees. Where does this 
stop.'? This imp.ly that workers can expect 
to receive the same contempt shown our 
environment; 
Reduce the current minimum daily 
hour provision of work requirement from 
4-2 hours. Are these suggested community 
benefits going to be aided by continuing 
cuts to social programs and job losses 
through downsizing and computer advan- 
cements? 
A further priority of the business um- 
mit seems to be the reduction or elimina- 
tion of the services of labour standards. 
This legislation, as so many owners 
know, represents the only insurance and 
protection available against exploitation 
of so many by those who would use their 
business advantage as a licence (not to 
suggest any member of the panel does or 
would) to justify questionable practices. 
To appreciate the magnitude of the 
smallest reduction of existing labour stan- 
dards laws, one only need consider the 
work of the Employment Standards 
Branch. it receives 60,000 calls for ser- 
vice per month. This equates to: 720,000 
per year in B.C. and the numbers uggests 
the need for its continued existence. 
I feel, as I am sure many of you do, 
• that if any of the stated recommendations 
are adopted, the health of communities 
throughout B.C. will not only be at risk 
but shall develop a terminal incurable 
disease (greed), which will speed up third 
world global conditions. 
Just consider the consequences. Multi- 
lateral Agreement on Investments and 
APEC are two international bodies not in- 
terested in your needs. Let them know 
you won't tolerate the removal or reduc- 
tion of your hard earned human rights and 
freedoms before it is too late. 
Fascism (merging between govern- 
ment and business leadership) is some- 
thing Canadian soldiers died to defeat in 
the Second World War. 
Gerry King, Skeena Anti-Poverty, 
Terrace, B.C. 
No-smoke rule a threat to NDP 
Dear Sir: 
Re: "Smokers get butt out word", The 
Terrace Standard, Oct. 6, 1999. 
Ralph McGinn apparently is too short 
sighted to realize smokers are already 
pushed against the wall to put up with 
that Workers' Compensation Board regu- 
lation. 
The reason behind that regulation is 
suffer from grandeur and illusions. It cer- 
tainly will put an end for the smoking 
public to visit a bingo hall or any place 
where people meet. Whoever dreamed up 
that anti smoking regulation apparently 
does not own a business, and never will 
have the guts to risk his hard earned 
money to own one 
"People will adjust" all right. A short 
not the smoker. It is the money that will airplane ride or eating a meal at a rest- 
b~ extorted from the Snia|l ibusin~_~.. it~L.¢~/l.aoJ, A~.,compared to an outright -.,, 
tablishment. The fines speak for itself ban on smoking, .If will also spell an end 
starting with $1,500 to $500,000 dollars to the party in power that supports and 
as a third offence, passed that regulation. 
MeGinn and characters like minded Maagred Bader, Thorahill, B.C. 
SPECIAL PRICING 
~n~o~~ 
• Assorted Colors & Styles* 
- ~ $ | O2 ''°/boxl~,~.~.J 
IRLY  B IRD 
E7 
Irly Bird Building Supplies 
4425 Keith Avenue, Terrace Phone: 638-8700 
Open 7 Days A Week 
In-Store Financing available OAC. 
"THE PLACE TO STOP BEFORE YOU START" 
I I~ l l l~ l l J  r.. . IM I v_ . r l l - - r l i o r _ .o  L . I  u.  ! 
Recreational Sales and Services 
' 4921 Keith Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
Phone 635-3478 . . . . . . . . . . . .  Fax 635-5050 ! 
Elected To C 
March 1 c. 
ON NOVEMBE] 
RE-ELE~ 
Credit Union 
Term Deposits 
Your 
Savings Bond Alternative 
WHY? 
Northern Savings Credit Union Term 
Deposits offer Security, a Competitive 
Rate of Interest, Enhanced Flexibility 
features and when you invest in Nortl~ern 
Savings, you Invest in Your Community, 
~oo~lO v the Diffe# e 
Keep Your Money in Our Community 
! 
f l 
i 
Put your Toyota in the 
hands of the experts 
TOYOTA BC DEALERS 
There's no better place to take your Toyota and 
no better trained or more experienced technicians 
to keep your vehicle running smoothly. 
Lube, Oil and Filter 
• Complete oil change• 11 point inspection 
• Anti-freeze check. Brake, power steering & washer fluids check 
• Lubricate locks, latches & hinges 
Even/day Value S9 /195~ all Toyota Models 
The one to trust. 
www.toyota.ca 
Save S10 with this coupon when you spend $100 at your Toyota BC service centre. 
1~311J~ us0 this coupo£ towards any Toyota Service or repair,* ~IJIPJ~I 
I ~  Name: Work Order = : - -  
m " ~b 
t J 
Cougar suspected 
in attack on a dog RadioShack  
You've got (iucstions. We've got answers.- 
KERRIE REAY thinks her 
dog was attacked by a 100- 
pound cougar and she wants 
her neighbours to know 
about it. 
Wa lker -  Roay's 100 
pound Husky - Malamute 
cross-  was out in the yard 
around 10 a.m. Thanksgiv- 
ing morning when he darted 
off toward a rocky septic 
field just behind Reay's 
Deep Creek home. 
Reay says she went in- 
side to take a shower and 
when she finished, the dog 
was back - bloody, afraid 
and riddled with 14 tooth 
and claw marks on his groin 
and neck area. 
With her other dog 
"Mister" cowering in the 
woods, Reay knew some- 
thing was v~rong. 
She called a vet, who 
stitched up Walker's neck 
and put him under observa. 
tion for three days until his 
wounds tolfiped bleeding. 
She also had a local hun- 
ter friend check out fist. 
sized paw prints left behind 
in the sand of the septic 
field. 
"It's a clear print in the 
sand," she said. 
But, not having seen the 
cougar herself Reay called 
in local conservation offi- 
cers to see what they could 
do. 
"We don't want to in- 
voke panic and field a 
bunch of complaints," said 
Terrace officer Bob But- 
cher. "We have to monitor 
the situation to see if it hap- 
pens again." 
Butcher said the office 
here receives one or two 
cougar complaints a year - 
all of them unconfirmed. 
And while he said cou- 
Healthy 
tourist 
numbers 
IT MAY have rained this 
summer and the economy 
may not be the best, but r., 
you wouldn't know it by 
looking at the number of 
people who stopped at the 
tourist infocentre on the 
highway. 
The infocentre recorded 
4,808 parties made up of 
=' 8,397 people stopping from 
May to August this year 
compared to 4,903 parties 
and 8,213 people for the 
same period in 1998. 
In August alone, 1,334 
parties topped made up of 
2,490 people. That's on par 
with August 1998 when 
1,494 parties made up of 
2,497 people. 
Tourism counsellors no- 
ticed an increase in the 
number of European visit- 
ors to the area this year. 
And tourists were still 
stopping by in September, 
says Rana Nelson who 
works for the Terrace 
Tourism Council. 
"'Lots of Germans," said 
Nelson. "'And not all are 
here for fishing. Some are 
here just touring." 
She suspects a visit 
here last fall by a group of [ ] I  
German tourism operators 
il could be a reason for the increase in the number of 
visitors from that country. 
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LUCKY TO BE ALIVE: Walker, a Husky-Malamute 
cross shows off stitches on his neck after a possible 
cougar attack Thanksgiving Sunday. 
gar attacks here are definite- 
ly possible, the elusive oats 
with long tails seem to dis- 
appear alter each initial 
sighting, leaving officers 
unsure how to treat the si- 
tuation. 
Butcher added Deep 
Creek is kno~vn for its bears 
and wolves - both of which 
have been known to attack 
dogs. 
Cougars, he said, usually 
fear dogs to the point that 
dogs are used by conserva- 
tion officers in more popu- 
lated areas to chase and tree 
the animals. 
But if Reay's dog cor- 
nered a cougar the eat may 
have reacted efensively to 
escape, said Butcher. 
Reay says she under- 
stands conservation officers 
are busy with bears at this 
time of year and decided to 
to tell neighbourhood par- 
ents and dog owners herself 
of a possible attack. 
"'I thought if 1 were a 
parent, I'd want to know," 
she said. 
She also noticed 12 
school children waiting on 
Kalum Lake Drive every 
morning just a couple hours 
earlier than Walker's day- 
light attack. 
"Even if we're wrong 
and it wasn't a cougar - 
parents hould know." 
Bedding & 
Knife Sale 
W " ZWILLING J,A, HENCKELS 
Lifetime Guarantee 
Open 7 Days a Week 
Fridays Until 9PM 
oF i :e. it... 
it's n going away. 
Get your business online today, 
At Web North, we are skilled in developing and managing 
e-business websites. We offer unique training designed for your 
immediate and future needs, Let us be },our e-business pecialists 
Call us for an appointment a 635-3748. 
201-3240 KALUM ST. (ABOVE TOTEM PRESS) TERRACE !11~,~ ~'  
www, webnorth, IDc, ca ~O~'~T a~H 
TERRACE RCMP VICTIM SERVICES 
Terrace Victim Assistance Program (TVAP) is 
presently accel~ting applications from people 
interested in becoming a Victim Service Worker. 
VICTIM SERVICE WORKERS will deal directly with 
Victims of Crime, providing emotional support, 
referrals and information pertaining to files. 
Highly motivated Men and Women who are 19 years 
and older and possess strong interpersonal skills are 
encouraged to apply. 
All applicants must be able to undergo an extensive 
security screening. 
Interested applicants should contact Jan or Sherry, at 
638-7411 or pick up an application package at the 
Terrace RCMP detachment. 
Deadline for applications November 1, 1999, 
LEADERSHIP 
HNDA 
FOR 
.MAYOR 
November 20, 1999 
Paid for by the committee to elect Llnda Hawes. 
.:,( 
_' _ : 
.-. ........... :2P: 
~i~~ ~'-  ' ..... !, , . .h l "  !. "i 
ELECTRC NIC FUTURES I z  
KEITH AVE. MALL 
" 635"7767 
, ! , 
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Out 
About 
Profits soar 
WEST FRASER re- 
ported record profits in the 
third quarter on the strength 
of very high summer lum- 
ber prices. 
The company's earnings 
hit $56.7 million for the 
three-month period - up 
more than 400 per cent from 
the $12.5 million in the 
same quarter ayear ago. 
Year Io date, West Fras- 
er's profits are at $107.9 
million versus a slight loss 
to the same point in 1998. 
Analysis don't expect he 
record performance tobe re- 
peated in the fourth quarter, 
because lumber prices are 
down about 30 per cent 
from their peak of US $430 
per thousand board feet. 
Futures 
PRINCE RUPERT and area 
now has its own Communi- 
ty Futures organization.. 
The Community Futures 
Development Corporation 
of the Pacific Northwest 
was unveiled Sept. 29 by 
Asia-Pacific secretary of  
state Raymond Chart, 
It joins 16/37 Communi- 
ty Futures in Terrace in pro- 
viding entrepreneurial id 
backed by the federal gov- 
ernment's Western Econom- 
ic Diversifieation Fund. 
After hours 
BUSINESS After Hours 
networking roup heads to 
Eagle Lodge in the Gos- 
sen Creek subdivision. It's 
on from 5 to 7 p.m. Oct. 21 
at the bed and breakfast. 
IN DEFIANCE: Coldwell Banker owner Steve Cook says he won't move his busi- 
ness from the new location he's set up in. City officials say the realty office has to 
move because it doesn't fit the uses allowed within a heavy industrial zone. 
Illegal rea!ty office i 
a battle w th city ha l 
By JEFF NAGEL 
COLDWELL BANKER owner Steve Cook 
has been told his real estate office can't stay 
at its new location on Keith Ave. 
The city has given Cook until Nov. 13 
to move the agency because it contravenes 
the allowed uses within an industrial zone. 
Cook said he'll defy theorder. 
"I 'm going to fight them," he said last 
week. "I will lobby the councillors, make it 
an election issue - whatever." 
Coldwell Banker moved into space in the 
building at 5110 Keith Ave., where Cook 
also leases pace from building owner Dave 
MeKeown for another business - truck 
maintenance shop Power Plus. 
Cook says the arrangement ",vas conveni- 
ent for him to have both his operations in 
the same building. 
He said there's no conflict between his 
business and neighbouring businesses, 
homes or industry, adding city officials are 
enforcing what he considers draconian re- 
strictions merely to protect the downtown. 
"The downtown can look after itself," 
Cook says. "This is free enterprise." 
While the city banned all general offices 
within light industrial and highway com- 
mercial zones in the last couple of years, 
city planner David Trawin says the ban on 
general offices within the heavy industrial 
zone Cook has set up in has been in place 
for many years. Offices are allowed in heavy 
industrial zones only if it's an office asso- 
ciated with an industrial use - like an office 
connected to a log yard. 
"We only have so much industrial and 
in town and we only want it to be used for 
so many different ypes of uses," he noted. 
Trawin also added it's unfair to let offices 
set up in industrial areas - where develop- 
ment rules are much lighter and cheaper to 
meet han downtown. 
'% guy can offer office space a lot cheap- 
er in a heavy industrial zone than he can 
downtown because the standards for de'i, el- 
opment are so much lighter," he said. "It's 
asphalt curbs, no sidewalks. And landscap- 
ing and building design are to a whole dif- 
ferent standard compared to what we do 
downtown." 
Trawin says he sympathizes with Cook 
but is holding firm. 
Coldwell Banker has been given 30 days 
to find a new location in a suitable zone and 
told it faces fines and revocation of the 
business permit if it doesn't comply. 
 erienee told~ the most re, ell 
" F?h season/ pn'ces e 
ASHLEY ROCKER RECLINER 
(_+ee.W,.,,tdaH. Expansive back and thick cushions look at this great 
furniture. r+,~.z-nor , promise deep comfort and relaxation 
and it's all ~o 
,~"ASPEH" ROCKER RECLIHER 
Ultla.cushioned luxury perfect 
for the den or family room. 
"AUSTIH" 
~OCKER RECLINER 
Casual style that inviles 
you Io sink right in. 
A'MERRIMAC' CHAISE MASSAGE/HEAT 
ROCKER RECLINER 
Style and function combine to give you visual 
appeal and incredible softness, plus a hidden 
storage compartment and a two-motor heat 
and massage system. 
~."RIALTO" FULL 
RECLINING SOFA 
Combines contemporary sNin9 
end dual reclinors that open 
In fully reclined positions. 
TOTEM FURNITURE & APPLIANCES 
4501 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
638-1158 
"HAVE YOU BEEN TO 
WEIGHTWATCH ERS 
LATELY?"  
You can eat any food yo u crave 
and still lose weight On li2'3 Success, 
our easiest plan ever: 
:0  
We've given every food a POINTS,  ~ value. 
Just stay within your dai!y POINTS range. 
You'll lose weighd 
Join nowl 
: Sarah, Duche~.s of York 
i 
_. .. 
+_ 
Join now for  $28. °° & get a FREE Pocket POINTS Guide. 
Call 1 -800-682-8011 for more  in fo rmat ion ,  
Knox United Church (Terrace) 4907 Lazelle • Tuesday 7:00 pm 
Valid at patricipati~lg locations for a limited time while supplies last. Subsequent weekly fees apply. GST not included. 
© 1999 Weight Watchers Inrerrliltlonal, hit ,  Owller o f  the WEIGH T" WATCHERS trademark. An rights reserved, 
A registration certificate 
for four firearm 
~ ~ ~  : -~ =:  . . . .  . _ 
+; Fhi~m~ heOIiir@~ Catttiliit, Ho IJcen~e H+umbea 
!+ N ~ d. ¢lfllIIcl| d'enrlolllremenl ~ l'lrm4 a leu Nutrl@o dl petmli 
: 12345678g0,01 12345678g0,01 
~;" FlfHtm kfennl~tfon He, Vett~et/o~ PJfl (V ' M ' D) 
H e d'ertrtpl!lher~eM do I'nr~e i feu Daft ~ ~nrklflet? L4 '/~ ' J) 
123456789 HOTVERIFIED 
~! Malre/Meiqut CI ~sm~saa Type % 
WlnchsOef Non.fiesta cted nnl! 
fq~ ModeffM~tfiiTg AcffoflIMLtca~llrnea011 ~hot~o~s , 
I~lnufat:brefIFebflcent Dalral Lt ngfhB.or~outu, docanon 
' U& Repealing Arms Co. 610 mm 
[e {lauoe/ClllbI# S|IIM floJ~ dl trite 
:i} 30.08 .... 61654196 
Remember !o safely 
store your firearm. 
Fot'm ore inflm~ lalion, apt)Ileal,ion ('arms 
an(I assisl,ance filling l henl out, call. 
1 800 731-4000 
or visit our Web site at www.cfc-ceaf.ge.ea 
Firearm safety is everyone's concern. 
Canad' 
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UNDER 
/./Z/GE REN O V 
FRANK CALDER, left, Rod Robinson and Joe Gosnell were just three of the 
Nisga'a leaders in Ottawa last week for the throne speech. It indicate the Lib- 
erals will bring in legislation to ratify their treaty, The hat and coat being worn 
by Calder were first worn by him on a trip to Ottawa 31 years ago to plead the 
Nisga'a land question, GARY FIEGEHEN PHOTO 
Throne speech 
prom ises Nisga'a 
treaty legislation oFF 
THE THRONE speech to start the new 
session of Parliament has reassured the 
Nisga'a that their treaty will be high on 
the governmenl's legislative agenda. 
The speech, read Oct. 12 by new Gov- 
ernor-General Adrienne Clarkson, said the 
government will introduce the enabling 
legislation "early in the new session of 
Parliament." 
"That's all we wanted to hear," said 
Nisga'a Tribal Council president Joe Gos- 
nell. 
He said the Nisga'a are pressing for 
passage of the treaty in this century -
meaning by year's end. 
The Nisga'a are in Ottawa lobbying 
MPs and Senators and answering ques- 
tions about the treaty. 
Gosnell said many of those questions 
continue to focus on whether non-natives 
living in the Nass Valley will be aliow~cd 
to vote fo r NJsga'a government. 
"We've had to remind people we're 
nol taking away anybody's voting rights," 
Gosnell said. "Non-natives never had a 
vote on band council elections." 
He added the Nisga'a are providing 
opportunities on non-government i stitu- 
tions for non-natives to participate in the 
I I I 
decision-making process. 
Meanwhile Reform MPs are vowing to 
give the treaty a rough ride when debate 
begins in the House of Commons. 
"We are prepared," said Skeena MP 
Mike Scott. "The Reform Party has given 
this piece of legislation the highest prior- 
ity. We intend to push as hard as we pos- 
sibly can to have a thorough, open 
debate." 
The Opposition will vigorously fight 
any attempt by the federal government to
invoke closure or time allocation to cut 
off debate on the treaty, he added. 
Scott said they will also try to per- 
suade the government to allow the stand- 
ing committee on Indian Affairs to travel 
extensively in B.C. to conduct hearings 
on the treaty. 
That's something Gosnell says he'll 
oppose. 
"The  debate in British Columbia, as 
far as l'm concerned, is over, The provin- 
cial legislature has done that," he said. 
"To open up old debates and old 
wounds in British Columbia at this time - 
1 don't think it would do anything other 
than to create tensions that have other- 
wise quieted down." 
.... , 7Ti , . ,C. . [~ Fo- :o~J~ ,;P,8-, TM,,olo~. .......... 
• ,1,~.~ K,~;[I1 A,onu, T,,,..r.oo,,. t~C VoG ,d;, 
 ?eak Performance,s 
"Building Powerful Self-Directed Work Teams" 
Part of Brian Tracy International 
Date: November 23 & 24 
Time: 8:30 - 4:30 pm 
Why are leading-edge organizations 
switching from the traditional 
management 'boss-workers' model to a 
'team collaborative' model? Because 
more complex projects can be completed 
at faster ates at higher quality. 
Decisions are improved, implementation 
is faster and more effective. Employee 
satisfaction is enhanced and turnover is 
reduced. 
REGISTER NOW!t!!!!!!t 
T. Togetller 
U. Everyone . . ~  
V. Accomplishes 
M. More 
,~en drF agq O n Co mp U /el'S ,.~ c.- 
103-4716 Lazelle Ave,, Terrace, B.C. 
Ph: (250) 635-3362 Fax: (250) 635-6383 
E-maih merlin@kermode.net Web: www.pendragoncomputers.com 
Compaq Presar io  
5477 
Computer Specs: 
500MHz ntel Celeron Processor • 
• 4X4X24 CD/RW • 
• 64MB Sync DRAM 
• 2% AGP Graphics with Direct 3D 
Including: 
17" Monitor 
Speakers 
Compaq Presar io  $1991.76  
5827 
Computer. Specs: 
32X MAX CD-ROM Drive 
56K V,90 Modern 
13.0GB Hard Drive 
Compaq Presar io  
5837 
Computer Specs: 
, OFF 
OFF :i 
The main f loor MUST be cleared 
WALl. TO WALL 
Any sensible offer will not be refused 
* ALL FLOOR MODELS ONLY. 
Buying all computer accessories, 
telephones and electronics and start 
looking and comparing prices, 
,MEGA ELECTRONI 
TORE 
ENIN 
500MHz Intel Celeron Processor 
128KB Level 2 Cache 
90MD Sync DRAM 
• 4X4X24 CD-RW Drive 
32X MAX CD-ROM Drive 
17.OGB Hard Drive 
10/100 Mbps NIC 
50K V.90 Modem 
2X AGP Graphics with Direct 3D 
Including: 
17" Monitor 
Speakers 
$2349.00  
Monitor and Speakers not exactly as shown 
500MHz AMD Athlon Processor 
128K L1 cache, 512KB L2 Cache 
128MB Sync DRAM 
4X4X24 CD.RW Drive 
6X DVD-ROM Drive 
20.OGB Hard Drive 
6.0M MAX Digital DSL/56K Modem 
3dfx Voodoo3 2X AGP 
Graphics 16Megs 
Including: 
17" Monitor 
Speakers 
$3076.47  
Microsoft Windows 48 
Microsoft Internet Explorer 
Microsoft Word 2000 
Expendable (5837) 
Software Package:~ 
Microsoft Money 99 
McAfee AntiVIrus 
Ring Central Fax 
Justl Burn 
Microsoft Encada 99 
Microsoft Works 4,5 
Incoming (5827) 
Compaq Quickrestore 
ON 
In Terrace 
RADIO 
SHACK 
will 
soon  
be 
here! 
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Student tossed 
out of school 
after verbally 
abusing aide 
A SKEENA Junior Sec- 
ondary student who verbal- 
ly abused a teacher's aide 
using racist remarks and 
then threatened her has 
been indefinitely suspen- 
ded, says the S.lg:hool's 
principal. 
Rob Greenwood said the 
Oct. 7 incident involved a 
15-year-old native male 
student and an aide, Ange- 
la Young, who is black. 
The boy made racist 
comments toward "Young, 
who was trying to help him 
with his schoolvcork, 
Greenwood said. 
He said the incident 
began when the boy slap- 
ped Young's hand in at- 
tempt at a popular-style 
handshake. 
"This is one where 
people slap hands in 
6 . 1, greeting, Greenwood said. 
When Young tried to 
shake the boy's hand with 
a handshake, the student 
again slapped her hand 
with the street-style slap, 
and followed-up with racist 
comments and threats. 
"Very direct racist com- 
ments were made," Green- 
wood said. "His demea- 
nour was totally inap- 
propriate." 
The incident ended 
when the elassroorn tea- 
cher removed the boy from 
class and took him to the 
principal, where he was 
told his behaviour was un- 
acceptable. 
Greenwood said this was 
the first incident of its 
kind involving a student 
and teacher in seven years.. 
"It's not a school issue," 
he said. "It's an individual,.' 
student issue." 
But that doesn't mean 
racism doesn't exist a t  
I 
Rob Greenwood 
Skeena, explained Green- 
wood in adding it also ex- 
ists elsewhere. 
"This is a kid that, in 
my opinion, doesn't know 
what he's saying," said 
Greenwood. 
The student will receive 
counselling and will be 
placed in another school. 
School district acting 
superintendent Sharon 
Bcedle said racism is ad- 
dressed as part of the dis- 
t r i c t ' s  cur r i cu lum.  
She said every school 
has the responsibility to 
make sure its building is 
safe for students and staff. 
The district, Beedle 
added, provides schools 
with the framework to 
meet all diseiplinary ac- 
tions. 
She feels the incident at 
Skeena has been blown 
out of proportion. 
The racist comments 
. from the boy were part of 
an overall incident that 
weren't racially based, she 
said. 
"There may have been 
[racist] words spoken, but 
it wasn't a racist attack," 
Be,die said. 
,~ ._  School of Personal nevelolmtent & Modelling 
#209-4650 'L~.elle Ave., 
• ~ ~e.¢¢=c= 'rerr'a~e, B.C. VSG 4R2 
30 hours of instruction starting 
Oaober 30, 1999 
Nutrit ion, Bas ic  Model l ing,  
Wardrobe ,  Hair, Makeup,  
inc ludes  Photo  Shoot  
Bella H~pbum Call 638-8484 or 638.0361 fo r  
~0ol oited0r Information & registration 
Injuries Stop Here, 
, 7 CDN 
~ Fordetai lscal l  HEART OF  DOWNTOWN PRINCE GEORGE 
SIMON FRASER INN 1-800-292-8333 
THINK OF IT AS VITAMIN C 
FOR YOUR CAR. 
:Z!:i;i:!!i;i :: !~:;:;:!:I:C:: ~ii 
• ~':4 . z ,  := ~;r.lc, 
FA 
!iii! ~ SER~ 
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We Want YOuiO know more: Came: visit uS ai your local dealer, on our We~it~ ai 
: www.gmCanada,corn el" call us at 1;800-6M-orive. "AppUcabie tomost GM Vel~ldeslLOF ): :i i : ;  
Includes up to 5 litres O~ oil~ Ex~udes synlheUc ell :~nd iesel engines/Applicable ta~es ext., i i i;;ii; :: :;;;;:::::;;; ;:i;ii!ii 
i offer available at parllclpaUng dealers Only to November 30, 1999. Dealer may Sell for lessl ;;;:; !(::; 
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SATELLII'E SYSTEM 
*Interactive Program Guide 
*Remote Control 
*'On Screen Menu 
.Dual A/V Outputs 
*Impulse Pay Per View 
.2d l ~  
t° oneer 
ii ~':~:-::~~:~:-:==~:!~!~7!! 
CAR CD PLAYER 
Model DEH 245 
• In Dash Car CD Player 
"35 Watts Per Channel 
• Auto Gain Control 
Pana,onic0 
....... .uu  . . . .  
MINI  STEREO 
"5 CD Changer ~~'.~ii ': .. ~'.'., 
• 50 Watts x 2 ~ ~  
• Remote Control 
SON  
Model KV32S42 
*32 In Stereo Monitor i 
*Canadian V Chip i 
*S-Video Input i 
*Auto White Balance :: 
*Matrix Surround Sound 
*AV Inputs 
*ClocE l~mer 
*Sleep 11mor 
~.MCORDE--:R i:!:~i ........... ~'::':::~i'*! 
Model CCD TRY66 q~is~'~ ~ 
*HI 8 Recording 
*360 X Digital Zoom ~ [ 
*2.5 LCD Screen with Built I 
Speaker 
*Steady Shot 
.~~~k__ 
~eVmEORECORKR ~ a9~ 
M'IR-M 119 . ~ 
*Self Clock L :  
*AV Input . locks  ~ i~| i i :~D:~ ~" 
eAuto Head Cleaner ~-ge,.'~.~3i,~- 
S ONY I Panasonic [ 
PORTABLE ' 
DISC PLAYER ~ 
Model SLSW 870 
*Shockwave Design 
.Virtual Motion 
.40 See. Antishock 
*Remote Headphones 
1111 
Model KV27542 
*S Video Input 
*5 WaFts x 2 Audio 
Power 
.Sleep Timer 
,Preprograramed 
Universal Remote 
*Matrix ,Surround 
SIGHT,/r> SOUND 
KEITH AVE. MALL CITY CENTRE SKEENA MALL 
TERRA CE Ki TIMA T TERRA CE 
635-5333 632-5000 635-4948 
Panasonicol 
_ 
. . . . . . . . .  ' "  • in ~ : ~ _  . . . .  _ _ . - . . _  
VIDEORECORDER 
Mode, SLV679 ~ 
• 4 Head Machine 
• HI.FI Machine ~4*db ~ l!~i 
• "Remote Cont ro l  ~? ;#~"  
PORTABLE STEREO 
h,,~el RVB-99 
• Built In Guitar Amp 
"52 Watts of Power ~ , ~ . . .  MULTI ¢D PLAYER ~ ~.J~':-~b~.~1 
• Digital Tuner : i379; : i~ : : : :  .F ~ l  J4K:~:~" • 25 Disc CO Disc Changer ~:~: : i l  ~ 1
• CD Player "0 ull Random Access - ' ~ ~  
J 
g 
~ KO~k ~ ~~;"~ . . . .  i":~~ ~°>' ~ '~  ~"..'~W~"*'~:~ I I 
. . . . .  ~.x '. ~ ::: 8 
: " . ,~.  ~ ~ ~',. , ~ :  
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Constable on duty 
after long recovery 
WHEN SHE lost part of 
her right leg in the line of 
duty nearly 10 months ago, 
the eyes of the country 
zeroed in on her. 
And now Kitimat 
RCMP Constable Laurie 
White, 29e is back on duty. 
She' has enough news 
clippings to festoon every 
wall in the Kitimat RCMP 
detachment since being 
shot by suspected sex of- 
fender Ronald Hoag. 
Stationed in Kitimat for 
two years fresh out of the 
RCMP training academy, 
White, a former substitute 
teacher and avid skater, 
was already known around 
town before she was shot. 
On the afternoon of 
Nov. 27 last year, White 
and two other officers went 
to search Hoag's home. 
White said she had no 
reason to fear violence. 
She'd been working on the 
ease for seven months and 
dealt with Hoag before. 
Since the suspect 
worked days, no one was 
sure if he was even home. 
Suddenly, there was a 
loud noise. "I didn't know 
what it was," she recalled. 
"I felt pain, and looked 
down and saw smoke com- 
ing from my leg." She'd 
taken a bullet in her right 
shin.--"l could feel my leg 
pretly much not attached 
when they were carrying 
me to the ambulance. I 
knew it was bad." 
She remained calm and 
awake for the next three 
and half hours or so, while 
she was flown to Vancou- a prosthetic limb. 
ver, until she passed out 
from blood loss. 
"It didn't even cross my 
mind that I'd lose my lcg," 
she recalled, 
A team of specialists 
worked on her for eight 
hours before having to am- 
putate just below her knee. 
When she woke up the 
next morning, she didn't 
KITIMAT RCMP Constable Laurie White is back on 
the job after losing the lower part of her right leg in 
the line of duty, The recovery was long and stren- 
uous but the benefits of working a~gain are worth it. 
know what had happened 
until her boyfriend deli- 
vered the news. 
Hoag subsequently shot 
himself. 
Good wishes for 
White's recovery arrived 
from all over Canada, but 
from Kitimat most of all, 
including a card written by 
a child who told her, 
"They should make bullet 
proof pants, too." 
After spending Christ- 
mas with her family, 
White returned to Vancou- 
ver to attend the G.F. 
Strong Rehabilitation fa- 
cility for seven months, 
learning how to walk using 
By spring she was able 
to drive again. 'The final 
step in returning to work 
was recertifying for the 
RCMP, which required 
passing a series of tests 
that include skills most 
RCMP officers take for 
granted: walking, running, 
jumping, lifting weightse 
falling down and getting 
back up again. 
She has five prosthetic 
legs. Two high perfor- 
mance models she uses on 
the job, a third for skating, 
and another she can wear 
in the water. 
The fifth has an adju- 
stable ankle and allows 
her to wear with different 
kinds of shoes. 
She can rune jump, 
skate, turn cartwheels, and 
fulfil all the duties of an 
RCMP constable. 
She's almost as good as 
new. it's the little changes 
that make her realize 
things will never be the 
same. 
White's body burns 25 
percent more energy than 
she did before because of 
her prosthetic leg. 
Her immediate goal is 
to increase her stamina 
and her work hours. Start- 
ing with four hour shifts, 
she'll build up to' the full 
12 by adding two hours 
every couple of weeks. 
Chip talks get intense 
IT'S CRUNCH time in negotiations over Poulin said he remains optimistic the 
whether West Fraser will continue to cus- chipping deal will be renewed 
tom chip logs for Skeena Cellulose. "I hope SOe" he said. "It's a good deal 
for bolh of us." 
The chipping arrangement between the 
two licensees tarted in the spring. 
• I1 suw Skeena Cellulose terminate the 
chipping contract it had with Don Hull 
and Sons, whose Poirier yard operations 
had drawn noise complaints. 
But it also helped keep West Fraser 
sawmill workers employed who were fa- 
cing layoffs in June when a federal work 
sharing program expired. 
The talks look promising, said West 
Fraser general manager Lou Poulin, but 
there's till one sticking point-  money. 
Delivery of SCI's logs to the West 
Fraser yard for chipping ended Oct. 6, 
Poulin said, but chipping has continued 
since then of logs that were slockpiled. 
If a deal isn't reached very soon, he 
added, West Fraser will run oat of logs to 
chip sometime next week and Skeena 
Sawmills workers could be laid off. 
!!';"il~1~lllli'll, i, The Unt-r~ount: 
il snow plow from 
Western. When 
you remove the 
plow,you remove 
the mount too, 
Quick and easy. 
L-~ ~-':~.!Y'I_~I]I_IJ ._c.a..!i us at  635_______-6334 
L . .~4641 Keith Avenue, Terrace, B,C, VSG 1K4 
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4626 Davis Street 
• .- Terrace, B,C. V8G 1X7 
S~ Phone 635-2444 •Fax 635-635-2160 
24 hour pager 
II 
MacKay's Funeral Service Ltd. 
Serving Terrace, Kilimat, Smithers & Prince Rupert 
Monaments Concerned personal 
Bronze Plaques service in the Northwest 
Terrace Crematorium since 1946 
J H 1 I 
/ 
i .=_  
I ,.-,. _ 
J , New Premium Home in Up-Scale I',leighbourhood at 3519 Cory Drive ..... ~ Features: t • oak f looring in l iving and  d in ing rooms Was Listed at $205,000 ~'~= 
• ceramic tile f looring in kitchen and en l ryway Now Reduced To i ........ ]i ........... 
• custom oak  cab inet ry  189,000 + osv , ,, 
• large deck : ',: 
• ensuite bath = " =~=-  . . . . . .  
• walk-in closet in master bedroom For Appointment To View: 
• a i r  to air  exchanger 
• large double car  garage  Sl'RAAT-A=VARIOUS HOMES LTD.  
• 8 'O"concretebasemen,  635-4097 
• many extras 
VANCOUVER DEPARTURES 
IXT&FA SANTO DOJ41NGO, DOMIHIC&N REPUBLIC 
DOUBLETREE RESORT COP.AL COSTA CARIBE BEACH HOTEL 
Supersaver cat*go,7, & CASINO 
Inclusive*, Garden View, All Inclusive*, 
1 week, Jan. 7-14 1 week, Jan.y 5-19 
Save $120 per couple 
TI.: RI tlT RUC, I 
ii1 lrlti  RIGtlI Rl ml.)I 
Book by Nov, 27th  & ~ 
choose your Ft~ reward/ ~i 
--- P ,~,CKA¢E A --- ½>! 
Great  Go l f ]  ;:~;, 
An Accu l~rm WJtl,~eh!r Dr iver  ~; 
or  Accuform 5~lt~or put ,o r  ~: 
Appnc~.x, r~ttJll s.~ahie: ~ 2 9  (Dr iver )  ~l 
:.~ : Apprc~r. ~ta l l  v¢lh~e: S l110 (Put ter )  
~A~AcctJF(gRM ~!: 
i;;~,? i~:i~ ?!i:::! ,,,, 
'1499 '1389 A a i r  of  I'ull¢~,, .logic nor  when you Ix~k & pay sun u~se.~ ~v No,or~. ~rchtutl ~prO~t .  re ta i l  voh l¢ :  "1 .30  =150 ~ lan, 5-Magh 29 ;~..,),: : ,  ~ 
*1 ncludve IrKlud~ all m0als. ~-~-t ddn~ & *~JI Inclusive incfude~ all meals, drinks &'  " . . . . .  ~ ~! ' 
.r, de(t  activities. (So* bmchuro for lull details.) acUviUe~, (See brochure for full delail~.) ~, ~ ~,~ 
i 
tl0NOLULU 0RtAXD0 ii:" 
SHERATON PRINCESS KAIULANI DISNEYALL.STAR RESORTS 
Hotel Room Kaiulani Wing, Movie or Sports Hotel Room, 
Friday depadums add $20 Includes ,~door compact car rental 
P~'lces ore  par  person based on double occupancy and are subject Is change or withdrawal without notice. 
--- IPACgAIGII~ C --- 
A T ime for  fTunl 
Nor lhern  ntorus Ift ¢elrtit' lcato. 
(:]1 Farnot ls  Plclyer'~ I~}~,nOllS n igh ,  out  
~¢ ¢z Cr , tb t r~e & Evelygt I )hoto  ¢=lburn 
Approx,  rc tu l t  vu lue :  s75  
~ s  ~um 
;..r:-;.:~ '.:.;-;.r,~: ~ 6  gwJ~ 
PLUS. 
An exc lus l  e stopo~,'er o f fe r  f rom 
Radisson 
. ,} f= L I  wa ldo , ,a , .  
Tke diffe*e=ct l, Ifn~lme." 
Mlr l l r r lu rn  punc lmse  applle.~. Cer ta in  
Ins , f ic t ions.  Va l id  whi le  quc2nt l t lea I~r .  
Ask  your  consu l tant"  fo r  detoUs .  
Suite 2 - 4736 Lakelse Ave . ,  Terrace 
635-2277 
OPEN SATURDAY 
This is the first in a series of informational 
articles highlighting changes and events 
occurring in the Terrace and Area Health 
Council and the operation of Mills l, emorial 
Hospital, Terraceview Lodge and Osborne 
Home. 
Today's Menu 
Breakfast 
French Toast with Peaches 
Milk and Juice 
Cereal 
Lunch 
Lemon Baked Sole 
Rice Pilaf 
Mixed Green Beans 
Fruit and Orange JelI-O 
Supper 
Spaghetti with Meat Sauce 
Caesar Salad and Roll 
Milk or Juice 
Banana Cake 
That doesn't sound too bad. In fact, it sounds pretty 
good. And it is- rve eaten it. 
Imagine when family and friends gather for a meal. 
Aunt Polly doesn't like turnips, and always expects 
Brussels sprouts, even though she's the only one who 
likes them. Your son's new girlfriend is a vegetarian, so 
you have to plan some meatless dishes. Grandpa is 
diabetic, but loves desserts, so he needs something not 
too sweet after supper. And your friend you met while 
travelling overseas is visiting and hasn't eaten much 
Western food before. 
This situation is similar to what the Terrace and Area 
Health Council food.service staff encounter when plan. 
nlng the food-service system and menus. In addition, 
health-cam institutions promote healthy eating, and 
unfortunately, many people are not used to eating this 
way. At Mills Memorial Hospital, meals have to be suit. 
able for acute.care patients, children, elderly patients, 
diabetics, and patients who aren't physically ill, such as 
nursing rooms and psychiatric patients, who often 
TERRACE & AREA 
HEALTH COUNCIL 
WHAT'S  EAT ING YOU? 
By RANA NELSON 
require more food. At Terraceview Lodge, meals are 
somewhat easier to plan, as most residents are elderly 
and generally require the same consistency and type of 
food. However, the staff know the residents very well 
and individual tastes always try to be accounted for. 
The challenge is finding a system that takes the best of 
both facilities and consolidates them. 
The Terrace and Area Health Council is entering the 
second phase of a food-service system that began in 
Mash 1998. Cook/Chill is the latest in advanced meal- 
delivery systems and is being implemented in Terrace 
to ensure that patients at Mills Memorial Hospilal and 
residents at Terraceview Laddie continue to receive 
high-quality, nutritious meals. The use of Cook/Chill will 
streamline the food-service system and cut food-service 
costs by 11% at Terraceview specifically and by 6.3% in 
the health council generally. 
The rumours about the new system are rampant: 
The health council is using savings from Terraceview to 
bring down the hospital's debt. Terraceview Lodge resi- 
dents will be eating hospital food. This system is only 
being implemented to save money. The meals' nutrition 
and taste will decrease. Jobs will be lost. 
The list goes on. These are valid concerns, and at 
an information meeting held Wednesday, October 13 
for the families of Terraceview residents, these issues 
and more were raised. As one family member pointed 
out, "Sometimes we're the only voice our parents have." 
Unfortunately, there was a lot of distrust and suspicion 
at the meeting. Naturally, families are concerned about 
how the new system will affect their loved ones. And so 
is the Terrace and Area Health Council. 
Let me give you an overview of how the system 
works, Currently at Terraceview, raw food is delivered to 
the lodge, cooked each mealtime, kept hot on the stove 
or in steam tables and then served in a dining-room. 
style setting. At Mills Memorial, raw food is delivered to 
the hospital, cooked, blast chilled to below 4.4 J" C, 
stored (after being dated and labeled), cold-portioned to 
the food trays, and, come mealtimes, gently rethermal. 
ized directly on the food carts (via electric heat under 
each tray] for 36 minutes and served hot directly from 
the carts. With the change to the system (slated for 
April 2000), the bulk of the food for Terracevlew will be 
prepared at Mills, cooked, 13last chilled in the pans, 
stored, transported to Terraceview and rethermalized in 
the pans, and then hot-portioned onto plates to be 
served to the residents. 
While the current process at Terraceview is safe, 
the new system is safer. The system change minimizes 
the amount of time food sits at a temperature hospitable 
to bacteria. And with the ill and the elderly morn sus- 
ceptible to viruses and bacteria, this is a crucial safety 
factor. After the process was implemented in March 
1998 at Mills, the mandatory lab tests that were per- 
formed by public health found no evidence of disease- 
causing bacteria in the food. Taste and nutritional value 
of the meals should in fact increase, as the food's expo- 
sure ,cheat, light and oxygen - all factors that cause 
loss of nutrients and taste • v~ill be rninimlzed. And in 
fact, a patient satisfaction survey done at the hospital 
after the implementation of the Cook/Chill system 
showed increased satisfaction with the meals. As 
Termceview has thrice the number of beds that Mills 
has, it would be preferable to cook the food at 
Terraceview and transport it to Mills. However, the 
lodge's kitchen is already used to capacity (it was origi- 
nally built to accommodate ~erving for 55) and is only 
about the size of the dishwashlng area at Mills, It Is an 
efficient use of existing space to prepare the meals at 
Mills. 
The Terraceview kitchen will remain in use, as the 
lodge's renowned desserts will continue to be prepared 
there and will also be prepared for the hospital. Some 
breakfast items, such as toast and certain egg dishes, 
and grilled cheese, a Terraceview favourite, don't work 
well with the new system and will be prepared on site, 
as will nutritional supplements uch as protein drinks. 
Hospital patients, now on a seven-day menu (the aver- 
age hospital stay is 3.5 days), will benefit from 
Terraceview's 30-day menu. One of the Terraceview 
cooks will spend a month at Mills working with hospital 
staff on recipe development and testing. 
As with most streamlining efforts, some staff hours 
will be reduced. No individual will be without a job, as 
other positions within the Terrace and Area Health 
Council system will be coming available. The cost sav- 
ings to lhe food-services program will be between 
$65,000 and 75,000 per year, with the new equipment 
paying for itself in two to three years. Another option, at 
even greater savings, would have been a complete 
tray-delivery system. However, the health council did 
not feel that the savings of that system would have 
compensated for the decrease in personalized service 
that would have likely resulted. 
The equipment has a 30-day trial'period and will not 
be implemented until it's been determined that it meets 
the needs of the residents and patients. Recipes will be 
tested beginning in January 2000, the expected arrival 
of the new equipment, with April 2000 as lhe expected 
launch date. Llnda McMynn, Food Services Manager, is 
responsible for both Mills and Terraceview, resulting in 
efficient, effective communication be~een and coordi- 
nation of the two sites. 
We have all had family members and friends in the 
hospital or at Terraceview Lodge, or been in ourselves. 
It is important to remember that the food for 
Termceview and Mills is cooked by people who take 
pride in their work, and am just as concerned as fami. 
lies and care-givers are that the meals taste good and 
be nutritious for the patients and resldents. Granted, I 
haven't eaten the food at Termceview or at Mills 365 
days in a row, but l would gladly do so, 
This is an exciting time for Mills Memorial Hospital 
and Terraceview Lodge; the Cook/Chill system results 
in more nutritious meals and succeeds in helping to 
maintain the best physical health for patients and ' 
residents. Paid Adverli ~,7,~,-,; 
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Woman watches in horror 
as her husband was  shot  
IN A story published in an one shot his dog, Pears children were not with the 
Alberta newspaper, a resi- said. couple at the time. 
dent of Rocky Mountain She said she and her Pears said she warned 
House, Alberta, described husband left the cabin other mushroom pickers to 
a scene of horror in which where the argument had leave and then escaped 
her husband was shot in- taken place and returned with her children down an 
side a cabin at Ritchies to their own. ATV trail to the Skeena 
Landing east of Terrace. A man then walked into River which they crossed 
Kathy Pears told The the couple,s cabin and hycanoe:  
Red Deer Advocate of Red shot the wall behind her RCMP cordoned off the 
Deer, Alberta, that she and husband who was seated at area and began an exten- 
her husband Don, 39, a table, said Pears. sivesearch for a man. 
came to the northwest with She said there was By the  time they ar- 
their five children to pick more yelling and then riVedat thecabins loca- 
mushrooms for extra three more shots were tion, three of them h~id 
money and rented a cabin fired. Her husband had :been burned tO the ground. 
as accommodation. 
The evening of the 
shooting, Pears said her 
husband and another man 
had a few drinks and 
began to argue. The man 
previously claimed some- 
From front 
been shot, Pears said. Human :• remains were 
Pears, 38, said she left found in one of them. 
the cabin screaming and Pau l  Bernard Wads- 
went to another cabin worth, 53, of Rosswnod 
which contained three of has been  charged with 
their five children, aged second degree murder, lte 
two to eight. The oldest made a first appearance in
Terrace court Oct. 15 and 
"Team' politics 
Combining forces can make activities like campaign 
sign placement, brochure printing and running phone 
banks more efficient than for a single candidate opera- 
ting alone, Hull and Hawes both noted. 
Hawes said she has opted to run independently and 
not be part of any team. 
"This would be the third time that Val and Rich and 
Jack were a team," Hawes said. "If that's a style of lea- 
dership that the people want, then that's the way they'll 
vote. If they're ready for something new, then they 
won't." 
Talstra says l-lawes neglects to mention that she was 
part of that group in 1996 and that it helped elect her. 
"Rich McDaniel and I talked three years ago and felt 
it would be a good idea to have a bigger gender mix on 
council," he said "We approached Councillor Hawes 
and probably we shared some resources and the two of 
us ran together." 
Talstra said giving Hawes assistance then "hasn't 
worked out so well" as a strategy given her run now to 
unseat him. "We may not try that too much from here on 
in," Talstra added. 
He denies trying to form teams this time, adding he 
hasn't done more than ask incumbent councillors whe- 
ther they thought he should make another mayoral bid. 
"The comment from councillor Hull - I don't think 
it's accurate," Talstra said. "Sometimes his imagination 
gets ahead of him." 
Council members who urged him to run again are free 
to tell voters of that support - or not - he said. 
"I leave it to them .to determine what they want to do 
with that," he said. "If every council member wants to 
go out there and support me, who am I to say no?" 
Paul Wadsworth 
a bail hearing is scheduled 
tbr Oct. 29 
~Closed  S u n d a y ~  
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INSIDE 
COMMUNITY 
EVENTS B2 OMMUNITY s .c ,  o . .  
SARAH de LEEUW 
Celebrating diversity 
This time of the year is my favorite season, the 
leaves gold and orange against newly snow dus- 
ted mountain peaks. One of my first clues that 
fall has arrived is a small tree half way up Ter- 
race mountain, directly above the old bridge 
and the railroad tracks. 
As I drive into Terrace in late September or 
early October, it's the first tree to turn, a vi- 
brant red in a sea of green. Its colour is way 
ahead of the other vine maples and cottonwoods 
in the area, a tiny reminder to the forest around 
it that snow is on the way. 
This year, my seasonal enjoyment of this little 
red gem has been somewhat diminished by the 
other thing I do each morning. Listen to the radio 
and the morning news. 
Almost everyone has heard of the Nirmal 
Singh Gill case, an elderly Sikh man beaten to 
death by four young white men, one of whom 
later wrote a letter of admiration to a man in 
Texas convicted of killing a black man by drag- 
ging him behind a pickup truck. 
"Discuss racism. Bring it out in 
the open and address it. Don't be 
defensive or make excuses. Then 
step out into your community.  If 
your hear racist comments, raise 
your voice in protest." 
- Sarah De Leeuw 
1 know I do not speak alone when I say this 
case has made my skin crawl and my heart 
speed up each time I listen to an account of it. 
Each time a reporter describes the events of 
that murderous night, the sound of a man's 
screams, of boots against ribs and boots across a 
mouth, pounds inside my own head. An attack 
motivated solely by hatred of colour. Hatred of 
the colour of somebody's skin. 
I grew up on lhe Queen Charlotte Islands, a 
green and misty rain forested place with no fall 
to speak of, no season of multi-coloured won- 
ders. In grade nine, I started typing class t!~ere, 
excited about the phenomenal typist I was posi- 
tive I would soon become. 
No more than two classes into the term, a 
classmate began a series of disruptive antics, 
typing off cue, typing 'bad' words rather than the 
dictated 'aaaa', 'ssss'. 
I remember the teacher stopping her letter 
calling, the click clack of typewriter keys fail- 
ing silent, everyone looking at the young woman 
who'd caused the silence. 
The teacher walked over to her, and said in a 
loud voice "If you don't want to learn with the 
rest of us, go home and be supported by your 
welfare family." That particular Haida girl 
never came back to typing class. 
A co-worker of mine recently told me a story 
about her little brother. A couple of weeks ago, 
he and some friends were standing outside a 
local gas station. 
An attendant came out and told them to quit 
loitering, adding "gel lost, and while you're at 
it, get welfare to pay for a haircut." 
My co-worker is Nisga'a, as is her brother. 
Not so long ago I worked in a grocery store. One 
incident stands clear in my memory of two In- 
dian women coming through the checkout I was 
bagging at, their order filled with frozen mutton 
and chili peppers. Seconds after they had gath- 
ered their bags up, the cashier turned to me and 
explained how "those people ate such disgusting 
things, and were so cheap it made her sick." 
Last week in a local school, a student called 
an instruclor a "nigger", sparking controversy 
throughoul the district, and bringing the issue of 
racism to the forefront of many people's minds. 
These are not isolated incidents, though many of 
us don't see the continuum, or choose to ignore 
the connections between incidents in Terrace 
and racially motivated murders in the big city. 
What are our individual responsibilities? 
What roles do each of us have in moving our 
communities away from hatred and toward the 
celebration of diversity? 
Slart with yourself. Make an effort to get edu- 
cated about racism and what you can do to lead 
a racism free life.Don'l forget the lessons his- 
tory has to teach. Continue with your family and 
friends. Discuss racism. Bring it out in the open 
and address it. Don't be defensive or make ex- 
cuses. Then step out into your community. If 
your hear racist comments, raise your voice in 
protest. Take a public stance agginst intoler- 
ance and bigotry. 
Fall is the season to do it, a time when our 
horizons are ablaze with a beautiful tapestry of 
mixed colours. It'is the time to do it because it is 
noW, and in age old tradition, we must act now 
before the cold ravages of bleak unending white 
winter freeze our will to act. 
i l  Memorial gift 
Geoff Straker, principal 
of Caledonia, Amanda 
Checkley and Thecla 
Fladhamer, members of 
the Dry Grad Committee 
and Marina Checkley, 
grad of 1999, stand in 
front of Caledonia high 
school's new memorial 
picnic table. The table 
which is located outside 
the school, is a gift from 
the grads of 1999 and 
the Dry Grad Committee 
to remember Laura Lee 
and Renaud Fontaine, 
two grad students who 
were killed last spring in 
an automobile accident. 
Skeena Concrete dona- 
ted much of the sup- 
plies to build the bench. 
I Women's history examined 
Test your knowledge of women's history by completing this qui  
OCTOBER HAS been established as women's 
history month in Canada to recognize the vital 
contributions women have made throughout his- 
tory. 
By examining history from a women's per- 
speetive, attention can be drawn to the hurdles 
: women have overcome. 
Though women have made many gains in the 
struggle for equality, much remains to be de 
done. Violence against women is a serious pro- 
blem.in the province - half the women in B.C. 
will experience sexual assault in their lifetimes. 
One in three women will be the victim of spousal 
assault. 
Women also have economic barriers to break 
through. Women in general earn 74 cents on the 
male dollar. They also are more likely than men 
to work in lower paying occupations and part- 
time employment. 
By studying women's history, people can also 
learn from the mistake of the past and envision a 
future thai is safe and supportive for all females. 
Women's History 
Month Quiz 
1. Who was B.C.'s first elected woman Indian 
band chief?. 
A. Mary Leonard 
B. Rose Charlie 
C. Gloria Cranmer Webster 
2. When was maternity leave legislation first 
passed in B.C.? 
A. 1955 
B. 1910 
C. 1922 
3. Who was the first woman elected to Vancou- 
ver city council? 
A. Mary Ellen Smith 
B. Helen Gregory MaeGill 
C. Helena Gutteridge 
4. Who was the first Chinese-Canadian woman 
admitted to the bar in B.C. 
A. Denise Chong 
B. Margaret Gee 
C. Lillian To 
5. In 1973, waitresses at which restaurant 
walked off the job to protest insecure positions 
and poor working conditions? 
A. White Spot 
B. Denny's 
C. A&W 
6. Who was the first female president of a co-ed 
university in B.C.? 
A. Pauline Jewctt 
B. Margaret Ormsby 
C. Reva Joshee 
7. Which society was formed in Vancouver in 
1981 to encourage girls to continue in science 
programs'?. 
A. ms infinity 
B. SCWIST 
C. WITT 
8. In 1989, Beverly McLaughlin was the first 
woman from B.C. to: 
A. serve as Lieutenant-Governor. 
A. attain the rank of Major General in the Ca- 
nadian Forces. 
C. be sworn in as a Supreme Court Justice. 
9. in 1939, Joan Kennedy founded which organi- 
zation? 
A. The Women's Employment League 
B. The B.C. Women's Service Corps 
C. The Flying Seven 
10. Who was the first woman in Canada to hold a 
certificate in Aviation Technology? 
A. Elsie MaeGill 
B. Judy Evans Cameron 
C. Alys MeKey Bryant 
11. Who was the first woman Member of Parlia- 
ment from B.C.? 
A. Mary Ellen Smith 
B. Grace Winona Maclnnis 
C. Nancy Hedges 
12. Which union, composed entirely of women, 
was formed in Vancouver in 1913? 
A. The Women's Employment League 
B. The Home and Domestic Employees Union 
C. The Domestic Services Union 
13. Who was the first woman to join the B.C. 
Carpenters Union? 
A. Marcia Braun@ 
B. Pauline Jcwett 
C. Ma Murray 
14. Who was the first South Asian woman ap- 
pointed to the B.C. Law Society? 
A. Mobina Jaffer 
B. Reva Joshee 
C. Shashi Assanand 
15. In 1996, the average wage for women in B.C. 
was what percentage of the average wage for 
men? 
A. 80% 
B. 65% 
C. 73% 
16. In which year did First Nations women act- 
ively resist the poor conditions they worked 
under in fish canneries along the Fraser River'/ 
A. 1940 
B. 1922 
C. 1891 
17. The National Association of Indian Rights 
for Indian Women was formed by which B.C. 
woman? 
A. Angle Todd- Dennis 
B. Rose Charlie 
C. Gloria Cranmer Webster 
18. Who was the first black woman elected to 
political office in Canada? 
A. Anne Cools 
B. Rosemary Brown 
C. Mary Shadd Cary 
For answers turn to PaGe B-_q 
Lowry Olafson 
Lowry Olafson plays 
here Saturday night 
IT'S TAKEN Terrace's Concert Society five years to get 
singer Lowry Olafson on their playbill. 
So don't miss his one-night show Saturday, October 23 
at the R.E.M. Lee Theatre. 
The Vancouver-based singer and songwriter, has been 
busy performing for audiences around the world. 
"He's been very busy touring the States and Austra- 
lia," said Karcn Birkedal, president of the Concert Socie- 
ty. 
Olafson, whose known for his poetic lyrics and guitar 
and fiddle playing, will be playing songs from his four CDs. 
"He kinda' reminds me of a little bit of an acoustical 
Gordon Lightfoot," Birkedal said of the folk singer. 
"He just writes really beautiful stuff." 
Lowry has produced four CDs including, Wind and 
Rain, released in 1992, Good Intentions (1994), Back 
Again (1996), and Little Mysteries (1998). 
Tickets for Lowry Olafson and Trio cost $20 at Erwin's 
House of Fine Jewellers in the Skeena Mall. 
Curtain time is 8 p.m, 
Symphony in full swing 
By BONNIE JUNIPER 
THE TERRACE Symphony Orchestra is also back in 
swing, practising Monday nights from 7-9 p.m. under the 
baton of conductor Jim Ryan, 
A full calendar of events is planned this year. This 
month "Trio Accord", a newly-formed string trio from 
Vancouver, will come and workshop with T.S.O. members 
for several days. 
Trio members are regular performers with the Vancou- 
ver Symphony Orchestra, and arc outstanding players, 
The T.S.O. plans to bring them back again in the spring, 
and a Trio concert will be planned in February so that 
Terrace citizens can enjoy some wonderful chamber 
music. 
November is also sponsorship campaign month. Letters 
will bc sent to community members and businesses for do- 
nations, Local support has always been strong. 
In December the T,S.O. and Vex Polaris will again be 
, , ,  , ,  performing Handel s Messiah. The date for this is De- 
cember 11 and will be performed with guest soloists at the 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre. 
The year will be brought o a close with a concert fea- 
turing carols and seasonal music on December 18 at Knox 
United Church, 
! 
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CITY SCENE 
T H  EATRE-a  THE CONTINENTALS: , ,  . "Mission. LI B RARY'. 
of love 1999 Tour .  Bring your family . . . . . . . . . .  ~.,..,~ .1.,,-,,-.,-.. ,~,~ , . , .~ .  ,r, THE TERRACE PUBL IC  
I 1"112~ JI I~IiI'~/'~L..E, I .AI I  LAb and friends and prepare for an exciting L IBRARY is holdin,, a treasure hunt 
THEATRE presents "The Odd and inspiring presentation of music, . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . .  
,, . . on me tnternet I ne t.;yoer taunt Will De 
Couple , the first play of the season on choreography and personal testimony, on oi " -  " . . . . .  
o e to t e " g ng w~m weeray araws ~or prizes November 18, 19, 20,25,26 and 27 And C m h Evangeheal Free Church at . . . . . . . . . . .  
' " 7 30 m Mond . . . . .  taKmg place every rr loay t-,or aetaits on December 2; 3, and 4. Come to the  ..... : p, : ay, uctooer an, ~.a ,~.^ r:., ^ ,, t.: . . . . .  ,,--., . . . . .  ,__ 
McCal l  Playhouse to see the play, 
directed by Marianne West0n. 
MUSIC: 
TERRACE MUSIC IAN 'S  
ASSOCIAT ION COFFEE 
HOUSE presents Diandra Oliver and 
Dylan Philpott, Jam in the Middle, and 
No Ego at Elk's Hall Friday, October 22 
at 8 p.m. Doors open at 7:30 p.m. 
Members cost $4, non-members $6, 
seniors/students cost $4, children 10 
and under FREE: 
CALEDONIA  MUSIC  FALL  
CONCERT '99: The Concert Band 
and the Stage Band and Choir will be 
performing a variety of  styles of  music 
Wednesday, October 27 at the R,E.M. 
Lee Theatre at 7:30 p.m. Admission is 
by donation. 
THE TERRACE CONCERT 
SOCIETY  presents inger, 
songwriter, guitar and fiddle player 
LOWRY OLAFSON.  He will be 
performing at 8 p.m. at the R.E.M. Lee 
Theatre on Saturday, October 23. 
Tickets are $20 at Erwin's I-Iouse of 
Fine Jewellers in the Skeena Mall. 
and the list of things to find go to the 
library's website http://tpl.osg.net or
phone 638-8177. Contestants are 
limited to one entry only. 
.... ,, . 
I 
/ Tues, Oct T 9 ~ l l  
[, to Sat, Oct 23  [H i l l  
I f  Saturday MikevsTys°? 
/Odober Orlin Norm 
: , J  B. , , , , ,= WCB International Heavy Welght gym Championship 
. . . . . . . . . .  
" Halloween Bash 
/ Saturday,  Oct .  30  
l Best  cos tume wins  o 
• i B~dwelse~ Thunder fes t  a l l  
i :1 leather  jacket !  
!i~ l More  Great: Pr izes 
i:::~ Jo in  The Fun! ART I 
GALLERY: CLAIM ......... . 
l i!il Our eourLesy van/i nrr  rnooa 
WIRE JEWELLERY l i |  will pick up and l /u  uz . r r . ,~ , : ,  
WORKSHOP:  This two evening [1 drop oft'your part;y ] : |  S tar t ing  
wor   oo TuosOay O t. is 
designed to involve the participant in a I - - - - - -  
variety of metal wires (brass, copper, 
and silver) to make bracelets, earrings, 
and necklaces. Cost is $65. For more 
info call the art gallery 638-8884. 
THE TERRACE HOSPICE SOCIETY would 
lihe to thanh all those who Inade the Mini 
Hoops Bast~ethall game such u success. The 
Terrace community really showed up for this 
night of fun and laughs. A special thanl~s odes 
tO the following sponsors and players: 
Caledonia High School Cam MacKay. Tristan 
Brousn. Ro/~ert Haughland. 
Braden Meachew &
Oanna Haworth 
Skeena Broadcasling Rod Sterling of New 
Generation Country. 
Gareth Reid of The New Mix 
& Ml~e Kelly of 7 Television 
RCM P Bill Cassuult and Rod Faith 
Ministry of Highways Gregg Ross & Cheryl ParSes 
Thornhill Jr Secondary Trac~ Faith 
Esso Gerald Mitchell 
Ministry of Forestry Pat I~ofoed 
g'san Society Debbie Scarborough 
Achland Grainger Doug Wilson 
Almwood Contracting Justin Rigsbp 
Cedarland Tire Service Jim Chectclep 
and Arnie Pelletier & Tammp Nazarchucle 
Yucca 
Through the ages Yucca (Yucca glauca) has been used 
by Native peoples for arthritis and rheumatism. As a poul- 
tice it was used for breaks and sprains. It was also used for 
skin problems, to stop bleeding, as a laxative, and for 
childbirth. 
A study released in 1975 supported many historical uses 
of the herb, with benefits for arthritis, rheumatism, high 
blood pressure and high blood cholesterol evels. 
The study showed that Yucca contalns non-toxic steroid 
saponins. These saponins promote our body's ability to pro- 
duce natural cortisone, which helps with inflammation, heal- 
ing and pain. Those same saponins work on the natural 
intestinal balance, stimulating friendly flora and restricting 
others. Thus it may effect enhanced absorption of nutrients 
at the same time as relieving a toxic burden to your elimina- 
live systems. 
As well, the herb contains easily-used calcium to nourish 
the joints. The minerals zinc, selenium, magnesium, phos, 
phorus, potassium, Iron, manganese and silicon are pre- 
sent, along with vitamins A, C, and niacin. Impressive 
results have been reported from certain clinics in the 
Sonoran desert, where Yucca is included in a routine pre- 
scription for arthritis. 
While its primary action is on arthritic conditions, Yucca 
may additionally be helpful for bursitis, cataracts, colitis, 
dandruff, gallbladder, gout, liver problems, prostatiUs, ure- 
thritis, and venereal disease. 
THE SOLUTION; As yucca can cause some intestinal 
cramping due to its purgative nature, Io0k for it in combina, 
lion with other complimentary herbs. A suggested formula 
might include white willow, alfalfa, burdock, black cohosh, 
sarsaparilla, parsley and slippery elm for best results. 
Remember, a healthy body works, plays, and feels betterl 
For imlormation, a cansultation or to 
purchase herbal nutritien products 
at wholesale prices contact: 
Claudia Perry, Shelley Coxen, Barbara Emery, 
Sid & Therese Ross, Kelly Hosein & Debra 
Cervo, John & Barb Heighington, Darcie 
Annesley, Maureen Gentp Bruno Belanger & 
Krista Bot~On, , 
ENRICH INDEPENDENT DISTRIBUTORS 
Phone: (250) 638-1541 
Fax: (250) 635.1505 
EMAIL: bruno@kermode.net 
Changing £anadtans ffeaft,q 
One Person at a rlime : 
- - ii1" i i l i l l  : ~ : i i ii 
Wednesday. October 20 
SKEENA PAC meeting starts at 7:30 
p.m. in the school library. Watch for our 
information table at the Skeena Open 
House! 
Friday. October 22 
TERRACE ALZHEIMERS SUP- 
PORT GROUP regular meeting. Speaker 
JeAnne Taylor from the Alz. Society of 
B.C. at Terraeeview Lodge at 7 p.m. Con- 
tact Aveline at 798-2581. 
THE CANADIAN CANCER sac -  
:' 'IETY AND Northwest Community Health 
';Services Society (NWCHSS) are sponsor- 
ing. a Women's Breast Self Examination 
Clinic at the Health Unit. For appoint- 
ments call 638,2200. 
age. Course starts October 26 to December 
7th. Time: 9:15 a.m. to 11:45 a.m. Limited 
space. To preregister, call 638-1863 or 
come into The Family Place at 4553 Park 
Avenue. Supervised children's activities 
are available on site. 
MEDITATION WORKSHOP: An 
introduction to meditation workshop with 
Tibetan Lama Geshi Yongdong will take 
place at the Terrace Public Library from 
7-9 p.m. The workshop is free. Registration 
is not required. For more info call the li- 
brary at 638-8177. 
Wednesday. October 2'/ 
TERRACE VOLUNTEERBUR- 
EAU Will hold it Aiinual ~ General meeting 
at 7:30 a.m. in the board room of the 
TDCSS. 
Friday. October ~2 
COMPUTER CLASSES for parents 
begin on Fridays from 1-2:30 p.m. there 
will be FREE computer classes for parents 
of preschoolers. Basic key boarding and 
support through the Internet will be avail- 
able toparents for one hour while their 
chirlen receive quality care. For the half 
an hour after the computer lab, there will 
bee a storytime for both parents and child- 
ren togther. Please call Eberle at 638-8177 
to register you and your child. 
Saturday. October ~3 
ALZHEIMERS SOCIETY OF BC: 
Workshop on surviving Grief and Stress 
with Denis Boyd, registered psychologist, 
and JeAnne Taylor, from the Alzheimers 
Society of B.C. at the Terrace Inn Banquet 
Room at 4553 Grieg Avenue from 8 a.m. to 
4 p.m. Cost is $25, includes lunch. 
BACKCOUNTRY EQUIPMENT 
SWAP on October 23. Gear drop off from 
6-9 p.m. October 22 at the Conference 
Room at Aquatic Centre. Sale takes place 
from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. Unsold items can be 
picked up between 1-2 p.m. Twenty per 
cent of commissions goes to the Mount 
Remo BAckeounlry Society. 
Monday. October 25 
MOOD DISORDERS ASSOCIA- 
TION of BC, Terrace Chapter's next 
support group meeting is at 7:30 p.m. at the 
Stepping Stone Clubhouse, 3302 Sparks. 
Casual chat at 7 p.m. For family, friends, 
and persons with depressive, bi-polar and 
other mood disorders. Regular meetings 
held the first and third Mondays of each 
month. Contact Allen at 638-8749. Our 
first meeting was a hit, 
THE TERRACE LITTLE 
THEATRE is holding auditions for Norm 
Foster's "Wrong for each other" on Sun. 
day, October 24 and Monday, October 25 
at 7:30 p.m. at the McCall Playhouse. Dir- 
ector Diana Braathen Is looking to cast one 
male and one female in their 30s to early 
40s. No is experience isrequired. Anyone 
interested inbeing part of the production 
crew is welcome to come out. For more 
info call Diana at 635-1815. 
Tuesday. October 26 
TERRACE WRITERS' GUILD 
meels at 7:30 p.m, Informal get together for 
sharing information and positive encoura- 
gement, Drop-ins always welcome. 
THE FAMILY PLACE is offering 
HIV/AID DISEASE AND 
TREATMENT: Free workshop, The 
AIDS Committee ofTerrace (ACT) is 
pleased to welcome atravelling workshop 
on HIV/AIDS at the North West Health 
Unit from 4-6 p.m. The workshop is free. 
Treatment ABC's is aimed primarily at 
people living with HIV and AIDS, their im- 
mediate caregivers (nurses, doctors, fami- 
ly) and frontline workers. Workshop re- 
senters include: HIV primary physician, 
HIV specialist nurse, two treatment infor- 
mation counsellors who are HIV positive. 
Call Carol to confirm your attendance. 
Friday, October ~9 
FIND EVERLASTING PEACE 
through meditiation, conference on sDiri- 
tualityandmediation technigque aofferd b) 
Authorized Rpresentatvies of Sant Thakar 
Singh at 7 p.m. at Northwest Community 
College, room 2001. The English program 
takes place Friday, Punjabi progam is on 
Saturday, October 30 starting at 1 p.m. The 
conference is free. All are welcome. 
Saturday,. Octobvr 30 
Terrace Public L ibrary wi l l  
be offering a FIMO workshop for teens 
ages 12 and older with Diana Wang Adams 
from 2-5 p.m. The workshop is free but call 
the library to register 638-8177. 
Ha l loween Ce lebrat ion  for 
children 3-5 years old at the library. The 
program is opened to kids who are not re- 
gistered in the library's regular preschool 
programs ans will take place from 11 a,m, 
to 12 p.m, FREE, To register call the li- 
brary. 
Halloween Stories and Crafts 
for children 6 and older at the library from 
2-3 p.m. FREE. Register by calling the li- 
brary. 
YVONNE MOEN'S 65th BIRTH. 
DAY party celebrations at the Happy 
Gang Centre from 2,4 p.m. for coffee and 
brithday cake. Everyone welcome. 
MODEL AIRPLANE CLUB mall 
show at the Skeena Mall. Come and chat 
with the members and see what we're up 
to, For more info call George. 
': The Terrace Standard offers the com. 
mtmity calendar as a public service to its 
readers attd community organisations. 
This column is intended for non-profit 
organisations and those events for which 
there is no admission charge. Items will run 
two weeks before each event, 
We ask that items be submitted by 5 p.m. 
on the Thursday before the issue in which 
it is to appear. . . . . . .  
S.T,E.P. For Young Children, a six-week Submissions hould be typed orprinted 
course for parents who are parenti,ng neatly. 
children between birth and six years of : 
Baby's Name: 
B'dam I£e Gn.g,c~Q, 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Sept. 13, ITS?) 'u8:18 p,m, 
Weight: 8 Ihs {0 oz. Sex: l"emde 
Parents: Mike & Crystal Gregory 
Baby sister for ('~)tin 
t 
Baby's Name: 
Khy~a-Lee, F' don, AT~tk, de Devs 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Oct. 2, 1999 at 1{):38 p.m. 
Weight: 8 Ibs. Sex: Female 
Parents: P, don Azak & 
I(ensey de Devs 
# 
Baby's Name: 
Baby's Name: Riley Kathq~ Bowker 
Ilaylcy Ni¢ole Ilouiden Date & Time of Birth: 
Date & 'time of Birth: 0cl. 7, UY~') at 4:25 a.m. 
Sept, 27, lt..~9 at 3:00 p.m. Weight: 9 Ibs 7 oz. Sex: Female 
Welghe 2 lhs 12oz. Sex: Fern',de Parents: Trey & Erin Bowker 
Parents: Mona & Etd Iloulden Thanks t0Dr. Fergurson & Maternity 
Utde sister for Buddy nurscs Shei & Geri 
# 
Baby's Name: Baby's Name: 
Samud I~chard Relnb01t 
Vlctoda Carolina Calisto Date & Time of Birth: 
Oct, I, 1999 Date & Time of Birth: 
Weight: 9 lbs 7or. Sex: Male Oct, n, 1999 at 7:25 a.m. 
Parents: Undo & R0ry Reinb01t Weight: 8 Ibs. 10'A oz. Sex: Female 
A little brodter for Frail)' & Ikn Patents: ?,t',u'ia & Eugenlo Callsto 
A llale sister for Sandy. 
F 
Get A 
f e e  
Baby Gift. 
(Simple, huh?) 
Just see our service desk for more information 
I Overwalteail 
Quiz answers 
:il.Who was B.C.'s first elected woman In- 
dian band chief'? 
A. Mary Leonard lead the Kamloops In- 
dian band from 1974 to 1984 becoming 
B,C/s first elected woman Indian band 
chief, 
i L- Rose Charlie is a founding member of the 
!ndian Homemaker's A sociation of B.C. 
and the National Indian Brotherhood (now 
the Assembly of First Nations), and she 
was influential in founding the Union of 
~.C. Indian Chief. 
A member of the KwakWakw'wakw Na- 
!ion, Gloria Cranmer Webster established 
the U'mista Cultural Centre in Alert Bay in 
.~980, locating confiscated potlatch items 
. ~nd returning them to her community. 
~. When was maternity leave legislation 
~irst passed in B.C.? 
~. In 1922 the Maternity Protection Act 
~,as passed in B.C. It was Canada's first 
/naternity leave legislation. 
~. Who was the first woman elected to 
.Vancouver city council? 
.'(2. Helena Gutteridge was elected to the 
".Vancouver City Council in 1937 becoming 
B.C.'s first alderwoman. 
:, Mary Ellen Smith was the first woman in 
:.B.C. to be elected as an MLA. She was 
Tlected in 1918. 
"- Helen Gregory MaeGill was the first 
~oman judge in British Columbia. She was 
appointed to the Juvenile court in 1917. 
"~. Who was the first Chinese'Canadian 
woman admitted to the bar in B.C.? 
:B. Margaret Gee. She was admitted to the 
~ar in B.C. in 1955. 
at  
,~. In 1973, waitresses at which restaurant 
~alked off the job to protest insecure posi. 
tions and poor w'orking conditions? 
-13. in 1973, waitresses at Denny' s walked 
off the job to protest insecure positions and 
poor working conditions. 
.{5. Who was the first female president of a 
~o-ed university in B.C.? 
2~. In 1973 Pauline Jewett became the first 
[emale president of a co.ed university in 
B.C. at Simon Fraser University. 
m 
~. Which society was formed in Vancouver 
jrt 1981 to encourage girls to continue in 
science programs? 
]3. SCWlST. The Society of Canadian 
• Women in Science and Technology, was 
Women's Service Corps, a para-military 
group for women who wished to contribute 
to the war effort. 
10. Who was the first woman in Canada to 
hold a certificate in Aviation Technology? 
B. The first woman in Canada to hold a 
certificate in Aviation Technology was 
Judy Evans Cameron. She received this 
certificatc from Selkirk College in 1975. 
11. Who was the first woman speaker in 
both B.C. and the Commonwealth? 
B. Grace WJnona Maclnnis was the first 
B.C. woman elected to the Canadian 
House of Commons. She held this seat from 
1965 to 1974. 
12. Which union, composed entirely of 
women, was formed in Vancouver in 19137 
B. The Home and Domestic Employees 
Union was formed in Vancouver in 1913 as 
a result of extensive organizing on the part 
of Helena Gutteridge. 
13. Who was the first woman to join the 
B.C. Carpenters Union? 
A. Marcia Braundy was the first woman to 
join the B.C. Carpenters Union. In 1987, 
she began a national network called 
Women in Trades and Technology (WITT). 
14. Who was the first South Asian woman 
appointed to the B.C. Law Society? 
B. Reva Joshee, an assistant professor in 
the Department ofEducational Studies at 
UBC, was the first South Asian woman ap- 
pointed to the B.C. ~lw Society. This ap- 
pointment was made in 1997. 
15. In 1996, the average wage for women in 
B.C. was what percentage ofthe average 
wage for men? 
C. In 1996, the average wage for women in 
B.C. was 73% of that of men. 
16. In which year did First Nations women 
actively resist the poor conditions they 
worked under in fish canneries along the 
Fraser River? 
C. In 1891, First Nations women working 
in fish canneries along the Fraser River 
actively resisted poor working conditions 
in the canneries by joining together in in- 
formal challenges to the excessive de- 
mands of white supervisors. In several in- 
stances the women responded to poor 
working conditions and wages by filling 
cans with only bones and skin. 
17. The National Association of Indian 
formed in Vancouver in the spring of 1981 Rights for Indian Women was formed by 
by five local women scientists - Maggie ; which B.C. woman? 
Be/~S0n, Hild~i Ching, Mary Viekers, Mary  B~ TheNational Associati0n 0f indian. :! . : . 
~I0 Duncan and Abby Schwartz. Rightsfor Indian W0men Was foi'med by "" 
. . . .  Rose Charlie in 1977. Th~ gr6tlp ffas 't'o'r. 
;B. In 1989, Beverly McLaughlin was the 
/'irst woman fronz B.C. to: 
.'1:3. In 1989, Beverly MeLaughlin was the 
tirst woman from B.C. to be sworn in as a 
~;upreme Court Justice. To date, there 
Iaave been no women appointed to the posi. 
Iion of Lieutenant-Governor in B.C. 
l a  
:9. In 1939, Joan Kennedy founded which 
~)rganization? 
a3. In 1939, Joan Kennedy founded the B.C. 
m 
i ,  
w 
reed with the goal of challenging those sec- 
tions of the Indian Act which discriminate 
against women. 
18. Who was the first black woman elected 
to political office in Canada? 
B. Rosemary Brown, elected in 1972 to the 
B.C. Legislature, was the first black 
woman elected to political office in Cana- 
da. She served as an MLA from 1972 until 
1986. 
Ill CRIlVIE PREVENTION 
WHAT'S YOUR OPINION? 
Please lake a few momenls to fill out the following survey and return it to: 
The Terrace R~P Detmhmenl, 3205 E'oy Sl., 
Terrace, B.C V8G 2X7 
Afln: Crime Prevention gnil 
1~e resulls will be reviewed ofan open house forum Homhy, November I, 1999 
ollhe Elks Lodge, 2822 Tel.ullAve., Terrace from 7- lO PM 
~i  - -  mm mm - -  mm - -  . - -  mm mm mm mi  mm z i  mm im mm mm ml  
i C r ime Prevent ion  Survey  1999 I 
| I) Do you feel Ihol crime is a problem in Terrace? 1 2 3 4 5 | 
I Y. SomeOne No I 
• 2) In only o few words, ~ol tonslilules crime? 
l " I 
13) De you feelsafe living end working in Terme? 1 2 3 4 S I 
I Yes Somewhat No [] 
i 4 Wouldyeuconskhrfo~ningaB/ockWalchioyoorarea? 1 5 I 
I Y- No I 
I 5) Have you made me of any of lhe (rime Prevention. I 
II Programs, uch as Safer Homes, Shoplifting Awareness, 1 . 5 I 
Robbery Prevention elc? v . . . .  VJ I . . . . .  - I 
ImJ 16) Are you ~vore oflhe (dme Prevenlion Unit and anyof 1 5 I 
lJ I ,s programs? ' Yes No I 
III 17) Hove you beard oflhe D.A.R.E (DrugAwamness 1 5 I 
HI  I Resislonce Edocolion) progrom? Yes No I ' 
II~ 1 8) Hove you ever, or would you con~er usingthe Qne 1 5 I Nil Slappers or Phone Busfirs numbers? yes No I 
I l l  19) Ooyou feel police are accesdbheopprocho~]e? I 2 3 4 5 I 
I l l  I ~es Somewbel No I 
I l l  =110) I~e~ rule Ihe following arem (Use num~r I to l O. One beinglhe maslimpodenl, 10 being overall I 
III , leeslimpodonl): ,, 
IlJ I _lroffksotely _m~ief/vandolism _pedmldon.fely I 
I I I  .I _adOdru the f t  _ess~ultV'sP~usol. os aulls _drlnking &driving I 
I l l  • _ g ohm _bullying/youlh violence _brmk& entersin homes . 
IlJ I Ihe~ from E~nessos I 
I l j  | ]]) Pleme ~ovide ony commenls rq]ording @me ond (rim Prevenlion i Terroce, Imhde your nome d 
"phone number if you choose. (Oplionol) .I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I ' I 
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Starting as low as or tease from just 
$16,995" • ~;219~er~oot~ 
• 4-door models available 
oStandurd 3.0L engine 
Stortulg o5 lowos 
'15,790: 
or tease fromjust 
,209"* per month 
• Standard CD player 
,Side impact protection beams 
4.9 
Purchase 
Financing 
onall 
2000 
Hazdas 
Starting as low as or tease from just 
$27,790" 0 ~;299p**ey,~onth 
oCD player and rear gloss window 
standard 
Starting as low as or Lease fromjust 
 25,790" •  ;339.y 0o, " 
• Newly designed grille, 
rear exterior and interior 
Starting as low 05 or lease fro.re, just 
~35,7~0"  ~) ~;409pormont~ 
,Patented Miller Cycle engine 
,B-way adjustable heated leather front seats 
~. AZDA 00ers awilable oll fela0 of puichases/ioases el any nelv 2000 tdazdas holn 0c(oher 0.1~99 iol a limll~d hme oal Lease and Ymance 
~ ~  0 A C for quaffed ¢uslomers only Fmance elample lay $10000 a140% purchase hnanelflg; 40 monlhs at 5229 04 let nlanlh. C 00  
is $1,032 32 for a total of 511.032 32. Mazda Pefsoflal Lease Bale: Oilers avadabht on retail leases only. Leases are based on 48 
mofftlls, Other tease totals avadaOle Totallease oOIIoations 2000 Mazda Mlafa hllodel aL2[IOhOVO00) Is 517,002 which includes secp/ity deposit el 5350 
and down paymenl el 52,900 (Includes ffe~OIiI and I~OE. of S195!: 2000 Mazda Prolegd SE tmodel aD4XM5OMOa) Is $12.211 which mdudes seculity deposll 
el S250 and dowa payment el 51,995 (includes frolgM alld PD [ at 57951; 2000 Mazda 626 LX V6 (lllOdel aF4L57OAAO0~ is $19.672 which atchldeS secuiily 
deposit of $400 and down payml!nt of $3.000 (includes height allLI EDE. el $705L 2000 Mazda MIIlenla S (model a K4LN IOTA02)is 525.632 which in¢lulles 
securdy deposit el $500 alld down payment of $5,500 (Includes fie/oh/and P.O E o1 $105L 2000 Maada 83000 V6 Truck (mode[ #XBBOLOADO0) is $13,fil2 
which includes secunly deposll el $300 nnd down payment of $2,800 (Includes fr¢loht and P.D.E ol $1,050); 20,000 kin per year mdeaoe reslliolions apply; 
additional 8¢ pet km applies Pur¢Oase petce offers Include 5795 let cars aim $1,005 tel hock Oeiphl and EO E, License, insurance, tales and other dealer 
charges exlra. Dealel may sell/lease for less. See your dealer fm delails Offers canlmt Oe combined 
THORNHILL MFIZDR 
5040 Hwy 16 E 
Phone 635-7286 
D7041 
WE CUT THE FARES 
FROM TERRACE.  
: s . . . . .  • " " ' " '  
PERMANENTLY .  
This is not a seat sale. We've restructured our fares to make travel 
from your home easier (and more affordable) than ever. 
We know it's a competitive world out there. That's why we offer 
great reliability and ease of connections to Air Canada and the Star 
Alliance worldwide network as well as Aeroplan miles. Now, we also 
offer lower fares than ever before. 
To cut to the chase, with fares like this you may wanL to squeeze 
in an extra trip or two. For complete fare and destination infoirnation 
call your Travel Agent or Air Canada Reservations at 1-888-Air Canada. 
Or, check out the Cyber Ticket office at www.aircanada.ca. 
Here are just some of the many fares we've reduced.. 
Terrace to Vancouver from $129 one way 
to Calgary from $622 return 
to Winnipeg from $597 return 
AIR  CANADA @ airBC 
Central Mountain Air Alberta Cityllnk 
Fares subject o (hangs, Fare$ do not include laxeL, lurcharges or any other additional fees thai rnay be alsedaled with air travel. 
t 
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Connie is not a phone 
She is a wolf. 
She is a raven 
She is a bear. 
She is Connie Sterritt, artist, 
using the modern to express 
the ancient. 
Elegantly, unforgettably, 
and with many layers. 
Just like her. 
No one else is Connie. 
No one else is you . . . . . .  
To serve you better, 
we will remember that: 
We are the people of TELUS. 
We've changed our name from BC TEL, 
but we haven't changed the 
vvay we connect - one remarkable 
individual at a time. , 
number. 
TELUS 
Sing your own song. 
k 
I 
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Cecile Empson passed away 
became a mechanic. 
Mel and Cecile lived at 
Slave Lake until th0 spring 
of 1957 when they moved to 
Dawson Creek. There, Mel 
went to work on the mid 
Canada line as a mechanic. 
Their first child Donald 
was born at High Prairie, 
Alberta. 
Then in May 1954, their 
second son Victor came 
along. He was born at home 
in Slave Lake in 1955 A 
bet 9, 1999 1 was invited to 
join in on a special dedica- on Creek until 1966. , y 
tion service of placing a 
plaque on a beautiful mem- 
orial bench in memory of 
Cecile Empson. 
The bench will be 
placed in the gardens at 
Willows Apartment on 
Kalum Street. 
Cecile had been the 
wonderful, kind, and caring 
caretaker at Willows 
Apartment for 13 years. But 
very sadly, Cecile Rita 
Empson passed away on 
August 29, 1999 in the Kiti- 
mat Hospital. 
Cecile Rita Empson was 
born on March 21, 1936 at 
Slave Lake Alberta to par- 
ents Barney and Melanie 
Battle Cecile come from a 
family of nine children, 
four boys and five girls. The 
four youngest children are 
gone now. Cecile's mother 
Melanie is still living at 
Slave Lake. She is now 97 
years old and has lived at 
Slave Lake all her life. Be- 
fore her husband Barney 
died, they were six months 
short of being married 70 
years. 
Cecile grew up at Slave 
lake and attended school 
there. 
When Cecile was work- 
ing at a restaurant in the 
winter of 1952 shc met Mel 
Empson. It was a very cold 
winter and Cecile needed 
someone kind to cuddle her 
keep her warm. They fell in 
love and were married on 
August 27, 1953 at Slave 
Lake. Mel at the time was 
working at the GM dealer- 
ship selling gas, and later 
There, Cecile worked a lit- 
tle for the school district as 
well as the hospital as a 
dietician. 
While they lived in 
Dawson Creek, three more 
children were born, daugh- 
ter Dianne in 1960, son Ken 
in 1961, and son Robin in 
1964. 
From Dawson Creek the 
family moved to Chetwynd. 
Mel worked for the De- 
partment of Highways. 
It was between Christ- 
mas and New Years in 1973 
that Mel and Cecile made 
the move to Kitimat. In Ki. 
timat, Mel went to work for 
Euroean as a heavy duty 
mechanic. Later he became 
a supervisor. 
While in Kitimat, Cecile 
looked after the Whitesail 
Townhauses for three years 
as the caretaker. 
They took the winter off, 
then received a phone call 
from B.C. Housit~g to take 
over as the mangers of the 
• Willow Apartments in Ter- 
race. The following year, 
June of 1986, Mel and Ce- 
cile moved into Willows 
Apartments as the mangers. 
And now, for the last 13 
years, both Mel and Cecile 
dedicated those years as 
very caring caretaker to 
the residents of the Wil- 
lows. 
Cecile gave everything 
that she had to the residents 
there. She was an on-call 
care giver 24 hours a day. 
She called the residents her 
chicks. She was there as 
their chauffeur, to take 
to special functions. She 
was also available anytime 
of day or night if someone 
needed someone to talk to. 
She was always ready to 
lend a helping hand, even 
on an emergency call late 
at night. 
Every evening before 
bed time, she would make 
her rounds to make sure 
everyone was ready for the 
evening. She then returned 
to her own apartment tell- 
ing Mel "all my little 
chicks are tucked in now." 
Cecile was a wonderful 
loving and caring person. 
She has touched many lives 
with her loving' way. 
When they retired from 
the lodge, Cecile took sick 
and was hospitalized in 
Terrace. 
Cancer was fist men- 
tioned a year ago in Febr- 
uary 1998. Cecile really 
never had one day to enjoy 
her retirement years with 
Mel. After spending some- 
time in Mills Memorial 
Hospital, Cecile was sent 
to Vancouver for several 
months for cancer treat- 
ment. 
Then in July of this year, 
they both returned to Kiti- 
mat to spend the last few 
months with their daughter 
Dianne Garcia and her fa- 
mily. 
Cecile Empson passed 
away on Sunday, August 29 
in the Kitimat hospital. The 
funeral service was held at 
Sacred Heart Catholic 
Church on September 2, 
Continued on B7 
 Con ratulations Will ! 
Congratulation and best wishes to 
Willy Schneider C.L.U., on your 
Retirement after more than 40 
years of dedication and hard work. 
Your service has been greatly 
appreciated. 
Have fun on the links and slopes. 
Auf wiedersehen / See you again 
from your Sun Life family. 
Sun Life Of Canada 
The Sun Life 306- 4546 ParkAvenue / 
Companies Terrace, B.C. V8G 1V4 / 
Telephone: (250) 635-6~ 
LUCKY DOLLAR BINGO 
OCTOBE, lggg PALACE 
1 2 Community Band ~ ~ 
N~'aT~C0~ Terse Y0uth S0a~ i"efra~ L0~ 
3 
Skeena Junior 
S~oondar~ 
school Paint 
~r~ 
10 
Caledonia Senior 
Sccondmy School 
Parent Council 
4, Terrace 5 Cam0m 
Minor Paraplegic Kss0da~ 
Baseball N0~,= OuiXley~keena Association ReWn 
11 12c,  
Terrace F,=~eg~s~ 
Minor Hockey t~ eufk~y/$ke~a 
Association Re~ 
~ 
~l~f~d  ~ Terrace Minor ' 
!13 ~ ~c~ 4 ,~.  
P~ec'dve 0fder of Odet Ofl:]oTal Pu@e 
E~ #4as 
9 
~ ~r.~s~ 
'ren"~ L~ 
15 " 16 Fo Fre h. 
Te~e~ 
l~.Te~ra= re~ su~c~ 
17 
Skeena Junior 
Se~o~y Schod 
Parent Auxiliary 
(~,rd 
18Terrac e 
Minor P~ 
Hockey eu~ey/Skeena 
Association Re~ 
25 26 = 
Teraoe 
Baseball ~e/t~e~ 
Asso~ 
20 
T~ 
Sat. Afternoon Games 
Evening Games 
Wed,Thurs., Fri., Sat. Late Night Games 
Bingo Every Saturday Afternoon 
T.V, MONITORS 
4410 Legi0n, Terrace 
Doors 11:30 a.m. 
Doors 4:30 p.m. 
Doors 9:30 p,m. 
22 ~ '~ 9-':1 ~'~ d ""sd P~oOSo~ 
~em I~o~F~ 
Ni~'a TaM Coud • Te~cLocai Tenac~ ¥o~h,~c~ 
k~ 
N'~'a Tn~ rd- T~ T~ 
Games 1:00 p.m. 
Games 6:15 p.m. 
Games 9:45 p.m. 
SMOKE REMOVAL AISLE CONCESSIOH 
635.2411 
" Radi S h 
You'va got questions. We ve got mmwers.' 
~eware  :f ~ ~ ¢ostumes.~ ''° 
/ Avoid masks that obstruct vision; theatrical i ,~ \  F~FDIF~DFDIF~I~I '~ IF~F~F~~B 
/ ' makeup maybe a better alternative' ' Y~:~ ~!~1 
Additionally, make sure the costume a l lo~ W E L C O M E  
~hi ld  to .and  run without tripping&:::~ 
~ :~ ~,~or, o~,o~,, t o ~.p"  ~ McAIpine & Co. El 
~ _ . ~ W :  i sa~a~/ - /~ r ~ are pleased to 
b ~ announce the addition 
I~i of Ohne Moi to their 
staff. Olene joins us I~1 
H from Raigi~ Giannelia I~  
Systems and has exoe- 
I~1 rience in computer I~1 
I~1 software setup and 
~ . ~ ~ ~ ~  I~1 support, networking I~  
H and computerized 
FALL TUTOR TRAINING 
OPPORTUNITY ~, 
you are faking naxl lulor Iraining by If inleresled in lhe offered the 
;' (ommunily Renders & Writers Program, ~, 
e, Please call See at: 638-1330 
#2- 3215 Eby St, (al the Volunteer Bureau) 
,~,~ ,~ For more inforn~nti0n 
i 
• Training roll commence on 
,~ Monday Octeber 25, 1999 from 
6:00 p.rn. till 9:(]0 p.m. 
,~ , and will run ~ondays for six weeks, :~ 
ending on November 29, 1999. ,~ 
accounting, r~ 
VEAL  (WIE~m SCHNITZEL  
Topped with musltroom sauce fo r  on ly  
& served with braised red cabbage $12 
saurkraut &mashed potatoes. .95 
Served after 4pro , . 
Wheregood ~ ~ .  
~.n~ . . .~, ' ,~' , ' ,~.  
the family ~ .~ "~- -~" '~ ~l~ 
! 4702 Z~ke,se ~v~- '~ '~ ly~~t~ :- ~
j[ Terrace f ~ / ~ ~ l t t  ~m,~ 
,,~. 635-6302 | J J l ~ , ~ ~  ~3~. ~1 
~h / _ 
.e  
' i?f; 
B 
It 
'i ( /  
:,('7, / ~i [ 
Keith Avenue Drive Thru 
638-0100 
Skeena #lall 
635-3332 
From Page B6 
Local woman 
remembered 
1999 at 2 p.m. with Father 
John Smith officiating. 
On Saturday, October 
9th at 2 p.m., a dedication 
service was held at the 
Willows Apartment with 
Father John Smith blessing 
the memorial bench and 
plaque with a few prayers. 
The Eulogy was read by 
Margaret Cooper. The 
piper was Pat Hall who 
played the Last Post, which 
was beautifully done and 
brought ears tomany eyes. 
Refreshments were served 
by the ladies of the Wil- 
lows and Jennifer Dumont, 
the new manager. 
Some special guests 
were Linda Movold, area 
manager for B.C. Housing, 
plus Cecile's daughter Dia. 
nne and her husband Tony 
Garcia and their children 
from Kitimat. Cecile leaves 
behind her husband 1Mel 
and their children, Don and 
Jean, Vie (Diana), Dianne 
(Tony), Ken (Cindy), and 
Robin and their grandchil- 
dren plus many friends who 
loved her. 
Around Town 
Auditions held 
THE TERRACE Little Theatre is hold- 
ing auditions for Norm Foster's "Wrong 
For Each Other" on Sunday, October 24 
and Monday, October 25 at 7:30 p.m. at 
the McCall Playhouse. Director Diana 
Braathen is looking to cast one male and 
one female in their 30s to early 40s. No ex- 
perience is required. Anyone interested in
being part of the production crew is wel- 
come to come out as well. For more infor- 
mation call Diana at 635-1815. 
Clean Air Coalition 
HERE IS your chance to learn about 
how the January 1,2000 Workers' Com- 
pensation Board Regulations on smoke - 
free workplaces will affect you! The Clean 
Air Coalition of Terrace is planning a 
Community Information Session Thursday, 
November 18 from 7-9 p.m. at the Coast Inn 
of The West in the West Banquet Room. 
Refreshments provided. 
Flu vaccine clinics 
Flu vaccine drop-in clinics are avail- 
able November 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 8 and 12 from 9 
to 5 p.m. at the Northwest Health Unit at 
3412 Kalum Street. The flu shot may pre- 
vent you from catching the flu or reduce its 
seriousness if you do. Immunity begins Io 
develop within seven days after the shot 
and peaks two to three months later, dur- 
ing high flu season in December. The Flu 
vaccine is free for people aged 65 and 
older, those with chronic illness, and care- 
givers or community serves workers. A six 
'dollar fee will be charge to those ineli- 
gible. The pneumococeal vaccine is free 
for people 65 years of age or older. Only 
one pneumoccocal vaccine is needed in a 
lifetime. Bring your imunization record and 
Care Card November 1,2, 3, 4, 5, 8 and 12 
from 9 to 5 p.m. 
Volunteers needed 
Planned parenthood BC is looking for 
clinic volunteers to provide information 
about sexual and reproductive health, and 
to do some clerical work.Volunteers are 
needed on Tuesday evenings from 7-9 p.m. 
Required skills include an interest in 
women's health issues and good communi- 
cation skills. A,commitmenl of one shift a 
month is requested and a training workshop 
is taking place on November 2. Call Ann- 
Marie at 638-2200 or 635-7175. 
.Coats needed 
THE TERRACE Emergency Shelter 
needs donations of men's winter coats, to- 
ques, scarves and gloves. Donations can be 
dropped off at 2814 Hall Street or phone 
the shelter at 635-5890 and we will arrange 
for a pick-up. 
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People with 
developmental disabilities 
are creating a better 
future for themselves and 
their fellow citizens. 
Together, we can build 
communities where 
everyone belongs. 
BC Association 
for Community Living 
(604) 875-1119 
Web www.vcn.bc.caJbcacl 
I 
from Gordon Campbell and the BC Liberals: 
As leader of the BC Liberal Party, I travel the length and breadth of this 
province with my caucus, talking to as many British Columbians as we can. 
Above all the anger and frustration caused by the incompetence and 
mismanagement of the NDP government, there is one questiori common to 
every region: How can we repai r  the damage? 
Instead of more promises and excuses, British Columbians deserve realistic 
and honest answers. Solutions to problems. And a clear set of goals built on 
shared values. 
That's why, starting today, BC Liberals will be spending a significant 
amount of our own money to reach people throughout British Columbia. 
Because, unlike the NDP, we have a sensible plan for BC if elected 
government. We want you to know what it is, and we're asking for your support. 
A government with proven leaders. An experienced team that will properly 
manage taxpayers' money and rebuild the strength and vitality of BC's 
economy and finances. 
This will spur economic growth. A strong economy will create new jobs, 
ensure a better education for all our children, and help to maintain and re ,  
invigorate our healthcare system. 
This will restore honesty, integrity and accountability. We will earn 
your support hrough measured performance, i 
We won't put an end to frustration and mistrust in this province until 
we put an end to the NDP government.We must ensure that thiS change ~ 
takes place, and if we all stand united, it will. " 
Together we can secure a new era for British Columbiai A new era bf hope 
and prosperity. A new era of public service that is worthy of your support. 
Sincerely, : 
Gordon Campbell, Leader, BC Liberals 
:eL/tsera/s-. " " " - - -  " 
For more  in fo rmat ion  call: 1-800-303-0676 1 www.  bcli'berals, bc. ca 
Paid for by the B.C. l,ibeml Party : 
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VISA" 
D 
+..+~ , .  .+ ~,  . ,, 
Split Chicken 
Breast 
Individually Quick Frozen, 
Seasoned. Back Attached. 
Sold in a 4 kg Box for 
only $IZ56. 
LIMIT 4. 
SAVE at least $6.16/b0x 
b l  
139110 
Pink 
Grapefruit 
Producl of U.S.A. 
"New Crop" 
S Ib, Bag, 
LIMIT 4. 
SAVE at least $2.00 t 
• ' , :C  
Pepsi i ~  +'/,3,'+ ~ r ~ "4~.'( 
Products 
Assorted varieties. 12 x 355 mL. 
• Plus deposit or enviro levy 
where applicable. 
SAVE at least $1,98 on two 
Skylark 
Swiss P, olms 
Vanilla or" Chocolate, 
Package of 6. 
SAVE at least 78¢ on two 
uuulmummummnmlumnmnnmmmmmmmmmmumlmmmlmmm 
m Coupon must be presented at time of purchase. 
I No rainchecks. Cannot be combined with any other AIR MILES ® bonus offers. Excluding purchase of Tobacco, 
I Postage Stamps, Event Tickets, Transit Passes and Gift Certificate sales, i 6 ~  ! 
I Coupon ef fect ive October 21 - October 23 .  1999.  
: IIIl!l!l!l!l!lll!l!Ul!lLI ~NEWAY 
I , " , : ' FOOD&DRUG 
PLU 10346 ! 
o 6 SAFEWAY PRIHTED COUPON . ~ ~ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
... with coupon and minimum $60 purchase ~ I 
• Triple reward miles does not apply to bonus reward mile items or other Bonus items. This offer applies to 
base AIR MILES ® offer only! Valid at the Canada Safeway' stores only. Limit of one coupon per purchase, m 
m mm m m m n m m n Im ml  mm mmm mm mm m m mmm Im m mm m Imm m u m n m ml  m m m iN  mm m mm m mm mm n mm lmm 
I 
t 
! CHRISTIANA WIENS 
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P RTS 638-7283 
ROB BROWN 
Eni,: y the scenery 
y ou take Jean-Paul and Michel today, said Stan, motioning toward two fellows sit- ting behind us. The table next to us was 
spilling over with jubilant French fisher- 
men; as they breakfasted they kibitzed with the 
~vaitress and elbowed each other, garnishing the glo- 
rious fishing adventures of the day before with 
robust laughter. In contrast, Jean-Paul and Michel 
sat at a small table, speaking quietly and looking up 
furtively from time to time. When the bills came 
they reached into their pockets and divided the 
amount while their countrymen wrestled each other 
to see whose credit card would take the pot. 
We drove up the Copper River Road in their 
rental truck: a white Dodge, bigger than anything 
they'd ever driven, and too big to dodge a Kenworth 
on any of the tight turns on the Copper River Road. 
The diminutive Michel strained to peer over the 
~vheel of the Monster Truck. I winced as he shot 
along the straight-of-ways then snubbed the brakes 
at the bends. Snubbing an ABS system offends 
them. I closed my eyes and genuflected mentally. 
"We have fished for Atlantic Salmon," said Jean- 
Paul. "That's nice," I said, trying hard not to 
scream as Michel sped along the edges of the 
Canyon Grand Prix style. "Lentement," I slam- 
rnered, " Conduisez...uh...le camion avec...uh.., cir- 
conspeclion," hoping like hell this made some sense 
to this erstwhile Marie Andretti. 
Miraculously intact, we made the Bluff Run 
above the Clore confluence. After a couple of pulls 
on the oars, we were on the far side of the river. I set 
them up. "Put on your floating line and knot this 
on," I iristructed. JP, holding up a Sniall waking fly.' 
"Eet is too sin/all," he protested. "The water. Eet is 
too cold.'" "Je suis le guide, okay?" 1 replied in a 
l've-been-fishing-this-river-for-a-quarter-of-a.cen- 
tury-and-besides-who-is-paying-whom tone of 
voice. He did as I commanded. After two casts he 
was prancing around with a fish dancing at the end 
of his line. Michel was dragging a Buck Bug 
through the film. Before long he too was attached to 
a steelhead. The rain turned to snow. It was accom- 
panied by a cold wind. Casting and fighting fish was 
keeping the French warm. I was starting to shiver. 
1 glanced at my watch: 30 minutes until lunch. 
The French were capable of fending for themselves. 
I made my way upstream to get my hemoglobin i  
motion again, and to have a look at Rawlins' Run 
from the side no one fishes. The trek was arduous. 
! was forced to make a few deep wades through fast 
water in order to get around deadfalls. At two 
places wading was impossible, forcing me to climb 
up the eight foot bank and use my staff to hack 
through one of those devil's club infested cedar flats 
I call grizzly thickets. 
It took 20 minutes to reach the bluff. I clambered' 
up its mossy flanks and watched a pair of lure fish- 
ers east spoons. The swing of their lures missed the 
best part of the tail. 1 waded as far upstream as ! 
: e0uld then fished a muddler through the water 
below me. One fish came up. i lost it. Then came 
another. I missed that one too, but hooked the third 
securely. A large male as it turned out. i pat my rod 
down, released the steelhead, picked up the pole and 
discovered it had morphed ['rom a four piece to a 
five. I quickly folded it up and made my way back 
downstream. The French had landed six fish. Over 
lunch they told me this was the best fishing they'd 
experienced. Was it possible to rent a boat like mine 
they asked? Not without renting me, I told them. 
1 took them across the river leaving JP to fish 
another fail out and taking Michel down to a pocket 
below us. Like most Europeans, he had no idea 
what to do with his fly once it was wet. I showed 
him how to mend his line and lead his fly through 
the currents. He rose and landed two more fine fish. 
"I am very happy. This is such fine fishing!" he 
exclaimed. After we packed up and started for 
home, the French began speaking rapidly to each 
other. JP leaned over to me. "How much does Stan 
pay you? . . . .  One seventy-five a day," I replied. 
"We will give you two hundred," he said. i was 
really starting to dislike these guys. Here they were. 
by their own admission, enjoying the best fishing of 
their lives for a ridiculously low fee by global stan- 
dards, yet they were trying to shave the price even 
It( , ,  more, Even if that was legal, I said pointedly, "1 
wouldn't do lhat. If you want me, you pay Stun." 
The next day JP and Michel were out on their own. 
"ltey," said Start," I saw Michel at the end of my 
drift today. He was sitting on a rock. I told him 
we'd beached 17 fish today. He told me they'd 
caught one,'lt's better with a guide, oh?' I said. 'It's 
, ,1 (~ OK we come for the scenery, he said. What did 
you tell him?" I asked. Stan smiled broadly, 
(Sit  , i l ' l  Enjoy, I Iold him, enjoy. 
BATTLE FOR THE BALL: Nisga'a Secondary School's soccer team shewed up 
in Terrace last week to battle Caledonia's soccer team, This race for the ball 
between a Nisga'a star and Grade 10 student J.J. Duben almost tied the 
game at the half for Caledonia. 
Terrace Men's Hockey Scoreboard 
Oldtimer League 
stats to Oct. 10 
Recreational league 
stats to Oct. 9 
Saturday, Oct. 10 Saturday, Oct. 9 
Northern Motor Inn 4 White Spot 3 
Terrace Timberrnen 6 Precision Builders 5 
Subway 7 
Terrace Timberrnen 11 Thursday, Oct. 7 
Back Eddy Bullies 1 
Wednesday, Oct, 6 Precision Builders 3 
Terrace Timberrnen 7 
Northern Motor Inn 2 
SRD Blues 7 
Subway 3 
Tuesday, OcL 5 
Skeena Cable Sharks 3 
Chapter One Aeros 3 
White Spot 2 
All Seasons Lightning 5 
Sunday, Oct. 3 
White Spot 5 
Chapter One Aeros 3 
Skeena Cable Sharks 1 
Back Eddy Bullies 6 
TERRACE MEN'S SOCCER ASSOCIATION: 
Men's futsal league 
play cut to one night 
THE TERRACE MEN'S 
soccer association may have 
to limit the number of futsN 
learns to eight this year. 
The association, which is 
holding its annual general 
meeting at the Terrace li- 
brary Oct. 28, usually rents 
the gym at Caledonia Senior 
Secondary, and availability 
depends on school use. 
The Oct. 28 meeting pro- 
vides a review of accom- 
plishments over the past 
year, plan for the future, 
and make changes to the 
terms of reference, 
Players wanting to pro- 
pose rule changes should 
give lhem to the association 
executive in advance of that 
meeting. 
An organisalional meet- 
ing was held Monday, Ocl. 
Soccer players on the greens are getting ready to 
move Indoors this winter. 
18 to provide information p.m. Sundays. 
for those interested in parli- Drop in futsal also star- 
eipating in the upcoming ted Monday;Oct, 18 at Ca- 
futsal season, ledonia. The co-ed games 
The season '~tarts Nov. 7, are an hour long and every- 
with all games heh at Cale- one is invited, 'I~he charge Is 
donia between 6 p,m, and 8 $2 to eovergym rental. 
HIGH SCHOOL SPORTS: 
Cai boys" 
kick off 
season 
CALEDONIA  Senior Secondary won its third game 
this season Wednesday, Oct. 13 on their own turf. 
This year's team includes four Grade 10 students and 
an even split of six Grade 11 and six Grade 12 students to 
give the team a mix of energy and experience aeeded en 
route to the zone championships and the end of the month. 
Last week's 6-3 win against he Nisga'a gave Cal a 3.1-2 
record, their only loss this 
season being a tough Nass 
Valley game. Goal Scorers 
Early in the first Imlf last 
week it looked as though the 
Nisga'a were at it again. Caledonia 
Alvin Clayton and Irwin Milton Predicante (2), 
Alexander (2) put Nisga'a in Brian Rigler (2), Sukj 
the lead 3-2 at the half. Dhaliwal, Tyler Le- 
But Caledonia worked Blond 
hard in early moments of the • 
the second half with aggres- Nisga'a 
sire shooting by Brian Rigler Irwin Alexander(2) 
and Sukj Dhaliwhal. Alvin Clayton 
Milton Predieante came 
through with the go ahead goal to tally his second of the 
game. 
Then, it was up to netmaster Matt Norden to fend off 
the Nisga'a as they struggled to tie Ihe game. 
J J .  Duben, a Grade 10 player with a great kick, man- 
aged to keep the ball away from Nisga'a forwards. 
Unfortunately, one of those kicks made contact with the 
right ankle of a Nisga'a player, who was taken to Mills 
Memorial with a broken ankle. 
With six minutes left on the clock, the Nisga'a never e- 
gained their first half control and Nisga'a goalie, Oscar 
Alexander one more goal by a quick thinking Tyson Le. 
Blond. 
The game was a good confidence boost for the boys be- 
fore last weekend's tournament in William's Lake, which 
pittedCaledonia against he always tough team from Kam- 
loops' West side. 
The boys return here this Saturday to host last year's 
zone champions from Smithers. 
Soccer clinic 
IMPROVE your child's indoor soccer skills and get 
them ready for the 2000 outdoor season by enrolling 
them soccer clinics this November. 
The clinic is for youth six to eight years old, who 
were registered to play with Terrace Youth Soccer As- 
sociation last summer. 
Lessons run every Saturday in November at Centen- 
nial Christian School, beginning at ]0 a.m. 
The lessons concentrate on improving basic individ- 
ual skills, from dribbling and passing to receiving and 
shooting drills to fun 15 minute games. The lessons are 
taught by longtime player and licensed B.C. Soccer As- 
sociation coach, Nick Kolias. All children need run- 
ning shoes and shin pads to participate. For more infor- 
mation, or to register, call Nick at 635-9231. Forms are  
also available at the Terrace Arena. 
Rugby Spooktacular 
THE TERRACE Northmen Rugby Club invites you to a 
celebration of a scary 1999 season and 29 years of 
rugby in Terrace at the Terrace Inn, Saturday, Oct. 30. 
The "is that an ice-cube or an eyeball" cocktails 
start at 6:30 p.m. with dinner, music and dancing in the 
Skeena room to follow. Prizes will be awarded for best 
individual costume and best couple costume. Every- 
one's welcome! Call David D. at 638-1327 for tickets or 
more information. RSVP deadline is Oct. 26. 
Terrace Minor Hockey 
Atom House Division 
Oct. 9 Lazelle Mini Storage 4 
Terrace Rotary 2 
Cenntenial Lions 5 
Bargain Shop 1 
Oct, 8 Copperside Stores 6 
Lazelle Mini Storage 3 
Peewee House Division 
Oct, 10 Skeena Sawmills 6 
Lakelse Logging Ltd. 0 
Oct, 9 Ken's Trucking 3 
Farwest Fuels 1 
Oct, 3 Ken's Trucking 4 
Skeena Sawmills 1 
Farwest Fuels 6 
Bradford and Sons 0 
Oct. 2 Bradford and Sons 4 
Lakelse Logging Ltd, 0 
Movlce House Division 
Oct, 11 D,R, Holtom Ltd. 1 
Terrace Elks 6 
Oct, 10 R-40 Construction 5 
Icon Office Solutions 2 
Oct, 9 Icon Office Solutions 3 
D,R, Holtom Ltd, 11 
l; 
Oct, 8 Long's Logging 4 
D,R, Holtom Ltd, 4 
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BATTER UP: Northwest Merchant catcher Danny Beaulac and hitter Robbie 
Martins practice their game during a June practice at Riverside Park in 
Terrace, 
Northwest Merchants 
join CanAm league 
THE NORTHWEST Merchants, Terrace's 
nationally ranked fastball team are going 
big time in hopes of being contenders atthe 
Senior A Nationals in Saskatoon ext Au- 
gust. 
The team has been accepted as one of 
thc newest members of the very competi- 
tive, Canadian-American (CANAM) Lea- 
guc .  
That means the merchants will be rack- 
ing up the f requent  
flyer points in regular- 
ly scheduled trips to 
Vancouver, Seattle 
and Victoria every 
weekend next summer. Thame. 
And, says team 
manager Debra Thame, there's a good 
possibility league teams from Yakima, 
Olympia, Seattle, Victoria, and Vancouver 
will play here to give hometown fans a 
thrill. 
After two years of long road trips to play 
aging teams that sometimes barely fielded 
ball team, the Merchants decided they 
needed a change. 
"This ,will enable us to play at a lot 
higher calibre," said team manager Debra 
Thame. "There are a lot more games." 
 That may be an understatement. 
After the May long weekend, the Mer- 
chants are scheduled to play six teams 
every weekend plus tour- 
"This will enable us to play naments, They'll go from 
20 games last summer to 
at a lot higher calibre." " 24 games a monte 
Merchant manager Debra That frantic pace, and the 
rapid leap in skilled pit- 
chers they,ll faee has sent 
some team members into the gym to weight 
train for next season. 
Thamc said team pitchers will start to 
work out by November or December, while 
the rest of the team starts to practice in- 
Last year, the team played in a Prince door early in the new year. 
Oeo~e"'Leaguefwhich ~put qhem: on +the ~.~- ,,~e~ And,, sa d Thame; the CANAM league 
f6 'a~d mSr~ tlS~n .20 g~i~es an~ tdi.ffna:" l ia~'e~en~ffered tO send a few pitchers **rat1 , . , . . . . . . . . . .  , 
Tents, cndiag~with e!r trip to the Natio: . he~'e (at the:Merchants expense) early next 
nals last August. season, to help ihe team practice. 
James W. Radeht 
RADELET & CO/~PA, NY ~,~r~ & Soli¢il~s 
Tax Low • Trusts, Corporate & Commercial 
1330 - 1075 West Geor#a Sims,, Vancou~r, B.C. V6E 3(;9 
Phone: 604-689-0878 Fax: 604-689-1386 
di Ra oShack0 
You've got questions. 'We've got answers.' 
1 
We've changed our name, 
Frank Donahue* Fred Lindsay 
Ske~na Mall, Terra£e BC, Tel 635.2387 Fax 635-6532 
Y~ have changed our name from The Mutual Group to Clarica. It stands for clarity. And as 
financial choices become inueasJngly complex, clarity iswhat our customers want. As your 
Cla~ ~ents, ve'll contJnue to wink . 
toge~c with ~ to undezs~nd your Ill needs and i~0als to develop a plan C LARI  CN thats cteady d~t for you. 
~'a  I ~otto be s~d ~f  ¢1~.  hwemnen, an,I insura,I,'e solutions - $incd870 
and take delicious to a new level! 
4532 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace 635-2561 
I-lave your cake and 
our creamy  oirt ,,perve too 
with a Lagered Cake. 
:.i 
A laslet" ofdeliciou~ dark chocolate cake, 
covered with rich fudge, aft topped 
with crearn~t Lg# ® ~o{f serve. 
• ® are registered trademarks dAm. O.O.Corp. ©Am. D.Q.Corp. 1999. 
Proud sponsor of the Children's Miracle Ne~ork. ,! 
i 
NO 
DOWN 
PAYMENT 
NO 
I NTE  REST  
NO 
PAYMENTS 
UMTIL  MARCH 'go  
Want a free ride this ~nter?* Buy a select new Polaris sled*' before November 
30, 1999, and choose between no money down, no interest and no payments 
until March 2000, or $200 in Polaris garments and accessories. Wilh the "no-no- 
no" deal you'll also receive affordable monthly payments, like sn©wmobiling's 
largest displacement fan cooled mountain model in Ihe sport- the Indy Trail RMK 
for only $177/month, the legendary 700 RMK for $230/month or the awesome 
800 ~ for only $255/month. And come quick. Wi,ter's almost here. 
ar~J Snow C t~er.~ I :~  Se, e p.zlo¢gabn9 pda,.,m ~e,.ders f~ de,ta~. ,O1w v.a,kd lut~ct ~ ct,ed4 al~0v~ ~ cor.mJ.~e,r p~rct, ases ~ ~ 1~1 ~ ~ 11 ~ ~ ~ 
P~;~ Ca~J a~e~ r~rd ~u1Tt~ Arn~ ~ R~e ~A~g) mq v~j` y~ A  ~I ~t~ The A~R ~ ~ N~ f~nmce ~ w~t b¢ ~sed  ~ ~ ~e ~ ~ ~ ~ 
base~c~ma~da~u~m'ssUg~l~hgl~ll~ic~exd~llngff'~Mts~ll~0(~Sl~l,?~).~, l l n l~  I d l i l~ l in l~ l fml '  
AUTOMOTIVE & INDUSTRIAL SUPPLY 
4641 Kei th  Avenue,  Terrace,  B.C.  - 635-6334 
149B City Centre.  Kit imat,  B,C.  632-2224 
~0~ ERRACE 
EM FORD 
"Qua l l ty  Care at  
your  serv ice"  
New 8, Used Cars/Trucks 
Complete Service & Parts Dept. 
¢[.I,: ]/--.E~ I , : I :  r__: I 
4631 Kelth A~;enue 
Out of Town 
1-800-463-1128 
Hockey  Scht ick  
'1~ T@A 
Kitimat - Tamitik Arena 
Saturday, November 27, 1999 
6:00 pm 
r . . . . . .  - . . . . . . .  - - -  . . . . . . . . .  " . . . . . . . . . .  - -  
[ ~ SAVE- SAVE. SAVE 
*$500 OFF 
(Single Tickel $20 ' Family Pack of  4 l ickels aGO) 
Redeem this coupon to SAVE $5 OFF 
single price general admission ticket at: 
*No discount on Family Pack 
Not val id w i th  any other offer . No cash value 
Subjecl to avai lable seat ing .  No phone orders * A l l  taxes inc luded 
~ ' ~  V.S. 
Single Ticket $20 • Family Pack (4 tickets) $60 
Tickets available at: 
Action Sports & Cycle Inc. - Kitimat 
and 
Sight & Sound. Terrace 
Sponsored by: 
STANDA[LD 
I1'000 & O l l~  
# 
by  3"Gmle  Woynm and ~r -aharn  Chevreau  Notm's  Auto 
R shi  
*COLUSION REPAIR & PAINT" 
CENTRE 
*UNITIZED BODY REPAIR 
*I.C.B.C. REPAIRS @ 
*FRAME R:'PAIRS 
P l~ Call 
635-3929 
1-800-463- I 1 28 
463o KE, Itl, 11E~URE. I,EXT TO GREYItOUN0 
FAX: 635-30111 
v I
I 
+ 
i 
ii 
l 
ii 
ii 
ii 
/ CTION 
ii 
i 
"IACTION AD RATES 
638-7283 
DEADLINE:  FR IDAY 4 P .M.  
Display, V/ard Classified and Cla~slfled Display 
ADVERTISIFlG DEADLINES: When a stat holiday falls 
on a Saturday, Sunday or Monday, the deadline is 
Thursday at4  o.m. for all dis alav and classified Bds. 
TERRACE STANDARD, 3210 CLINTON STREET 
• TERRACE, B.C. V8G 5R2 
All classified and classified display ads MUST BE 
PRE~ by either cash, VISA or Mastercard. When 
phoning in ads please have your VISA or Mastercard 
number ready, 
WORD ADS RUN N Terrace Standard & Weekend Advertiser 
lWee~ ($tsrKlard & Advertiser) ~ ( i r ~  aSh 
(Standard 8, Advertiser) ~.~( Im¢.  ash  
i *Additional words lover ~'O+ 20¢ PER WORD PLUS GST 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY ADS CONFIDENTIAL BOX SERVICE 
per column inch Pickup $5,00 Mail out $10.00 
(BIRTHDAY/ANNIVERSARY/CARD OF THANKS/OBITUARIES I 
IN MEMORIUM/CHURCHES/NON PROFIT GROUPS) ~c . in  
LEGAL ADVERTISING ................................ $13.72 per column inch 
For regional coverage place your display ad in the 
weekend edition of the Weekend Advertiser. 
+ + ,105 ..... ' 
I ANNOUNCEMENT 
- > , 
Classif ications! 
ANtKX/NCEMEN~ 616 C~ERC~ 
I05 ANNOUNCfi~ENTS ~28 FOR SAI~ C~ RENT 
I O Ah~IVERSAJ~IES 636 HOUSES FOR RENT 
120 BIR/HDAY5 640 MISC. FOR REhff 
125 CHURCH 6t4 It, C~I~ HOMES 
130 COMING EVENTS 648 ROOM & BOARD 
135 ENGAGEM~/ 656 SHA.qE 
WIEOOING5 ACCOMMODAllON 
145 tN MEMO~A 660 STORAC~ 
150 LEGAL NOTICES 668 IOURIS1 
155 OFFIIUARIE5 ACCOMMOOAI1ONS 
I60 lENDERS 676 WANTED TO RENr 
165 IHANK5 680 WAREHOUSES 
gF.AL ESTME 
21OBUS~NESSPERSONALS 705 ACREAGES/tOTS 
230 LaST & FOUND 715 CO/~MERCIAI PROPERW 
240 PERSONALS 730 FOR SALE BY OWNER 
735 I~JSES 
315 AUCTIONS 74,5 MC~IFS - 
330 COMPUTERS 7S5 OPEN HOUSE 
355 FURNmJRE 7/0 WA~I"ED 
360 GARAGE .SALES A~/ /VE  
365 MISC, FO~ SAUE 810 CARS FOR SAI.E 
380 T~BER 815 TRUCKS FOR SALE 
395 WANTED 
~C~.M'IONM 
PETS I ~ S54 AIRCI~R 
410 FARM EQUIPMEh~ 
425 UV1ESTCCg 858 AIW5 
435 RTS 862 FLOATS / MARINE 
866 MOTORCYCLES 
INDUWRY SlO RV'S CAMPERS 
460 EQ4.~PMENT 874 RV'5 5THV~EELS 
470 LOC.~NG/TIMBER 878 RV'S MOIOREtOME5 
480 MACHbNERY 882 RV RENTALS 
EMPt OYMB~ 890 ~,low/vC,~IES 
510 BUSINESS 
OPPoRnJNFFlES .~KES 
CAREERS ~ BadNESS 
S30 EDUCATION ~°~ORllJNmES 
HELP WANTED 910 EU1LDIN~ SERVICES 
S70 laTORJNG 912 CARFfi~IAy 
580 WORK WANTED 914 CHIt n CARE 
REN/AL 920 CaNSTRtX31ON 
604 APARTMENTS 932 HANDYM~N 
608 M, SEMENr 5un~ 936 JANIIORIAL 
612 CABINS/COTTAGES 944/~SC. SERVICES 
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The Terrace Standard reserves the right Io classdy ads under appropriate headings and to set rates therefore and to determine page location, 
The Terrace Standard reminds advensers Ihat it is against the provincial Human Rights Act to discriminate on the basis of children, marital statue and 
employment when placing "For Rent:" ads. Landlards can state a no-smoking preference. 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right to revise, edit, classify or reject any advertisement and to retain any answare directed to the News Box Reply 
Service. and to repay the customer the sum ~id  for the adveitisement and box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" instructions not picked up within 10 days of expiry of an advertisement will be destroyed unless mailing Instructions are received. 
"Those answering Box Numbers are requested not to send original documents to avoid loss. 
All claims of errors In advertisements must be received by the publisher within 30 days after the first publication. 
It is agreed by the advertiser requesting space that the liability of the Terrace Standard in the event of failure to publish an advertisem-nt ae published 
shall be limited to the amount paid by the advertiser for only one incorrect insedion for the portion of the advertising space occupied by the incorrect or 
omitted item only, and that there shall be no liability in any event greater than tha amount paid for such advertising. 
Name Address 
Phone. _Star t  Date # of Insertions Terrace Standard #Weekend Advertiser 
CLASS IF ICAT ION , Credit  Card No. Expiry Date 
E~ V ISA  EJ MASTERCARD 
PLEASE CLEARLY  PR INT  YOUR AD BELOW - ONE ~/WORD PER SPACE 
6 
11 
2 
7 
12  
3 
e 
13  
16  17  18  
i 
13 .S9  
25 .89  
14.186 
26 .95  
13 .eo  
2e . l l  
14 .87  
27 .18  
• - 14 .02  
26 .32  
15.09  
27.39  
4 
9 
' 14  
19  
1 4 .23  
2e .54  
15 .30  
28 .1  4 
Clip & Mall Th is  Form To: 
Terrace Standard 
3210 Clinton :St., Terrace, B.C. V8G 5R2 
5 
10  
1~5 
13 .38  
25 .S8  
1 4 .45  
26 .75  
1 5 .52  
2a .3e  
For longer ad, ~lease use a separate OhH! 
Phone Fax 
638-7283 638-8432 STA 'II -ARD 
,210 BUSINESS• 
• PERSONALS I  . . . . .  • : , • 
CRIMINAL RECORD? Cana- 
dian Pardon seals record. Unit- 
ed States Waiver grants legal 
American entry. Why risk 
embarrassment]employment & 
travel 10ss/opportuni- 
ties/fines/jail/deportation? For 
assistance 1-800-347-2540. 
TIRED OF the same old thing 
every night? Try something dif- 
ferent. Have an Aromatherapy 
party. Dis0ount rates for you 
and guests on a variety of Aro- 
matherapy Massage Treat- 
mentsl Private appointments 
can be made 9am - 7pro, con- 
tact Susan Maroney 250-635- 
2406. The Healing Rose Are- 
matherapy Health Spa. Gift cer- 
tificates available. 
"After Hours At 
Ebo,y's" 
Book Your Parly Nmv 
1-888-638-1070 
~'~ NIRVANA METAPHYSIC 
= ~ ,,~ & HEAUNG CENTRE 
Aromatherapy. Barb Whiting & 
~:++-:+, Elhn Biaek 
Polarity Therapy, Reild, Prana, 
Crystal- Healing Team 
WORKSHOP. OCT.23 
Animal Magiek Awareness 
For appointments 
TERRACE HONE BASED 
BUSINESS FALL FAIR: Satur- 
day, Nov. 20th, lO:OOam - 
4:00pro. Tables available at 
Terrace Arena. Call 250-635- 
2365 or 250-635-9415. 
~t n~rr r  qt 
e IITH v 
qt v BIRTHDAY v 
LAURA 
V Love from qt qt 
q~ Nanny, Papa, q~ 
Mum, Dad& q~ 
q~ darling brother q~ 
Shawn q~ 
Maria and Eugenio 
Calisto 
would like to extend 
our thanks to our fam- 
ily, Dr. Lee, Dr. Almas, 
Dr. Hedge, and Dr. 
Gunter. Also the nurses 
were great and we 
appreciated all. 
PLEASE 
TAKE 
NOTICE 
That in occoi-d6n~e ~ith 
the Warehousemen's 
Lien Act 
Notice to Debtor, 
Shaune Michael 
Nelson, 
owner of o 
1992 Ford F150 4x4, 
gray in colour, VIN# 
2FTEF 14YONCA03748, 
will be sold in lieu of stor- 
age in the amount of 
$5,932.08. Time of sale 
will be 12 noon, Nov. 3, 
1999, at the office of 
Dingle Dan's Towing, 
4129 Substation Ave., 
Terrace, B.C. 
Notice to Debtor, 
Sam Reiben, 
owner  of o 
1974 Colt, 2dr Sedan 
black in colour, 
ViN#6L21 K45305364,, 
will be sold in lieu of star- 
age in the amount of 
$3285.97. Time of sale 
will be 12 noon, Nov. 3, 
1999, at the office of 
Dingle Dan's Towing, 
4129 Substation Ave., 
Terrace, B.C. 
Notice to Debtor, 
Michael John 
Radelet, 
owner  oF a 
1987 Ford F!50, 2wd 
gray in colour, PIN# 
2FTDF 15YIHCA46137, 
will be sold in lieu of stor- 
age in the amount of 
$1976.29. Time of sale 
will be 12 noon, Nov. 3, 
1999, at the office of 
Dingle Dan's Towing, 
4129 Substation Ave., 
Terrace, B.C. . 
i 
HAPPY 
40 TH sIR THDA Y 
UDO 
Lope From 
pour f milp 
& Friends 
FREE BOOK "Sex for Life" by 
Dr. Saul with purchase of one 
jar of Maximus natural cream, 
Clinical trials and testimonials 
available. Marks Pharmacy Toll 
Free 1-877-747-8664, 
L& D Deliveries Local & Out of 
Town. "You Name It, We'll De- 
liver It". Laundry services also 
available, 3407 Kalum. 250. 
635-06a7. 
KOZICKI - Nicholas, born 
December 29, 1920 in 
Cooks Creek, Manitoba, 
passed away peacefully in 
the Palliative Care Unit at 
Lions Gate Hospital on 
October 7, 1999, after a 
courageous struggle with 
cancer. 
Nicholas will be remem- 
bered by his loving family; 
Koran Campbell (Earl), 
Mary Lou Willows (Richard 
Wyl l ie ) ,  Karinna James 
(Tom),. Laurie Kazickl and 
his lwo treasured grand." 
daughters, Velvet Campbell 
and Casey James. He 
always had great respect 
for his customers, ~vho he 
considered his Friends, and 
had wanted to visit them 
before he passed away. 
Unfortunately, he wasn't 
well enough ta do so. 
A ce lebrat ion of 
Nicholas's life will be held 
in West Vancouver on 
Monday, October 25th at 
1:00 p.m. 
Please call Karinna at 
925-9287 for the location 
of the service. 
The }amily wishes to 
extend a hea~felt hank you 
to the Palliative Care Team 
at Lions Gate Hospital for 
the loving support they 
expressed. In lieu of: flow- 
ers, donations in Nicholas's 
memory may be made to 
Ihe Palliative Care Unit 
Foundation, LGH. 
;A memorial service for 
Lloyd Olaf JJ 
Lundqumt, JJ 
late of Terrace, BC was held II 
Saturday, October 9, 1999 I I  
at 2pc at the Salvation II 
Army House of Fellowship. 
Lt. Michael Spears offici- 
ated. Lloyd was born Feb. 
25, 1925 in McCrosson, 
Ontario and moved to the 
Terrace area in the early 
60's. Lloyd is predeceas~ 
by his parenls, two sons 
Leslie and Bradley, four 
brothers and four fisters. He 
is survived by his sister 
Esmeralda Larsen of T0vell, 
Ontario, three daughters 
Betty Ann Lundcluist and 
Janice Desrosier a~: Thunder 
Bay, Onta.rio, Cheryl 
Elshaug of Charlotte North 
Carolina and special friend 
and niece Nelly Olson of 
Terrace, BC, as well as nine 
grandchildren, eleven great 
grandchildren and numer- 
ous nieces and nephews. 
Uoyd worked in the bush 
operation since he was a 
teenager in Ontario and 
continued this llne of work 
in B.C. He worked for 
Canadian Cellulose as a fai- 
ler until he retired in 1985. 
Lloyd enjoyed the out- 
doors and spent many hours 
fishina and hunting with 
frien~ and family. Lloyd 
was also quite good at small 
mechanics. During his last 
few years his home was 
always open ta his friends 
and he was generous to 
those who needed help. 
Lloyd was an avid reader of 
Louis L'Amour 'westerns. He 
will be sadly missed by 
those that know him.. 
Donations ta the 
Canadian Cancer Saciely 
c/o Jean Lane of Wi~hlman 
& Smith Realty in "l~rrace, 
BC can be made in his 
name. 
=m~ al 
Eileen Palricia 
Hoflin 
Born Dec. 20, 1944 and 
I~assed away Aug. 29, 
999 after a len.clthy illness. 
Eileen was predeceased by 
her husband, Currie Hoflin, 
June 21 1994 and her 
father Peter O son Jan 19, 
1970. 
She has left to mourn - Dine 
HoOts, son Steve Bienvenu 
(Susan) and grandsons 
Blake, Kohlton and Karsen, 
her mother Joyce Olson, sis- 
ter Blanche (Tom Wight) and 
nephews Wade and 
Conrad, and niece Clarissa, 
brother Owen Olson. Eileen 
will be missed by all who 
loved her. 
The family would like to 
extend thmr thanks to all the 
friends who helped so much 
daring her illness, a special 
thanes to Pastor Pat 
S imonson,  Evelyn 
MacDanald,  Debl';ie 
McCeaey, Rita and the staff 
at Terraceview. 
,,=p i 
C •  
Pro~noa of Bdtish Columbia 
Minis~y of Health and 
•, MmL,=W Respon~ble for Smmm 
rl DIVISION OF 
B~ VITAL eTATISTICa 
PUBUCATIOM REOUEST 
RE: CHANGE OF NAME 
NOTICE is hereby given that an 
spplication will be made to the Director 
)f ~ Statistics for a change of name, 
mrsuant to the pro~ions of the "Name 
~I~ by me: 
NAME OFAPPUCANT IN FULL: 
Roy Burton 
ADDRESS: S-36, C-I 
CITY: RR2 Terrace, B.C. 
POSTAL CODE: VBG 3Z9 
PHONE: 615-0298 
as follows: 
TO CHANGE MY NAME FROM: 
SURNAME: Burton 
GIVEN NAMES: Roy Alan James 
TO: 
SURNAME: McNicol 
GIVEN NAMES: Alan James 
DATED THIS 13th DAY OF OCTOBER, 
19eJJ AD. 
~ ..J3PJ:I'ISH NOTICE INVmNG APPLICATION FOR u,=~. (~ 
(...OLI:JmBIPt , TIMBER; SALE LICENCE A54S49 ,0,,~, 
.Pursuant to Section 20 of the Forest Act, a Timber Sale Ucence is being offered for 
isale. 
Closing Date: October 28, t999at 10:30 a.m. District: Kalum 
Geographic Location: Harper FSR, Branch H-as Term: One (1) Year 
Volume: 18,406 cubic meUos, more or less 
Upset Stumpage Rate: $27.31 per cubic metre 
The upset slumpage rate was determined by the Market Pricing System, and ia 
applicable only to coniferous green sawlog rades. 
Species: Hemlock 84%, BaLsam 16%, moraor leas 
Tenders will only be accepted from indMduals or corporations registered as a Small 
Business Forest Enterprise, Category One (t) and/or Two (2), 
Logging System: Ground Based Skidding and Cable Grapple 
This licance requires the building ol approximately 2.8 kgomalres of on-blcck roads, 
Applications wilt be accepted by Ihe D~strlct Manager, Kalum Forest District, 200- 
5220 Keith Avenue, Terrace, British Columbia V8G 1L1 until 10:30 a.m, on 
October 28, 1999. 
There io additional malerlal which the appllcaol must consider in their application. 
This material, application forms, and other information about he Small Business 
Program, can be obtained from the above Forest D]stdct Office. Specify TImber Sale 
Uconce A54549. 
~ . .~ ISH NOTICE INVITING APPLICATION FOR u, myoJ (~  
L .OLUMBIA  TIMBER SALE LiCENCE A43372 r=,. 
Pursuant to Section 20 of the ForesrAct, a 'timber Sals Ucence is being offered for 
saJ0. 
Closing Date: October 28, 1999 st 8:30 a.m. Dletdct: Kalum 
Geographic LoceUon: Arbor FBR, Branch 7(X) Term: ane (1) Year 
Volume: 20,668 cubic metros, more or less 
Upset Stumpego Rata: $33.70 per cubic metre 
The upset stumpage rate was dotermlned by Ihe Market Pricing System, and Is 
applicable only to coniferous green sawieg graa0s. 
Speslea: Hemlock 57%, Balsam 42%, Spruce 1%, more or less 
Tenders will only be accepted from individuals or corporations registered as a Small 
Business Forest Enterprise, Category One (1) and/or Two (2). 
Logging System: Combination GBS and Cable Grapple 
This licence requires the building of approximately 13 kilomotre of as.block made. 
+ .J~R~L~H NOTICE OF v=,,~o= (~ 
~,..OLUMB~ ROAD CLOSURES ,m,m 
The Minislry Of Forests, Kalum Forest District wishes to advisa users of the 
Wedecna Mainline that there wig be bedodlc closures of this road during the next 
Ihree (3) months. The ~Nedesne Mainline runs from Highway 37 near Onion Lake to 
the Sauce Centre in Kitlmat, 
These closures are for structure replacements and routine maintenance. They may 
last for several days at a ttme, Signs indicating the location of the closures may be 
placed at each end el the read. 
For further information regarding these clnsurss, contact Don Vetoer or Ted Win.on at 
the Kalum Forest District, #200 - 5220 Ko~th Avenue, Terrace, British Columbia, 608- 
5100. 
~ ~ 1  CITY OF TERRACE 
PARKS AND RECREATION 
INVITATION TO BID 
Sealed tenders marked "Flower Container and Lawn Mowing 
Contract" will be received at Cily Hall, 3215 Eby Street, Terrace, B.C., 
V8G 2X8, up to 12:00 noon local time, Friday, October 29 1999. 
Specifications are available at the Parks and Recreation Office 
located in the Arena .at 3320 Kalum Street, Terrace. For more 
information, call 615-3000. 
Steve Scoff, 
Superintendent of Parks and Recreation, 
City af Terrace, 3215 Eby Sheet, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 2X8 
PUBLIC NOTICE 
REQUEST FOR CHANGE OF ROAD NAME 
The Ministry of Transportation and Highways is planning 
to change the road name of the following road: 
Current name General Location Proposed Name 
Kitwom;ool Access Road 21 km nodh el Gilanyow Rood #402 
Kitwanga Jct on 
Highway #37 
For clarificalion or location of this proposed road name 
change, please cantact Madene Keehn at the Bulkley Lakes 
District office: (250) 847-7403, 2nd floor - 3793 Alfred 
Avenue, Smithers. 
Persons who have any objections to the proposed changes 
of name are requested te write, giving reasons to; 
Ministry of Transportation and Highways 
Bulkley Lakes District Office 
Bag 5000 
Smithers, B.C. V0J 2NO 
Attention: Marlene Keehn 
on or before Odober 31, 1999. 
R.A. Fredrlckson, Distrid Highways Manager 
for the Minister of Transportation and Highways 
dated this 20111 day of October, 1999. 
Applications will be accepted by Ihe District Manager, Kdum Forest Distdct, 200- mI  [ ]  
5220 Ketth Avenue, Terrace, British Columbia VBG 1L1 until 8:30 a.m. on I ~,I I+_ [ ]  
o=obe, 25, ~. m ;t, ireX [] 
There is additional material which the appllcanl must consider In Ihelr application. I ~ [ ]  
This material, application forms, and other Information about the Smog Business I BRITISH [ ]  
Program, can be obtaln0d from the above Forest DIs~lct Office, Specify Timber Sale I COLUMBIA [] 
Uconce A43372, ~. . . '~ ,Lu i~uu I 
LAKES DI ,I" STRICT MAINTENANCE LTD. J ~ p ~ . j f ~  
I CO~RACr I I I E . /1 '~L" ' iNer~em 
I I I  CONTRACTNO SIW'-JANITOR 99 = z 2000 I I NOTICE OF INTENTION TO APPLY FOR A : emoer,.~, I y - , 
I I I msmsmo. OF CROWN U .O 
I ~ 1 . s l  and Davis, S.t,mvort J J n Land Record ng D str ct of Sm thers and s tuated near Terrace, 
TENDER OPENING: Administration Office • . • I FINDER OPENING'..Ad.mi~a.ti.on O.ff!ce ... J J B.C., Take nohce that Pactf.c Northern Gas Ud. of Vancouver, 
I ~ o ~ a ~  rc°~"  I I 8c, a natural gas transmission & distribution company, is 
I Pb+~:"~9g;- "+ .  , o .  Bo 3, , I J °pplying br a License of Occupotion lot o Statute mi h tOf ry  g 
++,+, ,+++ w+ over  o+on+ o+ + 
I + _Oc~. .r 25,1.999 + . I I 
I INQUIR IES ' .  GoryHemmerling©rPeterMartens I I f ~ - - +  .... 
I (2s0) 847.9399 I I ~ - - -~-= . . . . . .  
I I 
I '  " Tenderinglnstructi0ns I - - ,n  I ~ // ~ - -  
I - T n+F+rm . I - // 
l - Perso.n,nel &..E~rlence Sheet I . . . . . .  
I - Special Provisions I I . . . . . . . . .  -- . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " "- " 
l ~itions/lnaurances I l . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  +""-  
- C+nTng Standards + ~ ~ 
TERRACE AND AREA 
HEALTH COUNCIL 
The Terrace and Area Health Council is 
accepting proposals for a coffee shop in 
the front lobby of Mills Memorial Hospital. 
Contact Paul  Manhas  (638-4023)  or 
Nancy  Wi lcox  (638-4045)  
for  further  detai ls 
Closing Date:  November  3,  1999.  
Portions of Unsurveyed Crown Land, District Lois 5812, 5815 
and 5816, Range 5, Coast District siluated west of the Telkwa 
Pass and containing approximately 12.26 hectares. 
The purpose for which tOe disposition is required is for the relo- 
cation and replacement of a ten and twelve inch natural gas 
pipeline. The new pipelines will be constructed adjacent to 
Pacific Northern Gas [tcl.'s existing right of way Plan 6552 and 
BC Hydra's right of way Plan 10099. 
Comments concerning this application may be made to the 
office of the Senior Lands officer, British Columbia Assets and 
Land Corporation, 3726 Alfred Street, Smithers, B.C. V0J 2N0. 
Telephone (250) 847-7334. 
Be advised that any responses to this advertisement will be con- 
sidered to be part of Ihe public record. Far information, contact 
a Freedom of Informallon Advisor, Environment and Lands, 
Skeena Region, Telephone (250) 847.7696. 
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, 210: BUSINESS 
PERSONALS : 
425 LIVESTOCK 530 EDUCATION 
QUEEN SIZE mattress, boxs- GENERAL LIVESTOCK haul- 
" ....... ' pring$75. Twin bed set (mat - ing ,  cattle, horses,sheep. U- I ~ North ring I WILL SET UP and maintain tress, boxspflng with legs). Like censed and insured for Canada, em Hea 
your small business bookkeep- new. Good for toddlers first bed. USA. Hay hauling and sales. 
ing requirements. 10+ yrs ex- $50.250-635-4653. 250-694-3448, cell 250-692- I ~ & Safety Training J perience. Excellent references 
upon request .  Phone 635-9592 : ' : ; ' : " :365  : : :: :- 6559,  fax  250 .8D4-3769,  Je f f  
Giesbrecht Transport, Burns 
or Emaih manucomp@uni- ! MISCELLANEOUS! Lake, ec> J A PRIVATE POST SECO#DAtY TRAINING INSTITUTION I 
serve.com :::!: : IFOR SAGE :; ::~: ; =: 4 ~  I WeB OFA LEVEL 1 m-~"  I 
~ r : ' :  . : " '  . . . . .  B ~ 6  I WedNov3, SatNov13 ~/O I 
I I 
shortbox Ford '96 & prior $250, pairs of Lovebirds $75 per pair. I WCB 0FA TRANSPORTATION ENDORSEMENT I 
white for shortbox Ford '96& Cockatiels $75 per pair. Nu- l SunNov14 ¢751-  
prior $200, red shortbox for $10 merous cages - prices negoti- I older model $199. USED able. Call 1-250.698-7685 If on I WOB OFA LEVEL  3 I 
SNOWPLOW - 2years old, 8" onehome please leaveames- I ~0V15-26 (2Weeks, Monday to Friday) d ,~ I 
Western Pro series with hydrau- safle. 
lic up/down/angle. Include hard- ~ I 8 am - 4 p~ .~0 I 
ware,, lights &moutning frame pies. 4 males left. Ready to go. I TRANSPORTATION OF D~,NGEROUS GOO~DS I 
for 87-'97 $2900. USED Field trail stock. $200-$400. I Tht/r~Nov4 _¢fflf l  I 
CAMPER - '81 81/2 ft Okana- Phone 250-842-6447. II 
gan, fridge, stove, furnace, ~ I ' I I 
, l ip '•   PSYCHIC  shower, toitet, vanity, hydrau,c /WlIMIS I 
j ack ,  certified $2900. Call 250- Anytime on computer. ~50 
A N S W E R S  847 2237 Hoskins Ford Sates. 
LIVE & PERSONAL 
I OF& LEVEL 3 REFRESHEn COURSE I R~lriD #1 IN OIINLIDA $45/set. Great for Craft Sales. 4 I f  you Find you J $395 I 
EVANLY RAYS TAU( pc computer desk $150. Black 
LIVE 1 ON 1 corner T.V.Stand (new) $100. 
=.o've ~ ~mmo O,B.o.Black T.V./250.635,1401,Stereo Stand $50 have too many / WE SELL FIRST A ID  SUPPLIES AND I 
/AONIY  ~ "  A¢CUUT!  .~ . . . . . , .  puppies 1~ 1 RESTOCK FIRST AiD KITS I CAIR I IR  
nose piece. E/C, $750. 250- / Mob i le  Hearing Tests J 
!-9OO-451-4055 842-5595. kittens I -p~one for appointments- I 
24 HRS. $2.Oglmln. 1114, 
,'::,.:: ::,FOUND, ..: 
FOUND BLACK Lab w/purple 
collar, with Dawson Creek '95 
on it. Found near Taxi Stand/ 
Mushroom Depot. 250-638- 
1254. 
LADIES' SEIKO gold colour 
watch with the inscription on the. 
back "Love Jim" Lost at Lakelse 
Lake Provincial Park picnic site, 
Has great sentimental value. 
Call 638-7251 (home) or 635- 
6273 (work). No questions 
asked. 
LOST FROM Skeena School. 
Blue Mongoose mountain bike, 
Reward offered, 250-635-2627. 
LOST JUNE 17 at 9:30pm at 
the Bingo Hall in Prince Rupert. 
a black leather wallet. Please 
return, no questions asked. I.D. 
very important. Please call 
(250)624-2002 extension "0". 
Reward offered. 
ARE YOU single? Visit the 
Newest Meeting Place 
www.DreamMates.com 
A'rrRACTIVE, RESPONSI- 
BLE, caring, early 30's, Cana- 
dian/latin male looking for at- 
tractive passive female. 22-29 
latin, Asian, Philipino, Native 
Canadian, Canadian with good 
morals, n/smoker, n/drinker, ,no 
single morns, .Please send de- 
tails and photo to: 8ox 15, 
1773A South Lyon St., Prince 
George, BC VZN 1T3. 
CANADA'S BEST 24 
HOUR 1 on 1 (18yrs+) 1- 
888-913-8122 from 
$1.75/rnin. Credit .card bill- 
ing From $1.75/min 1-900- 
870-7647 $3.99/min Web- 
site: wvwv.discreettalk.com 
CANADA'S LEADING Psy- 
chics. Live & Confidential.,99' 
predictions. Daily crisis, rela- 
tionship? 24 hrs/18+/$2.89min. 
Mystical Connections. 1-900- 
677-5672. 1-877-478-4410 
(Credit Card only). 
• 
OPPORTUNITIES, 
HOT HOT Hotltl Lonely? 
Alone? Connect with bored 
housewives, singles, couples & 
gays. 1-900-830-2222 code 
#25. Adults only. 18+ $2.99/min 
($50 max).www.lindasxxx.com. 
IF ALCOHOL is the problem, 
many have found help with 
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS. 
Phone 635-6533. 
MALE ORGAN enhancement. 
FDA approved. Medical vacuum 
pumps or surgical enlargement. 
Gain 1-2% Permanent and safe. 
Resolve impotence, FREE 
brochure. Call Dr. Joel Kaplan, 
312-409-5557.. Insurance reim- 
bursement. Visit website 
www.drioelkaplan.com. 
SINGLE WHITE male: 41 yrs, 
N/S active, fit, secure. Enjoys 
travel & the out doors. Looking 
for unattached lady 32-40, N/S, 
Physically fit with similar inter- 
ests. Not into bars or drugs, 
Please respond with photo. 
File#38, C/O Terrace Standard, 
3210 Clinton St, Terrace, B,C. 
V8G 5R2. 
EXTRA CAPACITY Kenmore 
washer/dryer. $650,00 O,B.O. 
250-635-4261, 
FOR SALE, Large bed chester- 
field + chair, blue + white, like 
new. Lazy Boy, tables, chairs + 
assorted households. Moving 
out sale. 250-635-5412. 
Eng l i sh -  [Vestc  'H .-mhlh~ . ,rzl. 
.:.: • !1 r,¢'.SS-..%,t,IHi{'.~ :, 
• .C/otlti,,g".. ,. 
,e,',/th i,~, f(~i~ ill~, :. E~ 11 
• HorSe L61,er 
+' C;I~iSSt'S" "r "r Sh i r t s  
" • LcnMl,~Tiz:C:" ~ ,*|rL~/a: • . 
-.~ L IlL O/¢OE~Cq I CI:I_S'~).~ ~= _ ~. . . _  
We have re•oval, el all mr rooms and 
ore selling off o~r older furniture ek. 
G-" t  B,-,, m 
Beds, Headboa~ls, Dressers,, 
Night Tables, W's, Lamps, Si~ks, 
Bedspreads, Curlalns, 
Deep Fryer, Cash Registers 
and much, much more... 
~rday  & Sunday 
October 23-24 
I hOOa.m, to4:OOp.rn. 
,L553 G.reig Avenue, Terrace 
(access thru Kalum St. b~side 
Colors, Pub-Nighlcbb) 
For more information call 
250-635-0083 
FOR SALE 1 Kodak- EKTA;' 
GRAPHIC Audio Viewer Projec- 
tor for 35mm elides. $100.00. 
Tel. 250-635-5512. 
LIKE NEW Enviro Fire Pellet 
stove. Comes with vent pipes 
and three bags of pellets. 
$1,000.00. 250-635-2282. 
LIMITED QUALITIES available: 
Birch flooring $2.75/sqft, Hem. 
lock flooring $1.75/sqft, Mold- 
ings: Birch casings $0.48/ft, 
Birch baseboard $0.69/tt, Hem- 
lock casing $0.35/ft. 6" Cedar 
paneling/siding $1.O0/sqft. Call 
Swis Wood Products. 250-842- 
6929. 
MASON AND Reiche Piano 
Recently tuned, in very good 
condition. Asking $1850. 250- 
635-5690. 
RSF ENERGY wood stove with 
glass door + gold plated trim. 
Blue toilet, duvet cover, bed 
skirt & sham for twin bed. Teak 
student desk. Phone 250-798- 
2529 Evenincls. 
USED COIN operated washing 
machines $250. Ph 635-2838. 
We Buy, 
Sell 
& Trade 
MUSICAL 
INSTRUMENTS 
Phone 635-5333 I 
Ask For Tony I 
CEDAR LUMBER forsale, cus- 
tom cut. 250-798-2068. 
FOR SALE: Birch firewood by 
logging truck loads. Phone after 
6:00pro 250-635-4202, 
WANTED TO buy. Cottonwood 
Logs suitable for peelers. Ph 
250-635-7935 or evenings 250- 
635-7859. 
KOOTENAY HARDWOODS in 
Kamloops is looking for Aspen 
and Cottonwood peeler logs. 
(250) 573-2054. 
BEEF, LAMB & Pork for sale, 
c/w/f. Satisfaction guaranteed. 
Beef $2.05/Ib, Lamb $2.79/Ib, 
Pork $1.39/Ib. Naturally raised. 
Delivery available, Hamblin 
Farms Meat, Houston, B.C. 
250-845-2133 or 1-800-665- 
6992. 
BIG ROUNDS, small squares of 
straw. Reasonable. Please 
phone Jim in Cremona (403) 
337-2449. 
CAGEN CONTR, LTD HAY & 
GRAIN SALES, Glen 638- 
0254. 
CUSTOM MEAT CUTTING. 
Domestic & Game, Curing & 
smoking, sausage making, sau- 
sage making spices & supplies 
for sale, Hamblin Farms Meats, 
Houston. 250-845-21:33 or 1- 
800-665-6992. 
DISPERSAL SALE 23-bred 
cows - Char-x, 1 -Blonde Aquat- 
in, Bull. Phone Doug or Sue 
Carroll 250-314-3919. Herd lo- 
cated in Smithers area 
FREE RANGE pork 8= lamb by 
the half or whole and geese. 
250-798-2214. 
The Tack.Storel 
around yo,r 
house, please 
give us a call. 
Let us help find 
them a home. 
 petlandl 
25X40 QUONSIT building, new, 
never erected. $6000. 542B 
Bobcat, good condition, trailer, 
2 buckets, blade, backhoe. 
$12,500. 250-545-2104. 
LOGGERS & contractors. Long 
commutes, high camp costs? 
Consider 91 F350 4wd 460 
5spd. Crew-cab. Steel bush 
box, 100 gal Tidy tank. Class I 
tow hitch to pull 29'xlO' 4 man 
"CampMaster" Staff quarters. 
All full size amenities designed 
to - 40 degrees comfort: will in- 
clude 1800 Watt Honda Gone. 
Turnkey - tow & go. Both in ex- 
cellent condition • 1 owner since 
new - Must see. Both only 26k. 
Phone Duncan $250-846.9551. 
THUNDERBIRD RANCH & 
Farm equipment. Quality used 
sales & Iocators, Hauling avail- 
able. Dave Crossan, 250-567- 
2607, 6 km Mapes Road, Van- 
derhoof, BC. 
1996 763 Bobcat includes buck- 
et, 12Auger. 612 hrs only. Die- 
sel powered. Asking 
$21,700.00. 250-535-2344. 
• 510 BUSINESS :/i 
:OPPORTUNIT IES  
HOME WORKERS Neededll 
To assemble our products. For 
free into send S.A.S.E: Distinc- 
tive Crafts, 8-7777 Keele St., 
Concord, Ontario, L4K 1Y7 or 
call 1-888-771-7409. 
EDITOR REQUIRED for Van- 
derhoof 2,400 circulation week- 
ly newspaper, Omineca Ex- 
press. 1-2 years experience 
preferred. Car and camera re- 
quired. Fax resume to Mark 
Warner, Publisher, Fax: 250- 
567-2070, Ph: 250-567-9258. 
SALES MANAGER: Tri-weekly 
30,000 circulation B.C. newspa- 
per seeking dynamic individual 
to direct sales force. Must be 
able to lead and inspire sales 
team, develop and implement 
sales campaigns, promotions. 
Competitive environment, ex- 
perience an asset. Attractive 
benefits package. Fax resume: 
250-371-1033, Kelly Hall, Pub- 
lisher, Kamloops This Week 
(Ph: 250-374-7467). 
TRAIN TO work In the com- 
puter induetryl Network tech- 
nician, Computer Technician, 
Programmer Analyst Office Ad- 
r~inisti'ator f0r p~ogra~h"0r stu- 
den loan information. From our 
CDI College, (Abbotsford Cam- 
pus). Call Toll free today 1-888- 
229-1555 
WORK PART/FULL time de- 
monstrating Beauty Poducts, 
training provided, Call 1-601- 
526-8467 ext.62. After Call 
(604) 646-4125 for interview or 
email: camonut@direct.ca 
LI.'I I.I I-1 L'IL'I L1 L't L~I  L'I L'I I.~ ~ 1.1 ~ Ul I..-I .~ U 
RARE OPPORTUNITY FOR A 
SOUCITOR (ID~IIy A 2 TO 5 
YEAR CALL) WHO WOULD LIKE 
TO BE PART OF A SUCCESSFUL 
SMALL FIRM IN BEAUTIFUL 
SALMON ARM, B.C. IF YOU 
WANT TO UVE IN TIllS AREA 
LONG TERM, TAKE PRIDE IN 
YOUR WORK, AND CARE 
ABOUT YOUR CLIENTS, SEND 
US YOUR RESUME AND A 
COVER LETTER OUTLINING 
WHY YOU WOULD LIKE TO 
CHANGE YOUR UFE AND lIVE 
IN THE SHUSWAP, PLEASE 
DIRECT YOUR RESUME AND 
LETTER TO:. 
JIM DOWNS, 
P. O. BOX 67, 
SALI~ON ARM, R.C V! E 4H2 
ATTN: I lost 40 pounds in 2 
months. We need representa- 
tives in your area. Call todaylff 
1-888-388-7546. 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY in 
Hazeiton Industrial Park, rental 
bays. Now available, looking for 
inspection mechanic and welder 
to set up business, Phone 250- 
842-6059, 
CASH BUSINESS for sale. 
Long time established coin op- 
erated amusement mute in the 
Merritt, Lillooet area and the 
Williams Lake, 100 Mile House 
area containing pool tables, 
foosballs, plnballls, video 
games, Juke boxes and stuffed 
animal cranes already in loca- 
tions. This makes a great in- 
vestment giving 30%-50°~ re- 
turns on your money yearly. 
Easy 2nd Job only takes 2-3 
days a month. For more into 
call Peter at 250-372-2908. 
HAVE YOU seen a Watkins 
Catalogue lately? Call Inde- 
pendent Marketing Manager 
#193027 Rachel Levi• fora cur- 
rent catalogue or business 
packafle, Phone 25e-564-9932. 
Complete 
Shingle 
Mill  
Assumable lancl 
lease, low hours, 
heavy-duly 
construction. 
Phone Larry,at 
635-5449 
AUTOMOTIVE MECHANIC 
wanted in Terrace. 5yrs. experi- 
ence B.C. ORIP Ticket re- 
quired. Wages negotiable ac- 
cording to experience. Contact 
Dominic or Malcolm, Columbia 
Auto Haus 250-635-5717 or 
Fax 250-635-1182. 
CHEVRON TANK truck driver 
(Smithers). Experienced Class 
1. Also plant]office person Che- 
veron cardlock (Houston). Both 
positions fax resume. 250-847- 
2278. 
EVEI~ING WORK, part time/ca- 
sual. Wait person with bar- 
tendering experience. Needed 
for special events & parties. Ap- 
ply at Mt. Layton Hotsprings. 
Fri., Oct 22 Noon - 7pm Attn. 
Monica. 
EXPERIENCED LOG house 
builders required. Permanent 
full time work, Send resume to 
Daizen Log-Tech, 1285 
Springhill Rd. Parksville, V9P 
2G1. Tel: 250-248-0294. 
JOB VACANCY- The Pines, 
Registered Nurse/Reglstereed 
Psychiatric Nurse - Casual, 
Qualifications: Graduate of an 
accredited school of nursing 
and currently registered in BC. 
Job summary: Direct all aspects 
of resident care, as well as act 
in a supervisory capacity for 
para-professionals. Long Term 
Care Aide Casual. 
Qualifications: Graduation from 
a recognized Long Term Care 
Aide program or an equivalenl 
combination of education, 
training and experience. Job 
Summary: Perform patient care 
duties to meet physical, 
emotional and social needs of 
the residents, Submit appication 
to: Director of Resident Care, 
Box 479, Burns Lake, B.C. V0J 
180, 
LOW BED operator needed for 
Williams Lake area. Must be ex. 
Imrienced. 1-688-290-8785, 
I 25 o. 
1=% Al l  Wtutc r  
J .  ~ Of f  Horse Blankets i 
Medium Sized Plat ing Shop 
c/w 2 bdrm a pt. and storefront. Lots of 
parking. Copper, nickel, brass, gold, silver 
and chrome plating. Complete polishing 
shop. Also operating after-market body 
panels and bumper exchange. 
Inquiries to Larry at 
635.5449 
You're Invited 
to attend 
• Home Support/ 
Res.dent Care Attendant Program 
Information Evening. 
Find out about this program, what is required to 
participate, how you can obtain financial aide 
and if this is the program that suits your needs, 
Wednesday, October 20, 1999 
~ 7"00pm-9:00 pm 
Re, hi 1105 East (Trades) Building 
Northwest Community College 
5331 HcConnell Avenue 
Terrace BC 
For further into, please contact: Debra Wall 
ConUnuing EducaUon Departxnent @ 638-5452 
$12 - 15 Hem 
for secondary level 
"ENGLISH •SCIENCES 
• SOCIAL STUDIES "NATH 
Preferences for petenlial lut0rs are 
lhose nro[lod in/and or camp[clod: 
SE(o~I year o| posl-~ondary 
slud[ea 
Experience lulodng iodi~dua~ 
& sinai] groups 
'times and hcaflon Io be onnngd 
be~ean MoT and sMenL 
Interested? 
To add your name to the list of 
or•liable luton coil: 
Elmer Moody 
First Haflons Cou~llor 
Caledonia Senior ~ondop/ 
635-6531 
Employment  
Counsel lor 
Job Description: Pad.time term 
position to deliver employment 
counselling, case management 
and employment support services 
as required. This will be 25 hours 
per week from November 1,1999 
to March 31, 2000. 
QuallficaUons: Minimum post- 
secondan/degree. Must have had 
pdor counselling or interview 
experience, Work experience in 
an office environment Is neces- 
sap/. This position requires good 
writing and reading skills. 
Computer knowledge isessential 
Must possess good interpersonal 
skills and be a team player. 
Candidates must undergo acrimi- 
nal record check. 
Salary:. Dependent on qu~calk~s. 
Closing Date: October 22,1999. 
Please lanyard resumes to: 
Program Manager InterConnect 
Training and Employment 
Services, 205-4650 Lazelle Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. VgG 156 
Only the successful short listed 
candidates will be contacted. 
We are seeking an individual who is career 
orientated in the Terrace area. This is a ground 
up position where an insurance background 
may be helpful but not necessary. The position 
includes the following: 
• Computer literate in MSW/Excel 
• Accounts Payable & Receivable 
• Mail, courier service; general 
office duties 
• Dicta typing 
• Salary $25,000/yr. approx. 
• Full benefits 
• Courses in AIIC paid - bonuses 
upon completion 
Send your resume to: 
Excel Personnel Ino., 
#900175-2nd Ave., 
Kamloops, B.C. V2C 5W1 
Emaih temphelp@excel.bc.ca 
Fax: 250-374-3854 
Closing Date: October 26, 1999. 
Coral Mountain School Dishid 82 is seeking an experienced, progressive and 
skilled individual toassume Ihe dulies oflhe Seffelory Treasurer. 
THE DISTRICT 
CoaTI Mountains khnol Dislrid 82 is located in nodl~veslem British Colombia and 
includes lhe commanilim of Terrace, Kifimal, the If~zdlons, Kilvmngo and Slowod. 
~umfion and supporl services ore provided Io7400 sludenls and the Didrid has an 
operating budgel of $50 million. The Dislrid Office is I~ated in Terra~n, a zommunfly 
wilh modem edical, educational god r~ealional hdlities. 
THE POSITION 
The ~ralnry Treo',urer reperls Io In, Superintendanl of S(hoo~CEO for oll bminm 
functions pedaining t0Ins school dlqrid's operation e d is a member o| Inn senior 
monagnmant team. ~e ~relory Treo~ror is lb. Board's ~ie[ ffnondol ~er and is 
responsible for developing and maintaining effndivo I~n~ operations inthe dis- 
frkl, indoding be~ finondol and hdlities =ped~. e .~rdory Treo~rer is respond. 
hie for Ihe o'mion od care of the offidal records of In, Board and Ear duties relaled 
Io lb. Board's eorperola affairs, for ~-.(nl planning, preparnlion f In, oonuol perd- 
ing and capitol I~dgotr and for the supeMdon of admifl~olive p rsonnel. 
THE PERSON 
The prafonod candkloln will have: 
• Profos~nal ccounting design¢ion. 
• Minimum offiva years axlerionm ¢ a senior level. 
• Well developed inte~e~nol and communkollon kills. 
• Ability Io plan, organize and implemenl Bocci and deperlmenlnl po ities. 
• Abilily to provkle strong finondal leadership for file Distrid. 
• Experience in the ~ucaGon sealer would b an ,met. 
Applicants should include adela~od resumo, references, o record of education a d/or 
training and other support material. 
Deadline for Applications: Odober 29, 1999. 
Tho Oistrid offers a camp, filly, camp, malign I~oge commensurate with qualifica. 
lions. For foriner infatuation plme (onlad ar submit applimtion 1oInn oil,•lion of:. 
Shoran Beodlo, Acting Soperinlnndenla| kheak, 
C~I Mnunfoi~ School D~ric182 
3:Pll Kenny Streal, Tanoca, K ¥8G 3E9 
Phone: 25(~638-4403 • Fax: 25~6354287 
Horn: The succe~ful applicant will be subied to Iha lelrns 0[ Ille (ximlnol Records 
Review ~. Only shnd-lislod condiddm wirl be ~ed.  
MINISTRY OF ATTORNEY GENERAL 
BC Coroners Service 
cBRITISH OLUMBIA L.orlr~  unity Coroner 
The Province 
of British 
Columbia 
is committed 
to employment 
equity 
• ON-CALL APPOINTMENT= TERRACE 
8C Coroners Service is seeking applications from individuals iving in the Terrace 
area who are interested in becoming a Community Coroner. This is an 0rder-in- 
Council, fee-for-service, on-call appointment. 
Applicants hould be dedicated individuals who: • arc concerned with community 
safety • have strong report writing and interpersonal skills • have a knowledge and 
understanding of the medical, egal and investigative fields, have the ability to 
communicate ffectively with the ~ublic, police, medical community and other 
agencies •are able to work with grieving families in a sensitive, supportive manner 
• ca~ attend and provide leadersh ip and co-ordination at case scenes, 
The successful candidate will be subject o a criminal record check. 
If you feel you have the potential to serve your community in this interesting 
and challenging role, please forward your r~sum~ and letter of application 
prior to 4:30 pro, November 19, 1999. to: Norma Clark, Office of the Chief 
Coroner. Metro Tower I1, Suite 2035, 4720 Kingsway, Bunnaby, BC VSH 4N2; 
fax: 604.660.7766. 
For further information please contact: Dave Coverdale, Regional Coroner, Room 
440 - 1011 4th Avenue, Prince George, BC VZL 3Hg; tel: 250.565.6040. 
Individuals who kava applied to a competition will only be advised of the 
outcome of the competition i f  they were selected Tar assessment. 
MI7427 
Heavy Duty Industrial Field Mechanic 
Inland Kenworth/Parker Pacific in Williams Lake requires a 
Heavy Duty Industrial Field Mechanic for a permanent full- 
time position, 
Excavator and processor head experience would be an asset 
Must be familiar with hydraulic and computerized systems in 
a broad base of equipment types, 
Must be available for work five days a week, Tuesday through 
Saturday. Must have a valid Driver's License. Some overtime 
hours are a requirement of this position. 
Excellent competitive wage package 
Apply in person orvia mail to: 
Inland Kenworth / Parker Pacific 
1560 South Broadway Ave, Williams Lake, BC V2G 2×3 
ATTN: Ward Stangoe ~ IN  LAND KENWORTH 
PARKER PACIF IC  
: : :580  WORK 
wANTED 
HELP WANTED 
JUNIOR OFFICE CLERK 
Sight & Sound has an opening for a Junior Office Clerk 
located at our Keith Avenue location. 
The successful applicant will have some computer skills, o 
valid driver's license and be familiar wilh basic office 
procedures such as filing, mail handling and answerincj 
Ihe phone. 
This is a full-time position "with a full range of benefits 
following a probationary period. 
Interested applicants should drop off their resume to the 
altention oF: 
Marilyn Kerr 
OFfice Manager 
4716 Keith 
SIGHT'SOUND 
IN MY home required babysitter, 
for 3 children and an infant. 
Mother works on call after- 
noons. ~ust have own trans. 
portation. Ph: 250-635-3882. 
OLDER WOMAN or couple to 
share home w/elderly woman. 
Two room basement suite, 0ri- 
rate bath and entrance, hydro, 
board, small monthly wage to 
be negiotated, in return house. 
keeping and cooking, Helen 
Campbell, RR1, KispJox 
Rd.M13, Hazelton, V0J 1YO, 
250-842-6643. 
ONE CASUAL Position for 
Home Support Worker I (The 
person taking this application 
needs to understand that this 
position will become a full-time 
position as soon as there are 
full4ime hours for them). 
Required Qualifications: Home 
Support Worker Certificate. 
Apply at: HOME SUPPORT 
SERVICES, #1-3215 Eby St, 
Terrace, BC V8G 2X6. Phone: 
635-5135 and ask for Lisa 
Graham. Applications for Ibis 
position need to be made in 
writing to the Home Support 
Office. The following is also 
required: 1 Own & carry a 
pager. 2. Have a vehicle to use 
and business (rate Class 7) 
vehicle insurance, and a valid 
Driver's Licence. 3. Complete a 
Local Criminal Record check at 
the R,C.M.P. station, a 
Provincial Criminal Record 
Check through Victoria (a 
criminal record may preclude 
employment), and be Bondable. 
4. Be willing to work up to 40 
hours per week 5. Be able to 
work all shifts and have flexible 
hours. 6. Satisfactory 
performance appraisal at Ihe 
end of probation. The probation 
period is 60 days of work. 7. 
Sign an Oath of Confidentiality. 
8. Meet the criteria in the Job 
Description Profile. 9. Pass a 
fitness check. Wages and 
benefits will be in accordance 
with the B.C.G.E.U. & Terrace 
& District Community Services 
Society collective aclreement. 
PROGRESSIVE, EXPERI- 
ENCED contractor requires F/I" 
millwright/machinist. Min. 3rd 
year apprentice or journeyman 
with T.Q. Apply to 101 Indus- 
tries Ltd., 245-3rd St., Kitimat, 
B.C. V8C 2B9 Phone 250-632- 
6859 Fax 250-632-2101. 
Manager for apartment building. 
Should be reliable and hard 
working. 250-635-5136 or 250- 
635-6428. 
in care giver for elderly man, 
two days per week. Must be flu- 
ent in English, non-smoker, 
have first aid ticket, bondable. 
Send resume with references to 
• File #16, c/o 'Terrace Standard, 
3210 Clinton St. Terrace BC, 
V8G 5R2. 
thwest Community College, Terrace Campus, has an opening fi)r an on- 
,'casual Program Support Clerk commencing assoon m possible. Salary 
be in accordance v, ith the Collective Agreement between the CoUege and 
6.E.U. Support Staff Sc',de, I.evd 5. 
;ponsibilities: Under the general supervision of the Administrative 
st,ant the incumbent will work with other program support clerks to pro- 
clerical support to progrmns; operate a multi.line switchboard console 
ring calls to appropriate p ople or locations; use word processing eqolp- 
It and associated computer programs for the production of learning 
les, Instruction',d mated',ds, exams and schedules. Addition',d duties as 
gned by the supemsor. 
~ :  Grade 12, First Year Otnce Adadulstratioe and a minimum of 
year work related experience; background in Desktop Publishing, 
resort Word, Power Point and spreadsheets software isessential. Able to 
k to deadlines, excellent interpersenal and communications skills com- 
:d with demonstrated ability to handle and pri0dtize multi-tasking; ",thllity 
eal with a wide range of peopleJpersonalifles andbe a slrong team player 
~ld be an asset: 
:~608 BASEM ENT 
: : SU ITE  
• .  :. , . . .  , ; ,  ' 
thank "all applicants for their interest, however, only those selected for an 
rview will be con 'lacted. 
Resumes hould be submitted by October zg, 1999 to: 
Competitions 99.115B 
Oi~'ctor, Ilu nlan Resources 
Box 7Z6, Terrace, g.c. Y8(; 4XZ 
-t'AX: (250) 635-3511 
N O R ~ T  COMMUNI'I 'Y COLLEGE 
SINGER WANTED. I have writ- 
ten a beautiful brand-new old- 
fashioned country waltz love 
song but I can't sing or play a 
note. If you have a strong voice 
with good range, play piano or 
guitar and want to get creative 
please call Dan at 250-638- 
1891. 
" CAREER " 
OPPORTUNITY 
Job Requirements: 
Preparations of timely 
monthly f inancia l  
statements. 
Must have knowledge o[ 
ACCPAC v. 6.1, general 
ledger and accounts 
payable, Microsoft works 
or Excel with strong 
spreadsheet, experience, 
Royal Bank or ADP 
computerized payroll. 
You will be required to 
complete the accounting 
cycle. 
V~/e offer competitive 
wages within a unionized 
environment, with full, paid 
benefits in accordance with 
our collective agreement. 
If you feel these skills end 
qualities apply to you, 
please mat/or drop off 
y.our resume to File #39 at 
the Terrace Standard, 
3210 Clinton St., Terrace, 
B.C., V8G 5R2 
• (oordinatin9 community and school crime prevention programs. 
• Building an awareness o[ oommunity needs and resources. 
• Promoting cooperative, communily-sch0ol planning for crime 
prevenli0n. 
• (0ordin0ting special evenb, aswoll as regular recreati0n and 
community education activities. 
• Participating in Communily School Council meetings. 
• Providing program documentation t0 Ihe Council as required. 
4ecessarv Qualifications: 
• Previous successful experience working ~lh youth and families. 
• Exceptional interpersonal and team planning skills. 
• Oemonslraled excellent ropporl ~th children, youth and adults. 
• Successful experience working in a mulficulturol setting. 
• Good written and oral communkalionskills. 
• {urrent basic FirstAidor (PR. 
• J~usl provide reliable transportation with husiness insurance. 
• ~usl be willing to undergo o Criminal Re(ord Check. 
612C B NS / 
COTTAGES ,: 
° i . ,  " 
hsirable Qualifications: 
• liadlelors' degree in recreation, psycholo~, sociology or a related 
field, 
• Basiccomputer and work pr0¢essing skills~ru on asset. 
lease suhmil resume with references to: 
. Mr. Bill Gook, Prindpol, 
Clarence Mkhiel Elm. f~ho01, 
3430 Sparks Sl., Terrace, B.C VBG 2V3 
The dosing date for recdpt el applications Is October 29~ ! 999, 
ONE CASUAL Position for 
Live-In Worker Required 
Qualifications: Home Support 
Worker 1. Apply at: HOME 
SUPPORT SERVICES, #1- 
3215 Eby St, Terrace, BC V8G 
2; :6 Phone 635-51:35 and ask 
for Lisa Graham. Applications 
for this position need to be 
made in writing to the Home 
Support Office. The following is 
also required: 1. Own and carry 
a pager. 2. Have a vehicle to 
use and business (rate class 7) 
vehicle insurance, and a 
Driver's Licorice. 3. Complete a 
Local Criminal Record Check at 
the R.C.M.P. station, a 
Provincial Criminal Record 
Check- through Victoria, (a 
criminal record may preclude 
employment), and be bondable. 
4. Be willing to work up to 40 
bourse per week. 5. Be able to 
work all shifts and have flexible 
hours. 6. Have a satisfaotory 
performance appraisal at the 
end of probation. (The 
probation period is 60 days of 
work.) 7. Sign an Oath of 
Confidentiality, 8. Meet the 
criteria in the Job Description 
Profile. 9. Pass a fitness check, 
Wages and benefit will be in 
accordance with the B.C,G.E.U. 
& Terrace 8( District Community 
Services Society collective 
aqreement. 
ONE CASUAL position for 
RESPITE CARE WORKER. 
Required Qualifications: Mini- 
mum grade 12. Experience in 
Health or Social Services field 
preferred. Apply at: HOME 
SUPPORT SERVICES, #1- 
3215 Eby Street, Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 2X6 Phone: 635-5135 and 
ask for: Lisa Graham. 
Applications for this position 
need to be made in writing to 
the Home Support Office. The 
following is also required: 1. 
Own and carry a pager. 2. Have 
a vehicle to use and business 
(rate Class 7) vehicle insurance 
and a valid Driver's lioence. 3. 
Complete a Local Criminal 
Record Check at the R.C.M.P. 
station, a Provincial Criminal 
Record Check through Victoria, 
(a criminal record may preclude 
employment), and ba bondable. 
4. Be willing to work up to 40 
hours per week. 5. Be able to 
work all shifts and have flexible 
hours. 6. Have a satisfactory 
performance appraisal at the 
end of probation. (The 
probation period is 60 days of 
the work.) 7, Sign and Oath of 
Confidentiality. 8. Meet the 
criteria in the Job Description 
Profile. 9. Pass a fitness check. 
Wages and benefits will be in 
accordance with the B.C,G.E.U. 
& Terrace & District Community 
Services Society collective 
agreement. 
SKEENA, CH!LD. Cale 
source and Referral is seeking 
flaxibte, skilled child care pro- 
viders to substitute in day 
cares, preschools, and family 
child care homes. ECE pre- 
ferred but not required; screen- 
ing requirements must be met. 
Call 250-63B-1113 for more in- 
formation. 
VANDERHOOF FLOOR Cover- 
ings is looking for a qualified 
floor installer. References re- 
quired. Please call 250-567- 
5517 or fax resume to 250-567- 
4300. 
WANTED: 3 OR 4 ladies to 
Bowl Wednesday at 6:45pm. 
Also Tues. or Wed. Coffee 
9:15am league, New Bowlers 
welcome. Phone 250-635-5911. 
See you soon. Babysitting avail- 
able durinq coffee leaques. 
CERTIFIED HOME support 
worker. Looking to do personal 
care, house cleaning, etc. 
Phone 250-635-7834 ask for 
Sharon. 
EXERIENCED FALLEN looking 
for work. Has own saws plus 
WCB number. Prefer camp 
work. Ph: 250-632-2353. 
EXPERIENCED CARPENTER. 
Richard Thornton Con- 
struction.Available for renova- 
tions, repairs or new construc- 
tion. 25 years experience.Call 
Richard 638-8526. 
EXPERIENCED CARPENTER. 
Jurgen Matthels. 635-7810. 
Housing, renos, office remodel- 
ing; Independant distributor of 
Sun-Free vinvl products. 
NEED A hand with some clean- 
Ing. Weekly & Bi-weekly clean- 
ing at reasonable rates. Call me 
at 250-638-1918, Ask for 
Michelle. 
NEED MORE time with busi- 
ness and family. Let us handle 
the drudgery, Call "Albrite 
Home and Office Cleaning" 
250-615-7362. 
OWNER OPERATOR, 200 At- 
tachi Hoe, for hire. 250-638. 
1607. 
PAINTER 15 years experience. 
Interior/exterior; Low rates for 
seniors. Free estimate. We do it 
riflht once, Call 635-3783 
PRECISELY RIGHT I~OVING. 
TRUCK and 28' trailer en- 
closed, will protect your goods 
across town or across country. 
Will assist, or load for you, Rea- 
sonable rates. Call 635-2126. 
Now in two locations. Terrace at 
635-2126 or 63B-6969 (cell) or 
Williams Lake 398-9041. 
TRUCK FOR hire: have 5-ton 
will travel. Local or 10ng dis- 
tance hauling. We'll move you 
across town or across the court- 
try. Completely closed Jn - 26' 
box, very reasonable rates for 
free quote call Joe Ph:250-615. 
0120. 
1 AND 2 bdr apts avail irnmed. 
On site management. 250- 635- 
5136 or 635-6428. 
1 BEDROOM suite for 1 or 2 
people. Utilities included, work- 
ing person's - cable available - 
Damage Deposit and roferenc- 
es - $525 per month. 250-635- 
2312. 
1, 2, 3, bdr apt. Avail immd. On 
site management. Ref reqd. 
635-6428, 635-2424 or 615- 
0345. 
2 BDRM duplex in Thornhill, f/s, 
No pets. $375/mo. Good for 
one or two people. 250.638- 
7727. 
WANTED: CARING, depend- 
able people who have a Home 
SupportJResident Care Certifi- 
cate or nursing care back- 
ground and enjoys working with 
people in their homes, Vehicle 
& pager are required. Apply at 
"Terrace Home Support Servic- 
es", #1 - 3215 Eby St. 250-635- 
5135. 3 positions available: 
Home Support Worker, Respite 
Worker & Live-In Worker. 
A+ CERTIFIED Technician 
looking for work in P.C. Com- 
puter Trouble Shooting and Re- 
pair. Call Norm @ 250-847- 
3008 or Email: sflint@nlail.bulk- 
ley.net 
• you are a successful, self motivated sales professional 
• you are an exceptional communicator 'with strong 
interpersonal skills 
• you are mobile and willing lo conduct business in clients' 
homes and at their convenience 
• you have experience in the financial services industry and/or 
the residentlal real estate industry 
. . .then we have the ideal comer sales opportunity 
for you in the Terrace/Kit lnmt area l  
Your superior industry contacts, combined with our innovative 
financial products, sales support and training will help you 
achieve a new level of career accomplishment and fulfillment. 
This position offers a competitive commission-based 
remuneration package, superb benefits and the opporlunity for 
personal and professional growth. 
Please forward your resume in confidence to: 
ROYAL BANK 
Royal Bank oF Canada, Attn: Kevin Lutz: .... 
P.O. Box 11141, 1055 West Georgia Street 
Vancouver, B.C. V6E 3S5 Fax: (604]665-5749 
No telephone calls or intermediarles please: 
We ore on equal opportunity emplayer md volue dlverslly InI~e wod~place. 
Re-  , . . . .  
2 BEDROOM apt, for  rent in 
victoria Court. Available Nov, 
1st. $650/month. Includes w/d, 
f/s, d/w and security system. 
Small pet ok. Non smoking pre- 
ferred, 250-635-1530 leave 
messaqe. 
2 BEDROOM apt. Walking dis- 
tance to town/ clean private/ 
$475 month until spring 250- 
635-5338 or 250.638-7115. 
2 BEDROOM, 4820 Lazelle, f/s, 
w/d, blinds, patio. Close to 
town. Security entrance. 250- 
638-0046. 
2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS 
• newly renovated 
• $500 per month 
• free hot water 
• close to school and hospital 
call collect @632-4308 
or cell @ 1-250-639-4069 
PrpARK MANOR APTS ~' 
2 bedroom apt., 
$600 ruth, includes heat. 
Close to swimming pool & 
downtown. 
No pets. 
ReFerences required. 
Ph. 635-3475 
,, # 
' ~ . . . . . . . .  "7~'"  
HUNTINGTON 
APARTMENTS 
Taking Applications 
Now 
for1 &2 
Bedroom suites 
, Clean, quiet renovated suites 
, Ample p~ing 
, Laundr,,,facilities on each floor 
, Close'to schools & downtown 
, On bus route 
, Security entrance 
, On site management 
,Nopets ' 
, References requb~ 
To view call 
638-1718 " 
Summit Square 
Apartments 
1 & 2 Bedroom 
Units 
• Quiet & Clean 
' No Pets 
, Ample Parking 
• Laundry Facilities 
, Close toSchools& 
Hospital 
, On Bus Route 
, Security Entrance 
, On site Building Manager 
, Basketball, Volleyball & 
Racquetball Courts 
Ask for Monica Warner 
Call: 635-4478 
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4 BDRM upper duplex in Ter- 
race, NG heat & hot water in- 
cluded. DD & ref reqd. Phone 
798-9554. 
4621 LAKELSE Ave., 
$485/month plus half month 
damage deposit. Garbage pick- 
up available. Downtown loca- 
tion for more into call 250-638- 
1965. 
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY 
and Nov. 1st, 2 bdrm apart- 
ments. Top floor, newly painted, 
laundry facilities available, stor- 
age rooms. Rent incoludes hot 
water $500. 250-638-1115. 
CLEAN, QUIET, 2 bdrm side by 
side duplex in Thornhill. Very 
small pet ok. Gas furnace, N/S. 
$550/mo. 250-635-4200. 
COZY 1 bdrm suite, utilities in- 
cluded, $450/month + deposit. 
250-638-8482. 
FOR RENT 2 bdrm apt. Avail- 
able Nov. 1st. No pets, ref re- 
quired, rent $575/month plus 
damaqe deposit. Call 635-6824. 
FOR RENT two bedroom apt. 
Available Nov. 1st Quiet and 
clean. Laundry facilities, f/s, 
ground level. No pals. Ref. 
reqd. 635-1126 or 635-6991. 
$525/mo. 
FULLY FURNISHED bachelor 
suite in quiet area includes all 
utilities, washer and dryer, No 
smoking, no pets. Available im- 
mediately $550/month, $250 
dama.qe deposit. 250-638-0541. 
LARGE 2 bedroom rental suite 
in town. Available Nov. 1st Re! 
& damage deposit required. 
250-635-2932. 
ONE BEDROOM apartment on 
site management, no pets, ref's 
required. Call 635-7429. 
QUIET CLEAN 2 bdrm. apt 
close to town. Laundry facilities. 
Reasonable rent. Ref reqd. 
615-7665 or 635-5653. 
SINGLE ROOM suite, private 
entrancem, close to downtown 
includes utilities, $425/monlh + 
$200 Security deposit, Call 250- 
635-9059. 
TWO BEDROOM apartment for 
rent. Near new, quiet, on site 
manager. Five appliances, gas 
fireplace, mini storage. No pets. 
References required. 
$750/month, Call 635-4954, 
CUNTON MANOR 
WE ARE TAKING 
APPLICATIONS FOR A 
BACHELOR SUITE 
$420.00  month. 
One bkx:k from swimming pcx~l. 
No Pets, references required. 
Phone 635 '3475 
1 BEDROOM furnished base- 
ment suite near schools. In- 
cludes all utilities, appliances 
and cable, shared W/D. 
$525/month plus security. Call 
250-638-7254. Available imme- 
diately. 
1 BSMT suite in Thornhill. $525 
per month. Laundry facilities in 
bldg. Close to schools. 250- 
638-7290. 
3 BEDROOM basement for 
rent. Avail. Oct. 15. Downtown 
Iocalion, fireplace. $600,00. 
250-638-0104. Roommate to 
share 3 bedroom basement, 
downtown, fireplace. $350,00. 
250-638-0104. 
BACHELOR SUITE for rent. 
With fireplace. Private entrance. 
Close to town. No pets. Dam. 
age deposit & ref, required. 
250-636-8874. 
BASEMENT SUITE for rent, for 
one single person, No smoking. 
One bedroom for rent for single 
gentleman. With kitchen facili- 
lies. 250-635-5893. 
BRIGHT, SPACIOUS 2 bed- 
room beret, suite, $500/month 
including heat. Close to schools 
& hospital, No Pets, 250-635- 
7714, 
NOW AVAILABLE bright at- 
tractive 1 bedroom suite. For 
mature responsible non 
smoker, 4 appliances private 
entrance. Partial gas heat/hot 
water. Ref req'd. $600 Single, 
$650 double. 250-638-0436. 
ONE BEDROOM SUITE / well 
maintained , fridge & stove, 
washer & dryer included, Pri- 
vale yard & flower gardens 
close to town. Non smokers 
250-635-5021. 
TAKING APPLICATIONS for 
one bedroom bsmt. suite,' 
$500/month utilities Incl. D.D. 
r0quired, Horseshoe area. 250- 
638-1665. 
"SPORTMANS VACATION 
Club" Grande Iste/Babine Lake. 
Private Sportsmans Club. Pre- 
season special, www.grandels- 
Io.com or call 1-250-847-1384. 
7 days ALL INCLUSIVE, includ- 
ing meals, boats, ATV's and 
a/bedroom condo, Call for spe- 
cial 250-847-1384. 
ONE BEDROOM cabin in 
Thornhill excellent for Students. 
Available Nov. 1 st, $415/month. 
250-635-2319. 
DOWNTOWN OFFICE Space. 
Insurance company with well 
established downtown 4 office 
complex seeks individual in 
compatible business to share 
office. 1 space available imme- 
diatley, $350/month. 250-635- 
6146. 
1 FURNISHED 2 bedroom mo- 
bile home in town. F/S. W/D, 
available immed. 600/month, 
250-638-8052. 
2 Bdrm mobile home in town 
F/S. W/D nat. gas $500/month 
250-635-2319. 
2 BDR duplex in Thornhill. 
Close to golf course, Washer, 
dryer, fridge, stove. Avl Nov. 1. 
$600/month + utilities. D/D & 
references req'd. Call 250-638- 
1553. 
2 BDRM 6 plex. Hardwood 
floors throughout. $450/mo. No 
pets. ThornhilL Avail immed. 
F/S. DD $225.635-1322. 
2 BDRM Duplex suite for rent 
on Queensway. NGas heat with 
view. $500/month, call 250-635- 
2837 or 250-635-7844. 
2 BEDROOM townhouse 
$550/month and 3 bedroom 
house $650/month. Southside 
Ioaction, No pets. References 
required. 250-638-1648. 
2 BEDROOM townhouse. F/S. 
No pets. Ref. required, Suitable 
for professional couple. 250- 
635-3796. 
3 BDRM HOME with 2 bdrm 
bsmt. suite. F/S, non smokers, 
no pets, 6th month rent free to 
qualified applicant. 250-635- 
5081. 
3 BDRM home, w&d, f&s, no 
dogs, $700/month, Damage De- 
posit, Rot. Req'd. 250-635-7157 
evenin.qs. 
3 BDRM mobile home, w/f & s, 
on private lot, $550/month and 
3 bdrm house w/partial bemt. 4 
appliances in Thornhilt. 
$600/month ref required, 250- 
635-9530. 
3 BDRM, F&S, Townhouse, 
Karum St., No crirninals. 
$650/month & Damage Deposit. 
250-638-1094. 
3 BDRM/ 2 bathroom, 14x70 
lrailer on private lot in dackpine 
Flats. Pets OK $700/month. 
250-635-5913. 
3 BEDROOM end unit condo 
near schools + downtown. New 
windows, flooring and painted, 
fridge/stove, washed dryer, in- 
cluded. Available Nov. 1/99. 
$710. 250-638-8544. 
8 BEDROOM house - (upper 
Floor), 2 bathrooms, quiet ten- 
ant downstairs. $750 per 
month. Non smoking, no pets. 
250-638.8837. 
3 BEDROOM, F/S, close to 
downtown and schools. Non- 
smoker, no pets, ref, required, 
damage deposit. $650/month. 
250-635.6401.AVAILABLE IM- 
MEDIATELY. 
4 BEDROOM upper & 2 bed- 
room ground level, separate en- 
trance. F/S included in both. 
$750/month and $450/month. 
250-635-5070 or after 6:00PM 
250-635-2896 or 250-638-1967. 
AVAILABLE NOV, 1ST, 2 bed- 
room home. HG heat, large 
yard, damage deposit required. 
$6O0/month 250.635-7312 after 
5. 
AVAILABLE TO rent Nov. 1 in 
Terrace. Large 2 bdrm suite on 
acreage, f/s, w/d and utilities in- 
cluded. $795/month. Call 250- 
632-5873. 
ENJOY COUNTRY living, 2 be- 
room mobile home $600fmonth. 
250-638-6772. 
FOR LEASE Taking applica- 
tions to lease 3-bedroom exec- 
utive home In quiet area of 
Horseshoe to professional cou- 
ple, Totally renovated, has 2 ng 
fireplaces, BI dishwasher, Non 
smokers, no pets. $975 per 
month, plus damage deposit, 
References required. Available 
November 1st, Phone 250-635- 
7466. 
FOR RENT 1 BR condo. Securi- 
ty entrance, laundry facilities. 
$585/month + D,D. Includes 
natural gas. 250.635-4858. Sor- 
ry no pets. 
NEARLY NEW cozy 2 bedroom 
duplex on cozy otreel for quiet, 
clean person(s), No smoking, 
parties, or pots. Available Nov. 
1st. $700/month. 250-635-2769. 
Working male looking Io 
share accomedations. No 
pets, fully furnished. 
$450[mo 
Utilities not included. 
Call 
250-635-9161 
ask for Gus 
I 
, t 
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616 " COMMERCIAL 735 HOUSES 
OFFICE SPACE 
Psychologist wilh well- 
eslablished 0~wnt0wn 4.offke 
complex seeks individual in 
compatible business to shore 
office space. 1 office avail0ble 
immedialely. 
S300/m0011 inclusive 
(250) 615-6863 
THREE BEDROOM town 
house for rent. Available Nov. 
1st. NG heat, hot water + f/s in- 
vluded. No pets. References re- 
auired. Phone 250-635-7855. 
TOP FLOOR - 1100sqft, 3 bed- 
room, 2 bathrooms with NG fire- 
Dlace, fridge/stove, with W/D 
hookups. Good condition avail- 
able Nov. 1/99. 250-638-8544. 
3 BEDROOM, 1 1/2 bath above 
ground suite. No pets, ref's re- 
quired. $650/month. Call Lisa 
638-8639. 
TERRACE MASONIC hall is 
available for family or office par- 
ties, meetings, seminars, etc. 
It's inexpensive. Details from 
Hugh Giffard 250-638-7798. 
Book early for Christmas. 
VANCOUVER DOWNTOWN. 
Executive lofted studio suites in 
new high-rise. Superlative loca- 
tion, spectacular views. Monthly 
or extended slays @ $1350 + 
util. Well furnished and 
equipped, T.V. microwave. H/W 
floors, Secured U/G parking. 
Contact Dawn @ 1-604-938- 
4502. www.vip-hom as.com.. 
Email: roehliq@dimct.ca. 
CHRISTMAS/HEW Years 2000 
in WHISTLER 20 Nights Free* 
Live the exoenence. Unique ca- 
bins & executive homes. For 
bookings year-round or to re- 
serve a Xmas/New Year's geta- 
way, call Dawn at The ROEH- 
LIG GROUP 1-604-938-4502 
*Conditions apply. 
www.vip.homes.com Email: 
roehliq@direct.ca 
RETREAT LAKEFRONT fully 
equipped. 2BR house o~ Cow- 
ichan Lake, Youbou. W/wharf in 
sheltered bay. BBQ, deck, w/d. 
$400/week Off season rates. 
250-745-3330. 
SKI SUN PEAKS BC (45man 
from Kamloops) Fully equipped 
Condos & Chalets. Hot tubs, 
Saunas, Ski in/out, sleeping 2- 
32. Kids 12 and under 'w/adult 
full price ticket freel Stay 6 
nights & get 1st night freel TOP 
OF THE MOUNTAIN accomo- 
dations and management 1- 
800-585-8834. www,mwsolu- 
lions.cam/top. Ernail: sunpeaks 
@direct.ca 
SKYLINE MOTEL Special 
Rate, $35 + tax. One person. 
Add $5.00 ~p. Add $5.00 for ex- 
tra bed. Excluding long wee- 
kend and special events. Free 
room coffee, local phone, 
movies, indoor swimming pool, 
hot tub/sauna/coin laundry/ 
queen bed. Monthly/weekly 
rates available. 250-374.8944. 
Fax: 250-374-8950. 1763 E. 
Trans-Canada, Kamloops BC. 
BRING THIS AD EXPIRES 
OCT. 30/99. 
47 ACRES in Kitwanga. 3.bdrm 
"SMALL  ACREAGE"  
Nicely treed & Fenced with 6 bedroom house, 2 
fireplaces, 6 appliances, close to town centre & 
schools, heated barn, large workshop with 220 
wiring, gloss greenhouse, fruit rees, garden plot. 
Price $176.000 Phone 635-4453 
EAGLE PLACE 
New subdivision on the Bench. Son~e view ~ors still 
available, 
ALL PNCES REDUCED/ 
Choose the site for your :/ream home. Sta[ting at 
$32,900MLS 
John Evans,  Shei la Love, Gordie Olson 
l~ . / ,~  of Terrace 
638-1400 
fSherry Anderson ~ 
Notary Public 
Real Eslale, 
Conveyancing 
wills, 
h'b:~ile Home 
Trans[ers, 
Declarations, 
/~ort'doge 
. Do,:umenlotion, 
Nolarlzatlons Member 
4921 C-air Avenue 
Terra':e, B.C., V8G 2K1 
Tel: (250] 635-5988 
Fox: I 0)+35-s 2+ ) 
15 UNIT apt. building in Masset. 
12 - 2 bedroom s & 3 - 1 bed- 
rooms. New flooring in common 
area, and new roof. No vacan- 
cy. Needs strong on site man- 
agement. Gross income 
$6,000/month and can be easily 
increased. Qualified purchaser 
to assume mortgage of about 
$236,000. 604-2t4-2957 or 
604-263-891 1. 
2 BEDROOM houses as low as 
$40,000 to $75,000. Small 
down payment or rental pur- 
chase. For more info, please 
call 250-635-5290 for appoint- 
ment to view. 
230OSQ FT., 4 bdrm, large rec 
room, Oak cabinets, N.G., fire- 
place, appliances incl., green- 
house, large driveway, on large 
lot backing onto green space in 
Thornhelghts. 250-638-1280, 
eve. and wkends. $159,900. 
25 YEAR old log home. Com- 
pletely disassembled. 3 bdrms, 
2 1/2 baths, wind- 
ows/doors/fiooring/trusses in- 
cluded. All logs 5 1/2" diameter. 
$27,000 o.b.o, (604)538-3212. 
3 BDRN home with carport & 
decking N.G heat. Finished 
18x24' Garage (workshop)also 
heated with N.G. Detached 
wood storage shed all on 
80x200' lot with chain link 
fenced back yard. Close to 
schools and bus route in Thorn- 
hill. $130,000 For appointment 
to view 250-635-5317. 
3 BEDROOM bungalow near 
schools in Thornhill, Asking 
$92,500. 250-638-0873. 
3 BEDROOM, t 1/2 bath con- 
do. near schools and down- 
town. Paved parking fenced 
yard on quiet street. Gas fire- 
place, no pets. Damage deposit 
and references required. 250- 
635-3766. 
4 BDRM newer home w/full 
basement and double garage, 
storage shed, landscaped on 
8Ox200fi lot. at 3949 Sande 
asking $125,000 firm. Phone 
250-635-9530. 
MUST SELL moving: 4 bed- 
room, 2 bathrooms. House lo- 
cated in Kitimat. Asking 
$B2,000, Call Caro1@250-798- 
2126, 
NEWLY RENOVATED 3 bdrm 
rancher w/ garage and 2 drive- 
ways on 80x200fl lot at 1475 
Maple St. Asking $95,000. 250- 
635-9530. 
PRE-CAST Concrete Hausel 
Discover the numerous advan- 
tages: Low-cost construction, 
low heating/cooling costs, low 
insurance rates, virtually main- 
tenance freei Call Norm Hud- 
son (P/F/250-296-4414. 
QUICK POSSESION, immacu- 
late 4 bedroom open style 
home. Finished, beautiful base- 
ment. Carport. 2200 t.l.s. Up: 
Oak Kitchen, f/s, d/w, pantry, 
dining and living rm, view, 3hr. 
Master w/cheater ensure, 4pc 
bath. Deck. Dwn: Huge rec rm, 
shop, laundry rm. 4th br shams 
double-sided gas fp w/family 
rm, 3 pc bath. Bautifully fin- 
ished, neutral, bright W/D. Nice- 
ly landscaped. Basement entry. 
1 block to pool/arena/hs/park. 
66x125 lot. 4276-2nd Avenue, 
Smithers. 250-847-3750. 
$149,900. Check us out on the 
website: 
www.hiway16.com/homesforsal 
e/sm32.htm 
"LEGAL REVENUE Suite" in 7 
year old, 3 bdrm, 1 1/2 Oath 
home in Horseshoe. Alarm sys- 
tem. Suite has separate drive & 
entrance. $142,500 serious 
encl, only, Ph:250-638-1622. 
SPACIOUS 4 bd split level 
home in Horseshoe. Large LR 2 
1/2 baths. Finished basement 
suitable for rental. Gas heat h/w 
and fireplace. Paved double dri- 
veway with covered carport. 
Fenced yard with lots of trees. 
Asking $144,900, 4911 
Straume. Call 250-638-7254.. 
~ EPILEPSY 
CANADA 
1 800 860-5499 
home + two small cabins. All 
644  MOBILE  three buildings heated by: out- 
HOMES : door furnac'e.; Estl]lslJshe(l gar-:" 
. . . . .  . • den and berry patches. Very 
2 BDRM 12x60 mobile home 4 private location with river bar- 
appliances $525/month. Small2 dering and creek running 
bdrm mobile home in small trail- through. Asking $76,000, Call 
er court $395/mcnth with ref re- 250-849-5047. 
quimd. 250-635-9530. 
professionally built, 
Timberland Trailer Park. 12x60 large home offering 
-2 IoedrSoms in trailer. 8x16 ad- luxury and comfort on 
dillon (bedroom/sfb'rage)', CNV, 10 acres. 10 minutes 
F/S, W/D-  N. Gas heat. from downtown, 
$510.00/mo (utilities not includ- $379,000.00. Phone 250-635- 
ed). References required. Avail- 5555. Courtesy to Realtors, 
able immediately. Call 250-635- 
2013. 3 bedroom renovated hsd~,e., n
Terrace. New siding, windows, ' '~- 
cation 5 minutes from down- tile, carpets, good land with 
town/Stove, fridge, W/D hook- creek, subdivision possibilities. 
ups. Pets welcome. $550 Owner moved, 250-542-6552. 
monlh. 250-635-9102. 730 FOR SALE BY: 
( )WNER 
"ALIGATOR IS Back" in Jack- 
pine Flats. 2 bedroom trailer re- 
cently renovated, Mountain 
view. Ideal for horses. Pets al- 
lowed. For appointment cell 
Rene 250-635-7875. Leave 
messaqe. 
656 SHARED 
ACCOM. 
120OSQ LOG house, finished 
basement, on 1.72 Acres gar- 
den, fruit trees, green house, 
Gossen Creek subdivision. Ask- 
in.q $176,50u.00. 250-636-0745. 
I 
4734 Hamer St. $169.900 
Steve Butler Corinna Morhart 
Bus: 635-6361 
Res: 635-5338 
!: li i FREE 
~ ..~ MARKET 
~ EVALUATION 
Sheila Love 
635-3004 
l~f'A41~ of Terrace 
4~I~ Birch Avenue 
/ 4 bdrms -3 baths 
/ Old style charm 
/ Hardwood floors 
• I Beautiful view 
$172,500 M[LS 
#I- Timberland Park 
/ 2 bdrms (or 3) 
New vinyl windows 
/ ~s, built-in China cabinet 
/ Quick possession 
$14,800  MILS 
3412 Ebv Street 
Close te town 
J 2 n]g fireplaces 
,/4 bdrms -jacuzzi 
J Large duradeck 
$158,500 M~S 
Cedarvale Grill 
/ 39 seat restaurant 
/ Totally renovated 
/ 2 bdrxn owner accom. 
/ Highway exposure 
$185,000 MILS 
N Call J im Duff , /  
635-6688 
Cho  e Is Yours 
BRAND NEW'I! ONlY $53,900 MLS 
1,4×66 Mobile, 3 bdrm, deck, large pad 
SPUT lEVEL ASKING $121,900 MLS 
1040 sq.ft., 3 bdrm, 2 baths, oak: cabinets 
HORSESHOE STARTER PRICED AT $124,900 MLS 
960 sq.ft., 3 bdrm, basement, garage 
:UPLANDS AREA PRICED TO SELL $144,900 MLS 
. . . . . . .  1037 SCl*Lff., 5 yrs old, 3 bdrm, basement 
EASTSIDE BENCH ASKING $146,900/~LS 
1300 sq.ft., 5 bdrm, garage, 94xl  27 lot 
IMMACULATE!! GREAT VALUE AT $157,900/~LS 
1232 sq.fi., 4 bdrm, 2 1/2 baths, 2 f.p., shop 
VICTORIA COURT ONLY $89,900 t~LS 
2 BDRM CONDOS, 4 YRS OLD, SELF-CONTAINED 
HIGHWAY FRONTAGE ASKING $295,000 J~LS 
2800 sq.ft. 6 yrs old, concrete block shop & store plus 
1996 3 lodrm, 14x66 mobile home 
Wighlma~ & Smllh Really h~"  
4 BDR, 1 1/2 bath house on full 
basement. Near Uplands 
School. Drive by 4024 Munroe. 
SHARED LIVING - ideally suit- $149,D00. To view call 638- 
able for professional male. Fully 8639. '~ ~ NOTE: THIS DESIGN INCLUDES ~ ~ 
furnished private basement - 58 ACRES in Nass Valley. , ~ AN UNFINISHEDBASEMENT " ~ ~ " "~.~-, 
beautiful view, quiet neighbour- Good soil, 2 wells, 2 houses (1 I Il'~, (NOT SHOWN) ' ~  ~ - -  1 '~? • " 
ties,head' utilitiesFireplace'include.laundrYshared facili- fishing.fixe  upper).NumerousGOOd possibilitieshUnting& ~1~ ~ ~:~r -~ ~- ' ' - -  ~ r~, .~.~_~uw;~~C)  
kitchen upper level. N/S, N/D. for the right people. For more ~4o,,,, ~ ,~ 
References required, Call for information, call Bobble & Si ,~I ~ "~ ~"~"~,~k"Jl'~ g ~',~; ..... ~"~;~ ~.  '~=+"~ , ,~, ~---,~"%-~ 
appointment o view. 250-635- Davis, 250-638-7899, ~,  .~  ~ '~ '3 i~ i~ l  (f~ ~ i~- -  I~  l~J  <-  
4762. 
I~¢o.v | ~ 211 = 314 660 STORAGE I bedrooms, European kitchen, I - '~"  ~w.~,su, ~ E~ , ~~~, ,~,LYr , :X~ A , ...... , A 
-" . . . .  living room, separate dining L ~ ~ ..,,+ E~ "=) ~ ~ rl u~ ~ ,-, ~ ',~:::.~7 I / \  / \  
i o~, stu} 14 ° x 17 ~ . ' ~oOM*a L. ,:.~;. ~' . room, family room. study, ~ ,  ~ ' I / \  / \  
fenced. $164900 A MUST GAUS,~ 
SEE. 250-635-7917. . ~'' 
, .- .-d g l l  [" 
I bedroom, level entry home in t~ SECOND FLOOR PLAN COV~R,~PORCH ] IL--JI I L - - -  
Horseshoe area. Close to I~=)1 .... t~O4SQ.FT, flO2.SM') . . . .  , . . . . .  r t - - . . - -~; , . - - - - - , .= i=, , i~- - - - j - J -  - -  
schools In quiet cuI-de-sao. Has ~ ~ ~ ~ ) N  
2 ng fireplaces, I full and 2 half 
baths, ceramic files and carpet 
through out, single garage plus 
double carport, BI dishwasher, 
blinds, rough in central vac, mlr- 
rored closet doors, Very private ~lr-'~l ~ ~ '  ...t+ 2x 6 EXTERIOR WALLS 
setting. Asking . $197,500, I '~ i 
Phone 250-634-7466 for ap- ' " 
pointment to view. .WIDTH. 62'- o" (18,9 M) 
)1 ~ ~  ~= ~ . ;, De,,,H.~S'- e"(. 1 .) 
largeHome- r P~NNO. 7-3-663 1
. = u . ,  , " " -u ' :=u '  View t, ~ - ~ ~ _ . J A , ! _ -  . I TOTAL 2264SQ, FT . (20 , .4M' ) l  
K ~ ' --- :- ,u  , % / 
MOVING SOON - - ~'I - - -  J~ ' ' ' " 
REDUCED PRICEDI 
10 bedrooms, 5barb. 
rooms, 5 entrances, 
BRAND NEW quality suites in 
sunny Scotsdale, Arizona. Now 
offering discounts to all Cana- 
dian Travelers. Rates starting at 
$119/nt Canadian, Call 1-888- 
401-7666 end ask for the Cana- 
dian Rate. 
approx..48 landscaped 
acres sloping down to 
Skeena River frontage. 
Greaf for the business 
mind~ person or family'. 
Many Extras! 
$183,000 
12501635-935~ 
Terrace 
• . , , . . ,~  Ol,,,,.,, A , . , . ' I . , I . I . ,  ] l l l l l l i l l l / , l l l~ f l l l t ,  IFI|lIlEJr L. e "J" +" 
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815 TRUCKS FOR 
SALE 815 "rRUCKSFOR 
, SALE r . " " • ' 
4 bdrm newer 
home on 2 acres 
$152,000 MLS 
Renovated rancher, 
3 bdrms, 2 baths 
4702 Goulet Ave 
Deluxe Dream 
Home on cul-de-sac 
$299,000 MLS 
 o"'o'er,ne"r,o,,co, o, 
K~'R  [ ]  ~ i i :~!  the current llsllngs catalogue. 
, ~i  Katherine Hicks 
~ ~ ~ ~  615-9592 
638-0371 ~ ANYTIME! 
~L~/J|h}: i :~ l | "h1 : |  :1 ~E|E I Ia= ~] ~E|h ' ! : |  :i f/|rlh1[ ia  
LOCATED AT LAKELSE LAKE 
_~ 70'x200' Lat 75 ×200 Lat ~ 
;-1 Private Setting Beautifully Lanscoped ~.. 
Good Buy, 2 Storey Starter 1 1/2 Slorey Home + Shop [ ]  s8o, oo s  ,9oo 
d ~ Shaunce Kru isse lbr ink  and ~ 
~ %  R~F° f r l~e~rrace  ~ ~ 
L - -  .,=:::oooo. 
Sat.  23, 1-3pro 
Beautiful 2 bdrm, 
2 bath home. 
JUST MOVE IN, 
PUT YOUR FEET UP. 
$76 .500 MLS 
Call  Rusty or  Bert  
635-5754 
~mlu~,21 '~"  
htmaun & Smith Realty LtdJ 
MANUFACTURED HOME 
PARK: Large view lots. Across 
from Spallumcheen Golf 
Course. Vernon, BC. Homes 
from $58.9001 CMHC approved. 
Low down payment, 5% Down. 
LAWRENCE HEIGHTS 250- 
542-5400 (days) or 250-862- 
8746 (evenings). 
MOBILE HOME #45 Timber- 
land. 1975 12'x68 with addition, 
n/gas, washer, dryer, new fridge 
and stove. Many updates. 
10'xlO' shed. $20,000 O.B.e. 
250-635-3231. 
MOBILE HOME 14x70 1980 
Manchester. 2 Bedroom, beau- 
tiful open design, lots of wind- 
ows. Structurally very sound. 
$15,000. Call 250-635-4442. 
Also available salvacle material. 
MUST SELL older 2 bedroom 
mobile in Terrace Trailer Court 
$12,000.00. Needs TLC. Willing 
to rent. low rent. 250-638-7913. 
12X48 MOBILE with 12x48 ad- 
dition. 3 bdrm, 4 appl and sheds 
on a corner pad in Thornhill. 
Will sacrifice at $28 000. 250- 
635-1740. 
14X70 MOBILE homes in 
Burns Lake. Starting at 
$18,900. Free delivery up to 
100 miles. Call Leon at 250- 
692-3375. 
1992 MODULE Home, 2 large 
bedrooms, master bedroom 
with access to the large bath- 
room with a luxury soaker tub. 
Immaculate condition including 
a sunke~ living morn with cus- 
tom built blinds and valances 
and a built In china cabinet. A 
beautifully landscaped fenced in 
yard, with a large shed and a 
10x28 covered deck Includes 5 
appliances, Must be seen to be 
appreciated!l! Located in Pine 
Park #27, $68,000. To view call 
250-635-6926. 
3 BDRM 12x68 renov mobile 
home on 80x200ft lot, also 
house on lot suitable for stor- 
age, Asking only $63,000 at 
3927 Sande Ave. Call 250-635- 
9530. 
3 BEDROOM 14x70 mobile 
home with new vinyl siding and 
vinyl windows. Includes washer, 
dryer, fridge and stove. Air con- 
ditioning. Asking $40,000 
O.B.e .  250-635-0994. 
BUY NEW or move your '96 on 
newer home to Boulderwood 
MHP on Larch Avenue, Thorn- 
hill. An all owner occupied com- 
munity with bus route, shop- 
ping, golf, fishing nearby. Call 
Gordon @ 250-638-1182 for 
details. 
1985 PONTIAC Bonneville 
3.8L, Auto, air, Tilt, 
am/fm/cass, Mississippi Grand- 
pa driven to Bridge games and 
groceries. Solid body, only one 
Canadian winter, CNV 4, good 
studded snows. Great winter 
beatert $2400. Call 250-635- 
9736. 
1986 PARSIENNE, fully loaded, 
Propane, $1800 O.B.O. 250. 
638-8874. 
1987 FIREBIRD ERC, Good 
body, 350CUI, V8. Ph:250-615. 
4424. $2000. 
1992 MUSTANG LX 5.0 White, 
All options. Excellent condition. 
$9,000.00. 250-847-4300. 
1998 WHITE Ford Explorer, 
Only 20,O00kms. All the 
goodies. Assumable lease for 
two years. Ne money down. 
Must fill out Ford Credit applica- 
tion. $588.86 per month. Call 
250-692-6349. 
CARS FROM $500 Govern. 
ment seized & surplus. Sold Io- 
caliy. CalJ for lisitngs. 1-888- 
342-3500 EXT. BB60 
TAKE OVER payment. 800* 
Hondas* Toyotas* Crvs* Ac- 
cords* Civics* Vans* Trucks 
4x4 lease return, reloss. Savel 
Savel We buy cars for cash. Fi- 
nancing available. Call TERRY 
Row! and drive away today. 
250-736-2821 
"91 HONDA Accord Ex-R 
Station Wagon, very well main- 
tained, fully loaded. Full set of 
winter tires on rims. $11,000. 
250-635.2136. 
~, i ~" Ig ' r - "U l~U U ml  
:.~-~. :.::.: i:.~ 
;~ii~i~ ~i~: New i:14~i~.~..,. , ~: 
]iiiiiiii!iiiii!i]ii!iiiiiLOAOli~ ~'= ii~ ..,= [ eas  u re  'S t  a r t s H e re  
1956 Hart  H ighway 
1-888-301-2288 
W~ ~;~ 
~ t&~ 
Ilesidoidi-I i hyWal l  .... 
'~, " HANV MORE EXT][LqLS""; ~ 
~:  . ,: wass~e,ooj~ *..~ 
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1984 TOYOTA 4x4 P.U., 3" lift, 
header, weber carb and intake, 
33" tires, $3800 o.b.e. 250-638- 
1280. 
1986 CHEV 3/4 ton 350 Auto. 
good running condition. 
$2200.00 O.B.e. 250-635- 
2124, 
1987 F-150 Custom, 4x4 e/c, 6 
cylinder canopy, near new, 
tires, battery, alt. w/pump, 
brakes. 250-635-2742. $4,750 
abe. 
1988 Ford Ranger XLT 4x4, Ext 
Cab, 2.9L, V6, 5 Speed, Air, 
Cruise, Cassette, Canopy, 
85,000Kin. Asking $8000. 250- 
635-9347. 
1988 JEEP CHEROKEE 4wd, 
150,000km, two door, automat. 
ic, power windows & doors. 
Good condition. Priced to sell, 
$6,500. 250-847-3750. 
1988 WHITE Ford econoline 
extended van. Has raised roof 
and trailer package. On natural 
gas and gasoline . Engine and 
transmission rebuilt 1995, 
Many recent repairs and in 
good condition. Very economi- 
cal and versatile. Passed pro- 
vincial inspection on July 31/99, 
$4,800 abe. 635-6429. 
1991 TOYOTA, 4x4 pu, SR5, 
V6, loaded except air, top of the 
line canopy, canopy pack, bed 
liner, hitch alpine, stereo. Call 
638-0639. $10,995. 
1993 TRACKER, 4x4, 
59,000Kin, power steering, ster- 
eo cassette, hard & soft top, 
sun roof, excellent condition, 
under coated, 250-635-4769. 
After 5:00pm. 
1997 G~IC 350 4x4 extended 
cab, short box, loaded. Comes 
with low profile canopy. Recenl 
brakes & tires. Asking $26,500. 
Call 250-632-5B43 EVENINGS 
& WEEKENDS. 
TERRACE 
EM FORD 
Wants to 
buy your 
"QUALITY 
USED" 
vehicles. 
For the best 
price, call 
..... us First. 
4631 Keith Ave 
250-635-4984 
!-800-463-1128 
f lmi=li E3 
1991 Chev Camaro 
Beautiful Ride 
$9,995 
1987 Honda 
Civic Wagon 
4 cyl, 5 spd 
$2,995 
1987 Honda Accord 
$4,995 
1984£..~£.~t~tu~ SLE 
Iu ,y l~~rds~ 
',,~0wmg package 
$29,995 
1992 Dodge Spirit 
4dr sedan, air, 4 cyl, auto. 
$6,995 
1993_Chevy Lu.mina 
~-urosport 
6 cyl Auto, 10w kms, fully loaded 
Was $13,995 
Now $I 1,.___995 
1993 Pontiac Grand Am 
Auto, 6 cyl, fully loaded 
Was $12,495 
Now $11,995 
1997 Pontiac Grand Am 
GT 
4 cyl, 5 slXl, NO, fully loaded, spoiler 
Was $20,995 
Now $19,._._._995 
1995 Honda Accord EX-R 
V 
leather, ~~pewer  
group, ~1~,  rear spoiler, CD & 
cans 
$21,995 
1989 Ford F-150 4x4 
5 spd, 6cyl. 
$5,995 
1995 Chev Beretta 
2dr coupe, 5 speed 
$11,995 
1994 Mazda Protege SE 
Sunroof, 5 spd, 4 dr. Sedan 
$10,995 
1997 Subaru Legacy GT 
sedan, AW0, Auto, CD, 0nly 38,000k 
$26,995 
1998 Ford Ranger Xtra 
Cab XLT 
auto, 6 cyI,A.C, cruise, CO & alloy wheels 
$19,995 
1998 Ford Windstar 
V6 Auto, A/C, power windov~, locks, 7 
pass., 10w kin's, f0ctory warranty 
$21,995 
1997 Honda Civic 
4 cYl, ~q~-~J i ,~actory  
wa~r~star t ,  
alarm system 
$15,995 
1998 Chev..Tr~r 
4D0or, 4 ~ @ ~ u p ,  19 
$19,99...._.._5 
1994 Subaru Loyale 4x4 
Wagon 
NC, r00frack, cassette, 10w kms, 1 owner 
$11,995 
1996 Buick Century 
4dr Sdn, Auto, V6 
$15,995 
1993 Pontiac Sunbird GT 
5 gpd, 6 cyl, fully loaded 
Was $12,995 
Now $10,995 
ONLY 3 LEFT 
1 999 Honda Civics 
Priced To Clear 
FEATIIRING... ~ 
D Auto 
I rB  Deta i l ing  
*Get it clean for winter 
*Detail adds to resale 
*Free Est imates 
*Located at Terrace Honda 
*Call 24 Hours 
6 ! 5-6844 
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1994 GMC Reg. Cab, P.U. HD 
4x4, 350 auto, air, ,tow pack. 
120,000Km, $14K. Great condi. 
lion. 250-632-2683 Days 250. 
849-5702 eve. 
1983 GMC get away van, Fully 
equipped. Excellent condition. 
250-635-5412, 
1988 FORD 15 passenger Van. 
Good condition, $3,200. Phone 
250,~46.9219 or 250-847-1939. 
17' DOUBLE Eagle. Reduced 
to sell. Must be seen. Call 250- 
632-7154 after 5pm. 
2 FRESH water cooled 4.3 liter 
V6 Mere Cruisers. Complete 
with Alpha 1 legs, lift motors 
and steering equipment. $6,000 
O.B.e. 250-632-4026. 
1996 24 foot motor home, dual 
air, microwave. Like new condi- 
tion, 2 1/2 years.Phone 250- 
635-9451, 
OVER 200 new & Used R.V.'s 17 I 
new brands. 0 down financing, I 
frades, or we pay cash. For best J
price in B.C. Call us free 1-BOO- J
668-1447 or www.voyager.rv.com J 
B.C. Interiors largest dealor J 
Vayoger R.V. Centre Hwy. 97 I 
Winfield, B.C. Dl#9452. J 
FOR SALE: 1995 Attic Cat 580 
powder special, reverse, cover, 
excellent running condition. Low 
.mileage, and female owner. 
$4,700. 
Wanting late model 700 Polaris 
250-639-3476. 
EARLY CHILDHOOD educator 
required for Sunflower Child 
Care Center. Please apply in 
writing to 2903 Kerr St. For 
more information call 250-635- 
1512 
i 
Looking for 
Child Care? 
Skeena Child Care Resource and 
Referral has informatJ0n on 
child care options and on 
choosing child care. 
Drop by The Family Place 
• at 4553 Park Ave. 
or 0all 638-1113, 
Skeena CCRR is a program of Ihe 
Terrace Woman's Resource Cenlre 
and is funded by l~e MInisW of Social 
k~velopment and Economic Secud~ 
KEN'S 
MARINE 
4946 Greig Ave. 
Ph: 635-2909 
'89 Yamaha 
Pr0-Hauler AT?, rear flat deck 
$  9s,oo 
J 'gS h=eh Jig Bear / 350cc AlYwi~nch 
Don't forget to 
winterize your 
boat. 
'96 VM~ 600 ST 
.2' trek &pi~ 
$4,295.00 
Year 2000 Yam.ha 
Kodiak Ultramatic 
4x4 
I!i ST0(K 1 
i 2"ifrod(r~ln~i:& stJng~ 
~ : '~$4,99 | ;00  
Used Snowmobile 
Trailer 
Double wide with shield 
Sws.oo 
20% off oil In 
Stock Marine 
Accessories. 
NANNY SEEKING full time po- 
sition. 20 Yrs, experience. Ref- 
er, available. 250-635-5816 ask 
for Elizabeth. 
RAINBOW CASTLE Preschool 
is accepting registrationsl U- 
censed experienced staff, great 
learning environmenL Single/ 
stay at home parent? Call us to 
see if you qualify for fundingl 
250-638-8890 Usa or Tracey. 
HONDA FOR THE YEAR 
LET  YOUR 
: zooo :  
THE;  V IS ION 
"We must win 
through 
our own 
technology, 
no matter 
how hard 
it is to 
develop." 
5oichiro Hondo, 
I905- I991 
The Honda task: to build you a stronger, 
safer, more fuel efficient, better 
pertmming, more comfortable, more 
satisfying vehicle to drive. The Honda 
reward: the attainment ofthese goals, as 
embodied by our 2000 models, 
DRIV ING 
Civic Hatchback,..  fun-loving by 
nature; solid value by design, 
Features include: 
' Responsive 1,GL Fuel Injected Engine 
, AM/FM Stereo with Quartz Clock 
,50/50 Fold.Down Rear Seatback 
. Dual Remote Control Mirrors 
, Tilt Steering Wheel 
° Rear Lip Spoiler ""°% 
cavac  3 t .£  t 
PLEASURE BEGIN 
• . . . / ~ ' ~ % ' ~  Model [155IYX1/ 
Civic SE Sedan.,. all you'd expect 
from Canada's s~artest buy - 
and then some. 
Extras include: 
• Keyless Entry 
• CFC.Free Air Conditioning 
• Power Door Locks 
• StyllshColour.KeyedDoorllandles ,=,' °'% 
Ucense Plate l~im ~w'..------(~'~ 
awc ~£ t 
Accord Sedan... again, setting 
the standard for the resL 
Features include: 
• Powerful 2.3L WEC Engine 
• Power Windows, Door Locks & Healed 
Power Mirrors 
"Anti.Lock Braking System CABS.) .OF .,._'% 
• AM/FM Stereo with Casselte 
' CFC.Free Air Conditioning 
, Grade Logic Automatic - ACCORO -- 
Transmission Canada's 
4838 HWY 16 W, TERRACE Dealer #9682 1-800-665-1990 638-8171 
..................................................................... ,~ud=~u u , ,  a Luuu L,,vn. fldll*llUdl;K hA, fnUOel I:JU3ZYB (~L, IVIC ~t- ~edan, model EJG51YXV) (*Accord LX Sedan, model CG564YE) @ $178 (z'~$228) (+$318) per monlh for 
48 monlhs respeclively. Total lease obligation f $11,991.49 (j,~,$14,76910) (,~$20,84986) dudes down payment, documentation lee, registration rue,lira & b~ttery levy, 48 nlonthly payments arid related taxes Down payment orequivalent trade 
is $1,824.50 (~$A$1,86t) (+$2,815). Iniliah0n required of$2,67426 (A,~$2,822.86) (,$4,181 42) nc udes down payment, first monthly payment, regis, Ira ion ee .",ecur ty dopes o $225 (L',Z~.$215) (+$315) Zero dOW pan on! tans also avail . 
96000kma owance(10c/kmexceedn096000)appfes Taxes licenceand'nsoranceareadd=Uonal 0p ion to purchase a ease nd for $7 50 4 Y P abe , . . . . .  , (L'V~8, 50) )(~$12,650) plus laxon. Dealer may lease for less. See dealer for complete details. 
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CHRYSLER 
'99 Jeep Cherokee Sport 
6 cyl, Auto 
$26,995 
'98 Dodge Caravan 
V6, Auto, Dual Sliding Doors 
, $19,995 
97 Dodge Dakota 4x4 
Club Cab, SLT, auto, air, tilt, 
cruise, windows, locks 
, $23,995 
97 Jeep Gr Cherokee Laredo 
6 cyl, Auto, Air, wlndows, locks, 
Super Clean 
, $27,995 
96 Chrysler Town & Country 
leather, quad seats, Dual air 
& more 
$31,egs Now $26,995 
'97 Plymouth Breeze 
Auto, Air, Cruise, Tilt, Cassette 
$15,588 
'96 Jeep 6R Cherokee 4x4 
Laredo 
Auto, Air, windows, locks & more 
$25,995 
'95 Dodge Caravan 
V6 Auto, NC, child seat 
$14,995 
'94 Chrysler Concorde 
6cyl, auto, NC, tilt, cruise, 
windows, locks & more 
$13,995 
'92 Chrysler Dynasty 
V6 Auto, Air, Cruise, Tilt, 
Windows, Locks 
$m,995 Now $8,995 
'91~o ~ 
: ;;'FORD 
'95 Ford 4Whdr Xcab 
4x4 
V8, Auto, NC, Tilt, Cruise 
$15,995 
'95 Ford Aerostar 
All wheel drive, leaded 
$15,995 
'92 Mercury Cougar 
Auto, NC, Tilt, Cruise, 
Windows, Locks 
$8,995 
' 
~ :  Shelly Haynes-Morrelli 
• >.~.  Independent co~sul~an) 
~ ~  4818 Agar Avenue 
I I~ J l ld " - 'T (  vR~ BTiU"TES ! :~11~ ~ T:il~oi,~e.a,,, pTe t~,l~m F: (250)63818'91 
Coqx~at~ Por~e$ * Wc~dm~e Con s~'*t 
, i 
II ,,, LocaIOr Out O f To~n 
I I  ¢ Full Service 
II " I nqu ' r~aad Discaunt 
t ~OViflG? PRECISELYRIGHT ::: 
rmck & New 28 #1tailer atYout Servlcel 
~~¶p. , Across town or the country 
~.~ • Will assist or load for you 
• Reasonable Rates 
, Bondable 
~~:~-~, :~,~ 
Telephone: 635-8891 
EORGE Cell Phone: 615-7197 
OOLEY Fax: 635-6762 
G.C. MOBILE S~,u. ENGim REPAIR 
Generators Chainsaws ~ 
Outboards Lawnmowers 
Rider Lawnmowers Snowblowers 
I DOUBLE CLEAN 
CARPET CARE 
IICRC Certified Technicians in: 
- Carpet Cleaning dee,,;  
] t,r~g~ti '°'lt~ Upholstery Cleaning ""~.a,~ 
- Flood Restoration -0%, 
*Rber Zone Pile lifter helps =tore PitoI ¢1~ 22112 
~:l *HIg~l Inte~l~ PJr Movers peed dqlng# yv l r  v 
FINANClALS ON TIME ~r~ ~.,~9~/~sters 
.~. ~ar  Ser t~e i 
• Financial Statements ,~ .  • Full Bar Service for .~ 
• WCB Remittance • GST Remiffance i ~  50-500 people ~:::~ 
• Payroll |'~ ~ i~.::" • CertiFied Bartenders 
' Ac!:ounts Receivable/Payables m ~ <i i: • Very Reasonable Rotes 
OREST J. WAI{ARUI{, erda l i ' ,ill Call Us For I 250-638-4229 l id1  Hassle Free garlanding E-Math owakaruk@kermode.net ~ 250-635.9505 
ACE TOOL repair - authorized 
service centre for Makita • De- 
walt • Black and Decker • Delta 
, Porter-Cable • Trademaster, 
King • Ryobi • Hitachi. For parts 
and accessories & service 
phone 1-888-223-8005. 4105 
2nd Ave, Smithers, B.C; VOJ 
2N0. We accept Visa & Master- 
card, 
T 
I N @  On A l l  Ne~ l~ar lcy  Da~id~n 
Motorcycles 
PAYMENT8 Act Nowl 
Don't l ie disappointed! 
~ : : ~ , ~ i .  ~:+ ~O~N Until Al=rli 
Ckeck out our ~ide 
selectiott aS 
Hadey Davidson Merchandise... 
• Mete" ~ Ladies ~ot l~ar 
• Kids Clothing,  • Helmut~r • Rn iws  
CONSOLIDATE YOUR pay, 
merits, One easy payment, No 
more stress. No equity-securitY, 
Good or bad credit. Immediate 
approval, Immediate relief. Na- 
tional Credit Counselors of Ca- 
nada, For nearest office, 1-888. 
777-0747. Licensed and bond- 
ed; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
DEBT PROBLEMS? We can 
helpi Stop Collection Calls. 
Consolidate' Your Payments. A!' 
ternatives to Bankruptcy. Free 
Consultation. Credit Counseling 
Sociely of :BC; A Non-Profit Or. 
qanization. 1-888-527-8999. 
DO YOU need a!!cenced Bar 
Tender fo r  50 to 350 people? 
We do Weddings, and parties of 
all kinds. Reasonable rates, full 
table service available upon re, 
quest, black tie or casual events 
Call us for pricing and reserva- 
tion information. 638-7830. 
KICKBOXING, EXCELLENT 
cardio, learn self defense, full or 
no contact, NOT Tae Bo! Call 
250-638-7154, 5:30 Io 9:30 
wkdys. 
: tleip F0r Today.:,;~7',:; 
[lope l~or T6molTow. 
I J m 
'98 Chev (~,a~r i . . . .  their fello~ :~itizens. 
~3,995 I 
'97 Chevrolet 4Whdr 
XCab Z-71 
V8, Auto, Leather, Loaded 
$28,495 
'97 Pontiac Bonneville SE 
V6, auto, air conditioning, tilt, locks 
cruise, cassette, windows & more 
$22,995 
'96 Pontiac Grand Am 
2 dr, V6, 5 Speed, pw, pl 
$12,995 
'96 GMC Jimmy 
All wheel drive, fully loaded 
828,995 
'95 Chev Tahoe 
350 V8 Auto, low krn's, loaded 
829,995 
'95 Chevrolet 4x4 XCab 
Diesel -. 
Auto, A/C, Tilt, Cruise, Cassette 
$25,995 
'95 Chevrolet Monte Carlo 
V-8,Auto, Fully loaded 
816,995 
'94 Chevrolet Cavalier 
Auto, Air & more 
$9,995 
IMPORTS: 
'97 Suzuki Sidekick 
JI.X, Sport, 4Dr, 4x4, windows, 
locks & more 
$18,995 
'97 Toyota 4 Runner SR5 
V6, auto, air 
$27,995 
'95 Toyota 4Runner 
V-6, 5 speed, runnlng boards 
826,995 
'93 Honda Civic 
2dr, 5spead, 0nly 37,000krn 
$8,995 
'93 Toyota Camry 
V6, Auto, AIr, Tilt, Cruise, Power 
Locks & Windows & More 
Waa $17,995 Now $15,995 
'91 Honda Civic 
4 door, 5 speed, 
$5,995 
'90 Toyota Corolla SR5 
2 door coupe, sunroof 
$5,995 
4916 Hwy, 16 West 635.7187 
1-800-313-7187 ms. s95s 
www,terraoeeutomall.com 
Alzheimer Society 
m 
How 
[ People with I KOALA are / 
developmental disabilities SUN SALON we / 
are creat:lng a better J J cometanat  
fm:ure for themselves and I I l'ermce's newest "HOT SPOT" 
J . . .  . , ,  . . .  I I Across from Spee Dee Printers ~i~ 
new m.o~, , ;~! t ! , z ,e ,  ns , .  " : .  .... ; ...... • " Tel' 63S-45~ " . . . . . .  " 
I communities where I / 
I everyone belongs. I / - -  . . . . .  - - - -  ~ = 
I I I TERRACE'$ LOST & 
J ~ .  BC Association J . J FOUND KEY DEPOT 
/ ~or C, ommunity Living / / 635.5549 o, 1-888-560.5549 
/ ~ (604)875-1119 I C 
}~F Web www.vcn.bc.ca/bcac, I 
. . . .  nrl(i[ 17o:,So! LOll 
~ " - ~ .i::i~,::., ::i, r~ i !~ i l  g " " ld like )o invite Ihelr 
I ~ C I a s s i f i e d A d v e r t i  ~ n g 5; e r v i c e - ~l/;; i~l ~standnewclienteleloihelrnewlocalion. 
i -- :; I ~ .  : " __..:" : . i: :: .~  '~ i  ~i (nlx(~ t2 1Hovtajkav e ~ermce,¥ . ~.
l ) ,O - ,e  tRI/ T Illtill ll Hairs,ling for lfle whole Family 
I lk! i l l  i! tU i l l  '/I 615-0092 
I !  I I : l l l  '~= . . . .  ~ / I i  IL:.~til ~ i ~  MON-FRI 9:00 a.rrl.- 7:O0 p.m. 
[ ] Y  ~ l ~ , ~ J ~ ~ L ~ d  ~ ~.  i l l l  ~ ,=,==~==m,, SAT 9:00 a.rn.- 4:00 p m 
!i!~}!7!i 
Best Buy Options... 
Per Insedian 
25LW~ e~d' l  
BC's Interior $85. $1.80 
Vancouver Island $85, $1.80 
The Lower Mainland $80. $1,80 
All of the Above $215. $5.40 
48 Newspapers with a combined 
circulation of 814,46611 
PIONEER UPHOLSTERY 
s ince  1973 
FOR ALL YOUR UPHOLSTERY NEEDS 
,m 
~eleEratin ~ ~  '~*':~ Igl:lLtltt' ~ ' r ' r ' "  
...... !i2S~i~rs!: : 39ol Oo~bie St., Terrace, B.C. 
• Claudet te  Sandeck i  635-9434 
i _ 
f 
"WELCOME i 
Your Welcome 
r~ Wagon Hostess for 
Terrace, B.C. are: 
Linda 
635-9768 
& Tanya 
615-O330 
IF you have moved 
to Terrace or have 
JbUSt had a new 
aby, are getting 
married, ~ or s!art- 
inc:j a new bust' 
hess, just give usa 
call. ~ 
V • SlNC'Zl 1930 J 
Ultimate Solution 
Electrolysis 
Sandy Smart, Electrologist 
#202-4650 Lazelle Ave ii 
635-7835 
i i I 
SEAPORT LIMOUSINE LTD." 
j PASSENGER AND EXPRESS SERVICE J 
I Daily scheduled bus service from Stewart to l 
, J Terrace and return, and all points in between; Pick- j 
J up and delivery of goods in Terrace, C.O.D. and J 
j courier service. , , j 
P.O. Box 217, Stmvdrt, B.C. 
Ph: 636-2622 FAX: 636.2633 
, Terrace Depot:. 635.7676 
I . . .  . . . . .  . . . ,  , 
BC's 
Interior Vanc°uver F Island he~ 19 newspapers wltha Lower . combined circulation 
of 144,311. 
16 newspapers with a combined Mainland 
circulation of 223,350. 
1:1 newspapers with a combined 
circulation of 446,805. 
~Newsr, ape~ !1 ~ '~- - '  H 
~ TERRACE STANDARD 638-7283 or Fax 638-8432 ] 
The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, October 20, 1999- C? 
STANDARD 
OFFICE HOURS & DEADLIN 
The office is open 
Monday to Friday for 
receipt of 
advertisements, 
letters to the editor and 
contributed articles. 
MONDAY - 
FRIDAY 
8:30 A.M.- 
5:00 P.M. 
3210 CLINTON STREET, TERRACE, B.C. rV8G 5R2 
638-7283 Fax 
COMMUNITY NEWSPAPERS 
ASSOCIAT ION 
British Colurabia nd Yuko, 
AGRICULTURE 
BC INDUSTRIAL HEMP 
GROWERS ASSOCIA- 
TION Inaugral Meeting 
Oct 29 & 30, Rainbow 
Country Inn, Chilliwack. 
Promote information shar- 
ing, credible representa- 
tion for hemp growers 
support research. For in- 
formation and registration 
- AI Oliver Ministry of 
Agriculture (250) 371- 
6050 Fax (250) 828-6700 
E m a i : 
AI.OI iver@gems3.gov.bc. 
ca. 
AUCTIONS 
SELECT HORSE Drawn 
Carriage and Sleigh 
Auction Private 
Collection, Sunday, Oct. 
31 12 Noon, Rodeo 
Arena, High River, 
Alberta. Varieties horses 
antiques. Oberg Auctions, 
Phone 403-782-1734. 
AUTO 
CARS FROM $500, 
Government seized and 
surplus, All makes and 
models. Sold locally. Call 
for listings. 1-800-734- 
6588 Ext BC40, 
BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITIES 
HIGH PROFIT Vending 
Routes, Min Investment 
Financing Available 501- 
8363/1-800-387-2274, 
CASH IN/CASH OUT, 
Coke, Pepsi, Hostess, 
M&M. Re-stock establish- 
ment unique vendors in 
your area. No selling. Full- 
time, part-time, Minimum 
investment $13,980, 1- 
888-503-8884.24 hours. 
EARN $1000 PER WEEK 
with your computed Copy 
3,5" software, disks from 
home Send S,A.S,E, for 
free report and duplication 
rights. Omni-X: 2372 
Yonge St., #g, Toronto, 
ON, M4P 2E6. 
JOCUS TOYS EXPAND- 
ING needs consultants, 
300+ educational prod- 
ucts, majority under $20. 
Home parties, catalogue 
sales. Christmas- Busiest 
time of the yearl 
Information free- 
Fall/Christmas catalogue. 
Contact Netonia 7-600- 
361-4587 ext 9387. 
GREAT CANADIAN 
Dollar Store franchise op- 
portunlty. $65,000 
$75,000. Investment (in- 
eluding stock). Member of 
Canadian Franchise 
Association. #302-31 
Bastion Square, Victoria, 
BC VSW 1J1, Fax 250- 
388-9763, Webslte: 
www.dollarstores,com, 
Y2K - WORRIES? CALL 
Y2K - Simple, Affordable 
Solutions. Win new com- 
~ utar 1-900-677-0828, 1,85 per minute - 12 
minutes, 18 +, 
I 
Network  C lass i f ieds  OCT 16/99 
These ads appear in approximately 100 t(~ 
community newspapers in B,C.and Yukon ~,p 2 9 0 
and reach more than 3 mi on readers. 
for 25 words 
$ 6.00 each 
additional word 
EMPLOYMENT 
OPPORTUNITIES 
TRAVEL the WORLD 
while you WORKI Au 
Pair/Nannies earn $75- 
$300/weekl Free R&B IN- 
TERNATIONAL AU PAIR 
604-858.8908. 
PARTS PERSON. 
Minimum 3 years experi- 
ence, Excellent wages, 
benefit package. 
Performance bonuses. 
Located 2 1/2 hours N,E. 
of Edmonton. We are a 
busy jobber store carrying 
auto/ag and industrial 
supplies. Forward re- 
sume: Bumper To 
Bumper, Box 30, Lac La 
Biche, AB, T0A 2C0. Fax: 
780-623-3976. 
REQUIRED IMMEC bATE- 
LY heavy duty truck me- 
chanic for shop in north- 
ern Alberta Must have at 
least three years experi- 
ence or journeyman tick- 
et. Fax resume to Rick 
Penchuk at 760-523. 
5910. No phone calls 
please 
TRAILER REPAIR KIT 
FOR 2000-7000 Ib, tan- 
dem axles, Includes 
equalizers, shackle 
stra;)s, bushings, bolts 
and prepaid Xpresspost. 
ONLY $49.91. Phone 1- 
204-529-2235, fax 1-877- 
529-2234. DL PARTS for 
Trailers. Clip & Save or 
call for catalog. 
MISCELLANEOUS 
STEEL BUILDINGS: 
Norsteel Building Systems 
Ltd. (A B.C. Based 
Company) offers all type 
of Pre.Enginsered Steel 
Structures. Custom made 
to meet all of your building 
needs, at affordable 
prices, Cal 1-800-932- 
9131. 
MOBILE HOMES 
BANFF HOTEL requires a 
full-time Housekeeping 
Manager, Responsibilities 
include: staff supervision, 
quality control, general 
housekeeping duties. 
Competitive salary~bene- 
fits, Fax resume: 403-762- 
5084, attn: Kevin. PAY TELEPHONE 
EQUIPMENT SERV. 
SEWER CLEANER 
TRUCK. Seca 800 Water 
Jet, Hydrostatic Drive, 
Mounted on 1992 Ford LN 
8000. 1500 Gallon, 2000 
Psi. Municipality of Maple 
Ridge, Paul Henry (604) 
467-7361, 
FOR SALE MISC. 
WOODSHOWS WOOD- 
WORKING tools, wood- 
crafts, custom furniture, 
cabinetry, hardware, tole, 
intarsia, sawmilling, chain- 
saw carving, 150 exhibits. 
FREE SEMINARS, 
Kamloops KXA 
Fairgrounds October 15- 
17, Cloverdale 
Fairgrounds, October 22- 
24. Surrey bcwood. 
shows.corn (519) 351- 
8344 Fri 1-8 Sat 10-6 Sun 
10.5, 
COMPUTER BLOW OUT, 
No money down complete 
computer package, State. 
of-the-art computer, moni. 
tor, printer. Ideal for chil. 
dren's education, busl. 
nasa and entertainment, 
Limited quantity, $49. per 
month. O,A,C 1-888-855- 
5527, 
DSS SATELLITE SYS- 
TEMS, 500 channels with 
European or Viper card, 
Also Echostar cards 
Complete systems avail- 
able. We'll beat any com. 
petitor pricing by 5%, 
Trades welcome. 780- 
914-5772, 
PARK MODELS 
Manufactured Homes 
s/w's, d/w's, 12 wldes, 8 
wides with slides. New & 
Used. Ideal for Rec, 
Property, Private Prop,, 
Parks Resorts. Homes', 
1-800-339-5133. RV'e 1- 
800-667-1533, 
CANADA'S #1 PSY- 
CHICS.,.,know your future 
in 2000. Love, health, ca- 
reer and money, Accurate 
and Affordable. 1-900- 
451-7070 $2,89/mlnute 
18+, 
PERSONALS 
MEN'S SEPARATION & 
DIVORCE HELPI Protect 
your children & assets 
now Know how Divorce 
Lawyers & the "justice 
system" really operate, 
Free call: 1-877- 
BREAKUP, Ext 375. 
ADULT ENTERTAIN- 
MENT Order the best 
videos by mall and pay 
less. FREE Video Offerl 
FREE Catalogue. 
Discreet, HMC Video 
5288 Parc, 101 -C, 
Montreal, Quebec, H2V 
4G7. 
REAL ESTATE 
A,S.A.P. LIQUIDATION 
Repossessed/must sell: 4 
brand new, super Insulat- 
ed, affordable prefab 
home packages, Superior 
quality. Simple assembly. 
your foundation. Never 
erected. Flexible layout, 
Details 1-800-525-1584, 
Sacrlflcel 
CAREER TRAINING 
Exciting well paid careers 
in computer programming. 
We will prepare suitable 
applicants. Ministry of 
Education Registered 
Home Study Program. 
Financial assistance, 
leaner computer systems 
and job placement tools 
available. No experience 
necessary. 1.800-477- 
9 5 7 8 
www.crnstraining.com, 
COMING EVENTS 
Master Your Spiritual 
Destiny through PAST 
LIVES, DREAMS, SOUL 
TRAVEL. Begin the ad- 
venture today, For free 
book, call ECKANKAR, 1- 
800-LOVE-GOD as for 
book #F18, www.eck- 
ankar.org. 
EDUCATION 
COUNSELLOR TRAIN- 
ING Institute of Canada 
offers on.campus and cor- 
respondence courses to- 
ward a Diploma in 
Counselling Practice to 
begin this month. Free 
catalogue, call 24hrs 1- 
800-665-7044. 
A NEW CAREER? Train 
to be an 
Apar t  rnent /Condo  
Manager. Many Jobs-All 
areasl Free job placement 
assistance. 18 years of 
successl For 
Info/brochure 681.5456/1- 
800-665-8339. RMTI. 
Thinking about 
University? Consider 
Acadia, one of Canada's 
best primarily undergradu- 
ate universities. Distance 
Learning in many subject 
areas, including business 
and computer science, 1. 
800-565-6568. www.cont- 
ed.acadiau,oa. 
WORK FOR THE 
LARGEST EMPLOYER in 
the worldl The travel 
tourism & hospitality in- 
dustryl Diploma programs 
available; Adventure 
Tourism, Travel & 
Tourism Pre-Employment 
Flight Attendant 
Hospitality & Resort 
Management. Canadian 
Tourism College 
Vanc/Surrey (604) 736- 
8000 or 1-800-668-9301, 
EMPLOYMENT 
OPPORTUNITIES 
SIGN ON BONUS. Due to 
a major expansion TransX 
Ltd. has an immediate re- 
quirement for 20 profes- 
sional driver teams based 
In western Canada. Driver 
requirements: Class 1 II- 
cence, 2 years minimum 
experience, must be able 
to run U.S., good abstract, 
positive attitude. Calgary 
and northern Alberta and 
BC call Len for appoint- 
ment at toll free 1-877- 
207-1101 or cell 403-660- 
3952. southern 
Alberta/Sask. call Daryl 1- 
877-207-1101, cell 403- 
540-8421 
To place an ad call 
this paper or the BCY- 
CNA at (604) 669-9222 
RECREATIONAL 
PROPERTY 
GOLF COURSE VACA- 
TION HOMES. The 
Borgata Lodge 
Condo/Hotel at Quail 
Ridge Resort, Kelowna, 
B.C. from $89,900 Fee 
simple 1/4 Ownership, 
Revenue Potential. 
Fronting 2 Championship 
Golf Courses. 3 minute 
Shuttle from Airport. Bring 
your clubs, we supply the 
restl Find out more about 
our Preferred Purchaser 
Program. Call toll free 1- 
877.513-9393 
SKIING 
BIG WHITE Luxory 
Accommodations. Book 
now for ×runs/New Years 
& other dates Going fastl 
1-4 Bdrm Ski in/out Gas 
F.P. Hot Tubs, Condos 
unlimited. Toll Free 1.888- 
676-9977 or (250) 868- 
6751 or www,condosun- 
limited.com. 
TRAVEL 
AUSTRAL IA /NEW 
ZEALAND Farm and 
Ranch Tour, Jan, 6 - Feb. 
4, 2000. Includes return 
airfare, accommodations, 
62 meals, all attractions 
and sightseeing, 5 farm 
stays. Call Select 
Holidays 1-800-661-4326, 
Cook Island and Hawaii 
Tour available, 
AFRICA KENYA SAFARI 
and The Pyramids of 
Egypt including 5 day/4 
night Nile River Cruise, 
Feb, 18 - Mar. 7, 2000. 
Fully escorted, Call Select 
Hol Idays 1-800-661-4326, 
TIMESHARE RESALES, 
To buy, sell or rein world- 
wide, World's Largest 
Reseller. ERA STROMAN 
SINCE 1979, Buyers call 
1-800-613-7987. Sellers 
call 1-800-201-0864. 
I n t e r n e t - 
www.stroman.com, 
TRUCKS 
"O DOWN O,A. C." 
Guaranteed credit ap- 
provals. Trucks, 4x4's 
crew cabs, diesels, sport 
utilities, Rape's, broken 
leases, heavy duty equip- 
ment, Take over pay- 
ments. Free delivery, Call 
The Untouchables now. 1- 
800-993-3673. Vancouver 
327.7752. 
WATERFRONT 
PROPERTY 
VANCOUVER ISLAND 
WATERFRONT on beau- 
t i ful  Craig Bay. 1/4 
Ownership In one of two 
different seaside resorts, 
Starting $35,500. For 
more Information www.le. 
landroote.com/pacif lc 
(250) 468-5489. 
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More speedway finalists released 
C Bomber 
Veronica Paupst, 937 
Jannette Vandenbroek, 901 
Cindy Dollemore, 891 
B Bomber 
Yves Thibodeau, 972 
Shane Severid, 958 
Kelly Hilton, 867 
A Bomber 
Kevin Pongracz, 1074 
Dan Dollemore, 1010 
Paul Fleming, 818 
C Street 
Christine Miner, 699 
Michelle Bolton, 503 
Krista Pires, 442 
B Street 
Richard Meyers, 1093 
Trevor King, 1050 
Tom Bolton, 611 
A Street 
Len McArthur, 1150 
Jose Pires, 1131 
Jason King, 980 
B Hobby 
Debby Reinhardt, 1150 
Elizabeth Cloakey, 1063 
Ken Legros, 931 
A Hobby 
Gord Klassen, 1119 
Dave Reinhardt, 1106 
Randy Chalifoux, 944 
Top Team Awards 
Street - Car 111: Lyle 
Miner, Chr is t ine 
Miner, Rick Lundrigan 
Bomber- Car 117: Veroni- 
ca Paupst, Kevin Pon- 
gracz, Kelly Hilton 
Rookie of the Year 
C Bomber: Jannette Van- 
denbroek 
C Street: Christine Miner 
Bomber: Yves Thibodeau 
Streel: Tom Bolton 
Hobby: Randy Chalifoux 
THAT'S THE TICKET: The local speedway associa- 
tion honoured this demolition derby rollover as one 
; I l l  
of its best at an awards ceremony earlier this month 
in Thornhill. 
rl 
go It For A Friend 
Only 35% of worthy cancer  
pr0 jectscan be funded.  
rJelp ra ise  the percentage/ .  
CA~AN I sooere 
CANCI~ I CANAIYL:M~ 
Please welcome soo~rv t.l t ~  
your neighbourhood 
canvassers wizen they BRITISH COLUh~BIA 
knock on your dool: AND YUKON DIVISION 
CANADIAN TIRE 
ww~v.ca nadlantlre.conl 
Or Emall us at 
www, cantlre.terrace@oa~.nat 
SAFEWAY 
www, safeway.corn 
E TER~c" E 
www, terraceautomal l .com 
q:t~9 Irt'~rz'~r~ 
terrace,autornall@osg.net 
 ARD TheTer race  Standard 
standard@kermode.net 
Your  webs i te /emai l  address  
cou ld  be  here l  
.Contact  us  a t  638-7283 
Most Improved Driver 
Bomber: Adam Waters, 
Jannette Vandenbroek 
Street: Christine Miner 
Hobby: Debby Reinhardt 
Best Rollover 
Jason King, Carmen Pow- 
ers 
Half Roliover 
Cliff Daugherty 
Fastest Time 
C Bomber: Veronica 
Paupst, 21.83 
C Street: Koreen Algor, 
20.74 
Bomber: Kevin Pongracz, 
21.31 
:Street: Jose Pires, 20.38 
~Hobby: Gord Klassen, 
18.40 
Goodwreneh 100 
Points Winner 
Bomber: Kevin Pongracz 
Street: Tom Bolton 
Hobby: Leslie Quast 
Memorial  T rophy  
Street: Jose Pires 
Hobby: Gord Klassen 
Member of the Year 
:Cindy Dollemore 
Sportsman of the Year 
Bomber: Dan Dollemore 
Street: Lyle Miner, Tom 
Bolton 
Hobby: Dave Reinhardt 
Run 
straight 
to bed] 
ir~ 
l 
Phystcat acthtty - 
the key to a good 
night's leep. 
$harinlg a " .d~'  
H~l~ler JL I~"~ 
P~III1EIP.gLTIDfl Jwf ® 
Dodge Dakota, winner of Strategic Vision's "1999 Total Quality 
Award ~M for best compact pickup ownership experience:'* 
~ Dodge Dakota, ranked as J.D. Power and Associates' 
,~ "1999 Best compact pickup in initial Quality in the U.S. "tt 
LEASE FOR 
s298' 
2000 Dodge 
OR CHOOSE 
a month for 36 months, 3 . 8 o ~ , ,  PlUS $3,607 downpayment 
or equivalent trade and 
$350 security deposit, PURCHASE FINANCING 
$715 freight included. UP TO 48 MONTHS 
Dakota Club Cab Sport/'--" 
The #1 selling pickup in its class** 
23B Package includes: o3.9L Magnum V6 engine 
• 5-speed manual transmission 
• Air conditioning 
• Next-Generation dual air bags 
• AM/FM stereo cassette 
o15" Aluminum wheels 
'3900 lb. towing capacity .Fog lamps 
• Stabilizer bar - front and rear 
'3 year or 60,000 krn warranty 
~ Dodge Dakota, the #1 
selling pickup in its class.** 
LEASE FOR s388, a rnonth for 36 Plus $3,699dov 
or equivalent tl 
$4S0 security dq 
$920 freight im 
OR CHOOSE 
PURCHASE FINANCING 8%** I UP TO 48 MONTHS 
2000 Dodge Ram Quad Cab 4x4 
The first full size truck with 4 doorsP 
23A Package includes: .5.2L Magnum V8 engine .5-speed manual transmission ,.Air conditioning .Next-Generation dual air bags 
• AM/FM stereo cassette .16" Chrome wheels .Speed control .Tilt Steering .Anti-spin differential axle .3 year or 60,000 krn warranty 
I • Dodge Different. 
I You can reach us on the web at www.daimlerchrysler.ea or call us at 1-800-361-3701]. 
I 
~IIRYSI,ER 
DadgE~ 
Jeep 
